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(¢ Bushido Blade 

(¢ Ultimate Race Pro 

(¢ Skull Monkeys 
(¢ Bust-A-Move 3 Deluxe 

(¢ Actua Ice Hockey 

(¢ Jet Rider 2 

(¢ NHL '98 
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(¢ Grand Theft Auto 

(¢ Final Fantasy 7 

(¢ Quake 2 

(¢ Tomb Raider 2 

(¢ Actua Soccer 2 
(¢ Fighting Force 
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Grand Theft Auto is so good, it won 
d Certificate before it was even released. 

Imagine how proud we felt when the British Board of Film Classification awarded us the prestigious ‘18 Certificate’. 

It was indeed a great honour for Grand Theft Auto to have followed in the footsteps of such cinematic greats as 

‘Reservoir Dogs, ‘Death Race 2000’ and ‘Crash’. = 

Yet still, the plaudits kept a-comin’. PC Gamer gave it 92% and C&VG gave it 5 out of 5, as did Sky Magazine. Aerorg 

Escape magazine wrote, “Grand Theft Auto is depraved, disgusting, putrid and repellent. 6 out of 6!” confirming the 

truism that adults really do have all the fun. Sorry kids. Grow up and see what you're missing. Ika ERIFAINFL NOE Ee 

=< 1997 BMG Interactive © 1997 DMA Design Ltd. Distributed by BMG Interactive. Designed and developed by DMA Design 
4 fag and “PlayStation” are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. Distributed by the local BMG Company. A unit of BMG Entertainment 

Pee VT SS open Published by BMG. www.bmginteractive.com INTERACTIVE  



ee EVERYTHING HAPPENS OVE 
THE NEXT 113 PAGES... 
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icture the scene: It’s a bone- 

Pits, cold evening in January. 
Les, Robin and Cathy are still 

‘taking’ each other at Mario Kart 64 
in the GM games confinement cabin. 
Matt’s busy sorting through a 
teetering pile of your letters, while 
Chris... Well we’re not quite 
sure where the surfing 
pygmy is - recent 
sightings have him 
deathmatching the PC 
Gamer art team at 
Quake 2. No-one’s 
heard from him 
since The Bad Place. 

And I’m stood outside 
waiting for the Future 
Publishing post van, filling 
my fat mouth with Snickers. 
Nicholas Parsons, dressed as 

Widow Twanky, and Jenny 
Powell, dressed as a bloke, % 
are waving at me from the 
stage door of Bath’s Theatre \ 
Royal. Everything feels weird. But 
then, it’s not every day you await 
the arrival of one of Nintendo’s . ae 
front-line titles. 

From then on everything 
happens in a blur. Yoshi's Story 
is out of the brown paper, box 
and plastic bag Sid the 
Né64’s hungry slot. Up goes the 
power, out comes Nintendo's logo 
screen, then... turn to page 42 to see 

what happened... 

Marcus Hawkins 

fy "gars 

We always put the considerations of you, our réaders, Tr) 
first — from the fairness of our game reviews to the accuracy 
of our tips and cheats. 

Here at GamesMaster we're all devoted game players 
and put together a magazine which we think others like us 
will enjoy. 

We always give scores as percentages and will not stop 
doing so - it’s the most precise way there is to assess the 
various aspects of a game, and allows you to compare 
games accurately. 

We read every letter you send to us, and always answer 
the best ones in the magazine. 

GamesMaster is brought to you by the sound people that 
produce The Official PlayStation Magazine, Edge, N64, 
Saturn Power, PC Gamer, PC Format, PlayStation Power, 

Amiga Format, Essential PlayStation,.net, Connect... and 
RL more specialist mags. So we get to call on the 
talents of the most knowledgeable peo; ie in the business — 
our reviewers are the best there are. They knows their stuff! 

GAMESMASTER #67 — ON SALE 
WEDNESDAY 25TH MARCH 
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BIG NEWS! — 

HORS    

    

IT’S SEGA RALLY, BUT BETTER! NINTENDO’S MONSTER 

Slicker than David RPG DRAWS CLOSER... 
Beckham’s hair. ~— It’s been a long 
Sega show off Ms Gee time coming 
what they do — but the next 
best with this Pe Miyamoto epic 
latest arcade : is looking to 

pace setter A be worth the 
wait. New pics! 

YOSHI'S SIGh 
It’s a jurassic lark with the latest N64 
biggie. But can Nintendo cut it yet again’ 

BUSHIDO GLADE 
Can a fighting game really be any different 
to what’s gone before? Find out now... 

MAGAITO WIM Ten 
DLA PIES 
The official game of the biggest sporting 
event of the winter. Does it strike gold? 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS INGLUDE: 
PC 28 FIFTH ELEMENT STREET FIGHTER COLLECTION PSX 
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RASCAL PSX 32 SKULL MONKEYS PSX 

GEX 3D: ENTER THE GECKO PSX 36 FIGHTERS DESTINY N64 

COOL BOARDERS 2 PSX 56 JET RIDER 2 PSX 

NHL POWERPLAY HOCKEY ’98 PSX 62 DARK OMEN Pc 

NHL OPEN ICE PSX 65 WING COMMANDER PROPHECY PC 
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et ready to do your bit for 

C7 the extinction of dinosaurs 

because the biggest non- 
Nintendo game to hit the N64 is 

about to roar its way back on to 
the 64-Bit machine, and it’s 

going to be even more of a 
monster title than before. 

For the last six months, the developers 

at Iguana in America have been busy on the 

follow-up to one of the N64’s most successful 

games. Now details are slowly starting to 

emerge about what this most eagerly 

awaited of sequels has in store for us. 

Turok 2 is an ambitious title and is 

destined to be 40% bigger than its 

predecessor. Most of the levels have already 

AMS 
GM covers all the latest news from home and abroad 

been designed and the monsters that roam 

them have come 

straight from the depths 
of hell 

The plot revolves 

around an alien trapped 

in a giant spaceship 
who sends out 

robotic creatures to 
cause havoc. Your job (no 

prize for guessing) 

is to blast them to 

merry Hell. Instead 

of the usual level 

one then level two 

approach, the 

game will 

SONY GO PLATINUM 

tat reaction to Nintendo’s 
lowering of game prices, 

Sony have lined up the 

strongest batch of games 
to make their 
comebacks on the 
Platinum label. 

Psygnosis and 
Codemasters are also 
getting in on the act by re- 
releasing WipEout 2097, 
Destruction Derby 2 and Micro 
Machine v3 to coincide with Sony’s 
unleashing of the big boys. Their 

| n what can only be seen as a fit-for- contribution includes titles like top fighter 
Tekken 2, Crash Bandicoot and Soul 

Blade. Not to be out-done, 

Electronic Arts are also joining in 
this budget frenzy by releasing 
Die Hard Trilogy and Soviet Strike 
while Virgin Interactive will 

| launch Command & Conquer at 
J the same time: All the games will 

J be carrying the 
value-tastic price tag 

of £19.99. Anyone who 
bought a PlayStation for 
Christmas will find that little 
lot hard to resist. 

It's no wonder 

the dinosaurs 

died out, look 

how thin 

they got. 

operate on a hub system. As in Hexen, this 

aims to give a more liberating gaming 

experience. It'll allow you to choose 
. which mission objectives to complete 

* and in what order 

. Tweaks to the Al mean the 

ry monsters hunt by sound instead of 

*. just sight, which should make for 

a more complex and 

adrenaline-pumping 

experience than the 

original (which is still 

great we reckon). We'll have 

“w more news soon 

  

The artists working 
scary people if this is what th 
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FINAL FANTASY 
7 HITS THE PC 

continual action. 
Eidos reckon that 
they'll have the 

& game ready by 
this Summer and 
will no doubt 

back it with the 
kind of marketing 

campaign not seen since the likes of 

    

     
      

      
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

      

¥ Mortal Kombat and Tomb Raider. t may not be ready for its launch 
However, the PC is not exactly lacking | for months yet, but speculation is 

: 1 in RPGs, unlike the PlayStation when sweeping through America at the 
v ae ~~) Final Fantasy 7 was released. So the moment that Nintendo are planning 

competition for Square's baby will be a to cut the price of the 64DD. 

he success of the Tomb Raider lot more intense, especially as there are The N64 add-on unit originally had 
| has obviously made Eidos a —_ some huge titles set for release at the same a planned $150 launch price, but now it 

bit cocky - they’ve now snapped time. Eidos, though, are more than confident | looks as though the big N could well be 
up the rights to one of the biggest that theirs will be the Summer's launching it for $80 and, better still, it 
PlayStation games of them all, biggest PC game. may come bundled with a flagship game. 
Final Fantasy 7, for the PC! As with all other Nintendo price cuts 

Square are working on the —% so far, this should eventually filter through 
conversion themselves, and are  ~i/ to the UK, whenever they finally get 

aiming to keep it as close to the - 2 around to launching the 64DD over here 
original as possible, including the | ee x - which should happen next year. 
lack of loading times and 4 
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AND SO IT BEGINS 
nfogrames have moved in to snap up the videogame 

| rights to Warner Bros’ ever popular Looney Tunes 

cartoon characters and are bringing them to the 
PlayStation, Nintendo 64 and, more interestingly, Sega’s ‘so 

new it isn’t finished yet’ Katana console. By the end of next 
year they should have four or five Looney Tunes related 

games out for the PlayStation. 

Characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Wyle E Coyote and 
the Tazmanian ‘Devil will all be making appearances, although 

Infogrames haven't said whether they'll be in individual games or 

all be out together in a single title. Several games are already in 
development, but no names or release dates are being talked 

about yet The Katana Looney Tunes game could well be ready by 

the time the machine is launched in the US next year.   

   

  

    

      

     

    
   

      

     

    

  

    

  

    

    

     

  

    
   

    

    

    

    

    
   

  

     

    
    

    

The sequel to Myst, one of the biggest 
selling PC games of all time, is about to 
hit the PlayStation. Acclaim are 
publishing the slideshow adventure and 
it ll be out in April. We'll have more on 
this one next month. 

Sony are a bit chuffed with their 
gamesplaying baby. They’ve now 
managed to sell over 30 million consoles 
worldwide. They've sold almost 50 
million games in the US alone, putting 
them a long way ahead of Sega and 
Nintendo, although Nintendo are 
gaining fast. Go on my son! 

Sony have signed the rights to the Fox 
Interactive potential blockbuster X-Files. 
The game's been scripted by Chris 
Carter, creator of the TV series and is set 

to hit in the Summer. It features new 
video technology which had to be 
worked on by both Fox and Sony, which 
is how this deal came about. There are 
no details yet on the game itself but we'll 
have an update on the game next issue. 

BAAt long last, Japanese and US release 
dates have been set for Namco’s master 
fighter. A UK date will be announced 
shortly and shouldn't be too far behind 
Japan, which gets the game at the end 
of March and the Yanks who get it at the 
end of April. We should see it here in 
the Summer. The game offers several 
enhancements over the arcade version, 
including more characters and 
additional modes. Can’t wait... 

EaWe knew it had to happen, but SCI 
have surprised everyone by announcing 
that the PlayStation version of the 
controversial blood-fest Carmageddon 
will also include extra levels. There’s 
speculation that it'll actually be a 
combination of the original arid the 
sequel, which will be released on PC at 
about the same time. It’s unknown 
whether Sony will allow the full blood 
version to be released or insist on the 
gored-down version. 

Emagine racing around a huge city 
Doom-style blasting your way through 
villains and carrying out missions to rid 
the area of crime. That's what Interplay 
are set to bring to the PlayStation in the 
shape of Crime Killer. It'll be out at the 
end of April and looks like being one to 
watch out for. We'll have more on this 
crime-bust-em-up next month. 

 



Virgin have announced the latest batch 

of games to hit their £9.99 White label 
budget range. Top adventure Broken 
Sword and slick racer Screamer 2 make 
their comebacks along with brilliant RPG 

Daggerfall and cartoon adventure 
Toonstruck. The quintet is rounded off by 

Sensible World of Soccer ’96/’97. The 
new double pack games (two games, 
same price) set for release are Rebel 
Assault/TIE Fighters Collection, Full 

Throttle/The Dig, Terra Nova/ Flight 

news from around the globe 

BIG MOVIE NEWS... 
dotted line with newcomer MGM 
to publish some potential smash 

hit titles on the PlayStation and PC. 
Seeing as MGM just happen to be one 

one of the biggest movie companies on the 

= lectronic Arts have signed on the 

ce At ial 

planet, the potential for some killer titles to 
emerge is huge. The first of these to be 
published by the duo will be War Games 
(PC and PlayStation), which is a strategy 

blaster based on the movie and Return Fire 
2 (PC and PlayStation) which is the follow 

up to everyone's favourite tank game. Both 
of these are due to 

Le Poe 

be out in the 

year EA and MGM will be releasing a 
videogame version of the movie Rollerball, 
which for the uninitiated is an extremely 
violent futuristic sport. 

More importantly, MGM have scooped 
up the license to develop the Tomorrow 
Never Dies game. It’s going to have to go 
some to beat Rare’s fantastic GoldenEye 
007, and all eyes will be on its development 1@ Summer. 

However, as good 
Unlimited and Star Trek: Judgement 
Rights/ Star Trek 25th Anniversary. 

journey over coming months. 

Pd a » | as these titles 

af Te, ©) | sound, they pale in 
comparison to the 
biggies that are on 
the way. Early next 

Ever keen to cash-in on success, GTI 

have announced that they'll be putting 
together a compilation featuring Duke 
Nukem: Atomic Edition and Shadow 
Warrior. This new pack will be called 
East Meets West and should be 
available soon. 

Pd 
New add-on packs are on the way for 
Quake 2, Hexen 2 and Dark Reign - all 

from Activision. They're all out now and 
add loads of extra missions, weapons 
and units to all three games. 

@ 
Look out for a new fabbo racer from 
Gremlin in the coming months called 
Motor Head (no relation to the rock 

group, thank God). We saw an early 
version of it which looked mind- 
blowingly fast and crammed with huge 
polygon counts and some impressive 

3D graphics. There'll be stacks more 
news on this potential blockbuster 
in the next couple of issues. 

@ 
Fox Interactive, the people behind 

Die Hard Trilogy and Croc, have 
announced they've got a new 

range of sports sims hidden up 
their sleeves. They'll all be 
released under the Fox Sports 
label. Next year, we'll see Fox Sports 
Hockey, Golf, Tennis and Soccer. No 
doubt, Fox Sports Soccer will be out 
in time for the World Cup. 

& 
Fresh from defeating the BBFC and 
finally getting a certificate to release 
the full-blood version of 
Carmageddon, SCI have, somewhat 

predictably, started to blah on about 
a sequel. Details are sketchy right now 
but you can bet there'll be plenty of 
blood. gore and drive-by incidents to be 
had. It should be out in time for 
Christmas. How bloody festive. 

THE FASTEST 
GAME ON EARTH? 

fter just one week on 
A sale in America, R esident 

Evil 2 has smashed all 
previous sales records. 

Capcom's gory shocker 
shifted almost 400,000 
copies (which apparently 

sails past the likes of 
Tomb Raider 2, Final 
Fantasy 7 and 
Super Mario 64) in 

its first week, taking almost 

$19 million (the only movie 
which took that much 
money in the same week 
was Titanic). 

Turn to our 

4% Resident Evil 2 
gore-fest on page 14 

and you'll see just why 
everyone is going mad 

to get hold of a copy of 
. this horror masterpiece. 
& Importers are selling the 

game for over £100 in 
». the UK, cashing-in 

before the game is officially 
released by Virgin next month. 

PlayStation 

See 1 FIFA 98: RTWC 
= 2 TOCA Touring Car 

3 Crash Bandicoot 2 
= 4 Nightmare Creatures 

If you love everything Resident @ama%. 5 Tomb Raider 2 
Evil, don’t miss our review 
special next issue. * 6 Croc 

Pa 7 Fighting Force 
Lewd 8 Actua Soccer 2 

fa 9 F197 

oe 10 Time Crisis 

= 1 GoldenEye 007 
2 Diddy Kong Racing 

es) 3 Lylat Wars 
2 Super Mario 64 

5 Duke Nukem 64 
a 6 Mario Kart 64 

7 MRC 
8 1SS64 
9 Wave Race 64 

10 Pilot Wings 64 

PlayStation 
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news from around the globe 

at Sega HQ. First came the denials, then the weak admissions, then the 

F or months, rumours have been flying around about a new 64-Bit console 

deluge of specifications (none of which were right) and development 
partners. We got sick of all this so went right to the source to find out what's 
going on at Sega HQ. After a bit of sly digging around GamesMaster have 
compiled everything you need to know about Sega’s next generation machine... 

A. When companies like Sega: start 
developing a new console they quite often 
give ita codename. If you remember the 
N64 started out life as Project Reality and 
Sega's follow-up to the Saturn is no 
different. Dural is, of course, one of the 

characters from Sega’s own Virtua Fighter 
range so it seemed like a good idea to call 

it that. About two months ago they changed 
the code name to Katana (a type of 
Japanese fighting sword). In the months 

between now and launch you can expect it 
to.change again, possibly to follow the 

planet link of the Saturn (Sega have also 
had projects called Neptune and Mars), but 
industry sources doubt whether it will be 
called the Sega Uranus. 

A. Forget all the rumours you've 
heard or seen on the Internet. The 

machine will NOT be coming out in 

America or Europe in 1998. The 

Japanese will see it at the end of ’98. 
Sega themselves have told us that 

they'll be launching the Katana (or 

COULD THIS 
BE IT? 

The final box hasn’t been designed 
yet but we bullied a top artist into 
taking an educated guess as to 
what the Katana might look like. 
Could this be the console of 

the future? 

whatever it will be called by then) in North 
America in 1999, with Europe to follow 

after, probably in time for Christmas. 

Although, Sega did pull a fast one on Sony 
and bring the launch of the Saturn forward 
by a few months to get ahead of 
the competition last time. 

A. Of course it will! There would be no 
point in Sega bringing out a machine in the 
future that wasn’t as powerful as the current 

crop of machines. Whether it will be more 
powerful than Sony’s PlayStation 2 is 
another question. The 
hardware 

\ Le 

specs for Sega’s machine are certainly 

impressive though. It’s going to have a 
200MHz processor under the hood with a 
Power VR Highlander chipset and 8MB of 
RAM, as well as 8MB of video RAM and 
2MB of audio RAM. Bung in a 12 speed 
dual format CD drive and anti-aliased VGA 
output as well. Basically, it has the guts of a 
real kickass PC. 

A. Sega have been a bit sneaky and bought 
in the likes of Microsoft and Power VR to 
help them out with their new. system. 
Microsoft are going to be developing the 
operating system, which means that there 
will be a lot of similarities between this and 
a very high end PC with a 3D accelerator 

card. The people at Power VR will be 
responsible for guaranteeing that when it 
comes to 3D graphics, the Katana will be 
able to go head-to-head with any machine 

around. If this all 
goes through 

then programmers won't have to learn how 

to develop for a new kind of machine, as 
they did with the PlayStation and N64, 

because they'll be able to use all their PC 
developing knowledge. It also means that 

porting games will be a doddle. 

A. Well, believe it or not there are already 
quite a few developers working on stuff for 
the new system (take a look in the previous 

news pages). Because it is so closely related 
to the PC, they've been able to crack on 
with games without having full development 
kits. Now that they have kits, the transfer is 
relatively simple. In fact, with some clever 

wheeling and dealing behind closed doors, 
the operating system in the Katana allows 

for easy ports between both the PC and 
arcade boards to the new console. Quicker 
and easier should, in theory, also mean 
games’ ll be cheaper. 

There aren’t many confirmed titles yet 
but we reckon that a full blown arcade 
perfect version of Virtua Fighter 3 will be 
one of the debut games, possibly even 

bundled with the machine. Clever money 
would also lean towards a version of Sega 
Rally 2, imagine that. Sega also made a big 
mistake leaving it so long before they 

bought Sonic to the Saturn, so some kind of 
3D platformer with the spikey one in it 
would go down well. Interplay have also 
stated that they'll be bringing their sports 

games to the Katana 

  

A. Obviously no-one on Earth knows the 
price of the thing. We reckon its first price 
tag will be around the £249-£299 mark 
(that’s if it was bundled with a game). This 

would allow for the price to dip below the 
£200 mark after six months 

A. No, no, no, no, well — maybe a bit. It 

won't die but it may start fo smell.a bit 
funny. Sega are still committed to bringing 

out Saturn games and fully supporting the 
system throughout 1998 and the early 

part of 1999. After that, it should go 
down fairly fast. However, there 

are still a lot of great games on 

the way like House of the 
Dead, Burning Rangers and 

Panzer Dragoon Saga  



‘NEW CLEARAGIL COMPLETE 
HELPS STOP SPOTS BEFORE THEY START. 
WITH TREATMENT CREAMS, YOU HAVE TO WAIT TILL THE SPOTS APPEAR BEFORE YOU GET RID OF THEM. 

DID YOU KNOW THAT, IN A CLINICAL STUDY RUN OVER AN EIGHT WEEK PERIOD, CLEARASIL COMPLETE HAS 
BEEN PROVEN FIVE TIMES BETTER THAN ORDINARY SOAP AT HELPING TO PREVENT FACIAL PUSTULES. AND 

WHAT $ MORE, YOUNG SIBLING, THE MANUFACTURER HAS FACILITATED THE USAGE OF SAID 
m, FACE-WASH gum 
 ByPRO- # 

By wine an 
Bf incentous 

“PUMP- 7 iis 
STARTED. 

WE DON’T WANT TO GO ON ABOUT IT, BUT NEW CLEARASIL COMPLETE HAS A 

DEEP-CLEANSING MICROBEAD FORMULA AND SPECIAL SPOT STUFF TO KILL THE 

BACTERIA THAT CAN LEAD TO UNWANTED ZITS. 

USED EVERY DAY, IT’LL KEEP YOUR SKIN FEELING CLEAN AND FRESH, AND HELP 

KEEP SPOTS AT BAY.  



Nintendo have confirmed that the follow- 
up to GoldenEye 007 will NOT feature 
James Bond! MGM have already signed 
up the 007 license meaning that the 
sequel, currently being worked on by 
Rare, will have to feature new characters 
and plotlines not taken from the movies. 
Of course, if it plays as well as 
GoldenEye we'll cope with pretending to 
be the Martini-quaffing super agent. But 

even so, it’s not right is it? 

Sad news. Pilotwings 2, the sequel to the 
N64’s toppermost oddball flight sim, has 
been canned. Developers Paradigm 
Entertainment have abandoned work on 
the game, with Nintendo seemingly 
unable to give the game the sort of 
technical support it requires due to the 
increasing workload caused by the 
forthcoming 64DD add on. There's a 
slight chance it might be resurrected in 
the future. Here’s hoping, eh? 

The last one might not have been 
everything we hoped for but another 
N64 Bomberman game is set for a 
surprisingly early release in Japan this 
Spring. Bomberman Hero: Queen 
Milian’s Rescue looks like building on the 
one-player game and will take the same 
3D approach as last time. We're praying 

they sort out the multi-player game this 
time round. 

Mere mention of the title Head Over 
Heels should be enough to induce misty 
eyes in anyone old enough to remember 
one of the Spectrum’s finest platforming 
moments. And now, Jon Ritman the man 

behind it (and Match Day, for that 
matter) has announced that his 

development company Cranberry Source 
are working on a 3D platformer that’s set 
to drag similar puzzle-based joy kicking 
and screaming into 64-Bit. Get in! 

The judges of GM's recent Design a 

game Compo, Interactive Studios, are 
working away on a game of their own. 

Dragonstorm’s going to be a role playing 
extravaganza from the same gaming 
people who brought Firo and Klawd to 
the PlayStation. 

Like the NES and SNES games before it, 
Zelda 64 will come on a glittering golden 
cartridge when it's released over here in 
November. As if we weren't already 
excited enough about Link’s next gen 
debut. (See page 26) 

news from around the globe 

TSNINTENDOS! 

Zz 

Cruisin USA - £34.99 - 20th Feb 
A new, low price for an old, low-scoring 
racer that we rated 40% in GM52. 

ot £ 

Tetrisphere - £39.99 - 27th Fela 
A block fitting ball of confusion for Tetris 
fans that scored 71% in GM61. 

Snowhoard Kids - £39.99 - 6th March 
Fun packed, multi-player snow racing 
reviewed on page 58. These kids deserve a 
gold star on their infant class wallchart. 
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Yoshi's Story - £49.99 - 
i8th April 
See page 44 for the truth about 
Yoshi's N64 disappointment 

1080" Snowhoarding - Feb 
(Japan) - May/June (UK) 

Strangely set for a summer release and 
being worked on by the Wave Race team. 

Nestled in amongst a host of other 
snowbound sportsters it looks set to 

impress. Turn to page 66 

ith the N64 notching up its 
first year with the good 

gamesfolk of Blighty, Nintendo 
have revealed what's in store for ‘98 
and, most surprisingly, officially 

announced the release date of Donkey 
Kong World, the 64-Bit debut of Rare’s 
simian SNES hero. 

The chest-beating star of Donkey Kong 

Banjo Kazooie 
Rare’s 3D platformer is looking better with 
each passing month. 

Twisted Edge 
Another snowboarder that’s being worked 
on by Boss Game studios. (See pg 67). 

F-Zero X - 
August/September 
The super fast speeder’s back 
and hoping to burn off 
WipEout, it looks great. 

Knife Edge 
~ With Kemco’s Blade and Barrel 

canned, this new chopper-based 
shoot-em-up — from Kemco again 

— promises lots 

Kemco Puzzle Game 
A working title for a puzzler set to feature 

™ Warner Bros characters. 

Country and Mario Kart should emerge 
from Rare’s development undergrowth 
around Christmas time. But before that 
happy day, N64 owners have a year of 
outstanding looking games, including Zelda 
64, Banjo Kazooie and the 64-Bit update of 
F-Zero with an X. Here’s the full list, GM’s 

analysis and exactly which days on your 
calendar should be highlighted... 

Body Harvest 
Long awaited and much delayed, DMA‘s 
multiple vehicle explore-em-up could go 
either way but expect something genuinely 
different from the company that coded both 
Lemmings and Grand Theft Auto. 

NBA Courtside 
Revealed at Space Show, the most 
surprising thing about this b-baller at such 
an early stage is that it’s been developed 
by Nintendo. They're not exactly known for 
stat-packed sports fests, are they? 

Zelda 
Wibble. See our update on page 26 to see 

‘hy Zelda's N64 debut has 

rendered us incapable of 
rational thought. 

Donkey Kong World 
Just a name and a date at 
the moment but do get 
excited. Think Donkey 
Kong Country meets 

Mario 64. 

Yop Gear Games 
Expect a spanking 

64DD Top Gear Rally 2 
that lets you design your own 
courses plus a new Top Gear title, 
with a more traditional feel 

(as opposed to all this 
rally business)  



got in the way of shooting all those 

zombies, start flexing your trigger 
finger for the Saturn version of Sega’s 
supernatural arcade shooter, The House 

of the Dead. It’s getting so perilously 
«lose to completion that you can almost 
feel icy breath on the back of your neck. 

Taking their winning Virtua Cop light 
gun gameplay and relocating it fo a scary 
big house, quite literally full of the dead, 
Sega's coin-op is like Res Evil played down 
the barrel of the gun. With = 
targets comprising the 
walking dead, hell hounds and 

chainsaw-wielding maniacs, the game 
actually manages to out do Capcom's 

adventure in terms of gore, flinging around 
the ketchup like it was well past its sell by 
date. Not only can you shoot the limbs off 
zombies as they stagger towards you but 
also blow a hole in their stomachs and 
see right through to the other side. 

Going on these just released 

| f you thought Resident Evil’s puzzles Saturn shots and a Japanese playtest ofa 

nearly finished version, the coin-op’s 
shocking action should be coming to Sega’s 
console very much intact. Which is more 
than you can say for the things you’re 
aiming at. Obviously, the graphics won’t be 

quite as smooth as the Model-2 driven 
arcade machine but most 

importantly, huge efforts are 

being made to recreate the 
nervy, horror atmosphere in 

vai darkened front rooms 
across the globe. 

A creepy, black and 
white intro film will set the 

«scene, enhancing the game’s 
©) '30s period feel, with Sega 

: * promising plenty of different 
- paths that open up according to 

your shooting accuracy and how 
successfully you deal with key 
monsters. If you lost interest in Virtua 

Cop 2 and Time Crisis once you'd 
seen the credits, The House of the 
Dead's greater variety of shell case- 
strewn routes should up the replay 
value no end. The way you clamber 
over obstacles and drop down into 
dark pits make this feel much less flat 
that what’s gone before, too. 

Of course, zombies leaping out 
from all four corners of the screen are 
going fo put the fear of 
God into you more 
successfully than the 

ever could. As anyone's who had the bottle 
to take on the coin-op will tell you, The 
House of the Dead is adept at rearranging 
your wits with a cunning mix of sporadic 

shock horror attacks building to scenes of all 
out carnage not seen outside Uncle Les’ 
private video collection. Heads explode, 
arms fall off and chainsaws rev. But before 
you call for this sick filth to be banned, it’s 
worth pointing out that they'll be the now 
obligatory hostages waltzing across the 
screen that you’ve got to save rather than 
gun down. So that's alright. 

By half inching Res Evils zombie cast 
and ladling on the haemoglobin until you 
want to retire to a cottage in the Peak 
District, Sega helped drag the tired 
looking light gun game into much nastier 
territory with The House of the Dead. If 
all goes according to plan, the 
Saturn version 
due out over 
here in March “e 
should 
give 

Sega’s 
console a 
much needed shot 
in the arm. We'll 
have a full 
autopsy in the 
next issue. 

Ss 

4 

After a few quiet months Saturn wise, 

next month’s GM will be bursting at the 
staples with reviews of some of this 
year’s biggest releases. The stunning- 
looking Panzer Dragoon Saga, the huge 
zombie-shooting arcade experience that 
is The House of the Dead and Athlete 
Kings-in-the-snow sports fest, Winter 
Heat, will all come under our steely gaze 
next issue. If that wasn’t enough and, 
frankly we're of the opinion that is, the 
Sonic team’s Burning Rangers might just 
make it too. Calm yourselves! 
rd 

Fox Interactive have announced their last 
ever Saturn game. Chin up, it’s Alien 

Resurrection, the big movie license set to 
feature Tomb Raider style 3D exploring 
with plenty of alien offing. Due out in the 
Spring, the game is being coded by 
Croc developers, Argonaut. 
= 

A few people have written in to 
complain about the 65% score awarded 
to the Official Saturn joypad in last 
issue’s Grip Chip controller frenzy. 
You're dead right. Chimp boy actually 
awarded it 85% but somewhere between 
the Joypad Jungle and the printers it lost 
20%. We're sorry! 
= 

Final Fantasy 7 might be attracting RPG- 
ers most lust-filled glances at the moment 
but the Saturn’s got some top old pointy- 
hatted action on the way. Already out in 
Japan is the Saturn version of top role 
playing wargame Vandal Hearts and the 
reputedly excellent Shining Force. Also ° 
due soon is the hotly awaited Grandia 
from Game Arts. More details on UK 

releases when we get them. 

# Warp game guru Kenji Eno has 
confirmed that long awaited, much 
delayed sequel to the D, D2 will now 
appear on Saturn 2 or the Katana as it’s 

now known. Heaven only knows what 
‘ _ scary use it'll put all that 
(‘& 4 ’ processing power too. 

y 
“9  & Stop those presses! We've just 

had news that Capcom are 
working on Resident Evil 2 for the 

, Saturn. No release date has been 
set and, at this early stage, there’s 
no confirmation that itll come out 
sin the UK. More details when we 
© get them and make sure you 

whet your appetite with next 
month’s PlayStation review. 

Se 
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Icture the scone... The GM games festing 
room is packed to capacity, yet a reverential 
hush fills the air. The lights are out, the 

blinds are drawn and the door is locked. In the pit 
of everyone's stomach there's a growing sense of 
nausea, born of both fear and expectation. 

With the roar of Sony’s opening jingle still ringing in 
our ears, one of the most impressive intro sequences ever 
fulfils our expectations of Capcom's sequel and sends 
adrenaline coursing through our veins. 
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Let's hope that water 
is coming from a 
water tank rather 
than someone who 

was caught short. : The bog standard handgun gets the job 
. f done, but it's dull, Lying around in the 

police station is a nifty little kit that turns 

it into a souped up version. You can also 

get your hands on a shotgun 

           

  

      

    
    

    

Backed into a corner! Not the time 
to find you've run out of ammo, 

  

Will you take the 

Yes No 

The town scenes show off the lighting effects at their best, 
You won't have seen anything like this on your PlayStation. 

Custom Hand Gun 

  

La \ ae ay a 

There's a safe 
in that office 
packed full 
of stuff, but 
you'll have 
to find the 
combination, 

like the very finest Hollywood effects - 
extravaganza. With car chases, explosions and i 
the walking dead all over the place, Resident 
Evil 2 smacks of pure quality from the off. and many, MANY more. 

You can forget any worries you may have had that The first thing you'll notice is that there’s a lot more And the legions of the undead die in spectacular 
Resident Evil 2 was going to be a washed out sequel, going on. In the first game, you explored, dealt with the fashion. You could just blaze away like a demented Clint 
produced in an practi to cash-in on the first game's odd zombie and carried on exploring. In the sequel, Eastwood, safe in the knowledge that eventually your 
success. We've played the darned thing to death and there are hundreds of the decomposing dudes stumbling —_ chosen target will pop its clogs. If you’re quick they won't 
feel that it could even show the mighty Tomb Raider 2a _ all over the place and the option to play as either of the get close enough to munch into a vein for a quick 
thing or two about how sequels should be. Right from the two main characters doubles RE2’s lifespan. When the feed. So be smart and aim for their weak spots. 
awe-inspiring opening sequence, which introduces the game only gives you 150 bullets to start off with, don’t Head shots are a quick and efficient way of © 
two main characters in the game while managing fo look _ think you're going to have it easy. You'll need all of those _ disposing of the undead, and shooting them in the 

& Even when you gun these zombies down Pull faces at the zombies at the gate, then Rather surprisingly there are no zombies 
a u're never sure if they're really dead. fill yer pants as they rip it off to get to you. having a quick one-on-one at the basket  



SPEGIAUSE 3 
~~ (please, dont let it be —— 

F xy 2% (Moet Etimonds” chopper! = ff 
‘ $0 you've made it to the roof and start thinking you 

may be near the end of the game (you d be wrong, 
ig but ignorance is a wonderful friend). Now you're 

E ; faced with a minor problem — there just happens to z 
4 be a burning helicopter blocking your path. Lorks, \ 

4 let's just hope it wasn't Noel at the controls in the ‘ 

Rs oe midst of yet another of his ker-azy House Party P 
“=~ stunts. Anyway, you have to find a way past and it 3 =] 

may well have something to do with the water = 
vii , 

         
   

   

      

   

      

Will r system that lies above it. You work the rest out.    
One of the few survivors 
of the original holocaust is 
the gun shop owner. 
Convenient, eh? But he 
doesn't survive for long, 
Will you last any longer? 

legs will slow them down. Get a shotgun and poking your nose in where it isn’t welcome, solve a few roaming the streets and back alleyways before ducking 
blow them in half. This does lead to one of the puzzles and redecorate the walls a subtle shade of gore. _into a gun shop, a bus and finally ending up in the police 

game's more disturbing moments when a legless Do this by introducing the rampaging hordes of zombies _ station. It's in this station that most of the game’s heart- 
torso drags its way along the floor to get to you. to the various weapons you're carrying (well, once you've _ stopping moments happen. Keep a close eye on your 

found or built them). But while the basic gameplay stays surroundings and you'll see things speeding past 
5) pretty much the same, all the extra features that Capcom ——_ windows. Prepare yourself for floors to collapse under 

WHAT S THE STORY (wornine’s GORY) have thrown in will make this stand head ond shoulders you and decaying arms to suddenly thrust through wall 
As far as the gameplay goes, Capcom are sticking to above the rest of the pack this year. (Day of the Dead-style) trying to drag you away. 
their ‘if it ain't broke, don’t fix if’ policy. You get to have a For a start, you're not confined to one building unlike 
bit of wander around the various locations, generally the first game. Right from the start you find yourself 

BEEBE Ee 
ee           

    
aiimal thang? (Below) helps you now, but later on he'll eat 

your face before you know it. 
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The birds may be 

small but they re 

the hardest to hit ‘ ii 

out of the lo | Of ‘ 
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Tt looks-like-a switch. Will =r \ 
“~~ you push it? “+ ¥es No ’ 

You have to push 
these statues to 
certain places to 
get that all- 
important red gem 

from the head. 

  

(Left) This is where 
encounter your first 
zombie. They crawl alon 

. : jie floor after you and if the 

The first object 3 £ manage to catch you it tak 

you'll find is the : ' rather gruesome swipe of 

pass key in the ; gun to finish them off. Also; 

police station. we | don’t shoot from long rang 

Another survivor ,t.. this, it'll take more ammo 

has it. f ‘ the undead freakoids. 

at wading through zombie-packed corridors, sending 
limbs, brains and gallons of blood flying in all directions. 

Graphically, everything in this sequel is done ona much _lighting effects — just wait until you see the fires in the 
grander scale than the original. All the rooms are more streets or the lights in the long, dark corridors. The new THE EVIL DEAD 
cluttered than before, making them more interesting to graphics engine also allows for up to 11 zombies to be 
look at and more complicated to search thoroughly. The on-screen at one time with no slow down. The Many of the key elements in Resident Evil 2 have 
programmers have also incorporated some amazing programmers leave a full five seconds before they make been ‘borrowed’ from some of the best horror 

use of this feature. It won't be too many _—s movies of all time. And the bits that haven’t © 
hours before you're a seasoned veteran _ been borrowed have certainly been heavily 

fs 

    - The door is locked and they know it. om 
my friend, are in deep trouble. : 

  

Outside is not a safe place to be. 
Nor is inside come to think of it, 
so why not just leave town? 

These freaks are getting closer. 
So, unless you have some heavy 
artillery in your inventory, it 
might be worth trying to run 
past them and come back later.
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Take our advice. If you find yourself in a town over ti 
flesh eating zombies, don’t be a hero. Just bug lites 

influenced by The way that Capcom have worked all this into the game, | warning and enough blood-drenched zombie-blasting 
them. It’s and still managed to cram it full of interesting and puzzle-solving action to keep your hands nailed to your 
probably the addictive gameplay, just goes to show that they're joypad for weeks, Resident Evil 2 is shaping up to be one 

closest you'll come to among the world’s Premier League of developers. Tomb of the biggest games of 1998. It should keep a 
participating ina full- Raider 2 may have worked with its ‘more of the same’ stranglehold on the PlayStation charts for months and 

§ blown horror movie. graphics and gameplay but Resident Evil 2 will blow it scare the opposition out of trying fo release anything to 
my Forget all those away and leave it trailing in its blood-soaked wake. stop it. Despite the fact that the game isn’t out until 

interactive movies I's not just one game either. Each character will take March, it's quite safe to say that it'll be one of 
which are about as entertaining as a Strike It Lucky a different route, with its own unique locations, through THE games that you have to buy this year. © 
Christmas Special, this is the real deal. The helicopter you the game. So when you do finish it with one of them 
encounter on the roof was inspired by a similar scene in _there’s still a reason to go back and play again. Some of 
Demons. Day of the Dead provides the arms that appear _the locations won't get opened unless you play the game 
through the wall. The cop who helps you out before he on a higher skill setting. If you want the definitive Resident 
dies but returns later as a zombie comes care of Dawn of —_ Evil 2 experience, you'll need to play it a HELL of a lot. 
the Dead. There's even a top comic moment that's lifted So with gameplay to die for, the kind of music and 
straight from Police Academy. sound effects that should carry a Government Health 

         

        

Will you take the 
? ? 

Yes No ” Yes No * 

  

Will you take the 
7 

  

      

     

  

It's worth taking 
your time to get that 
all-important head 
shot in, if you can, 

ll they get up for more, Maybe it would be worth wasting 

isto splash his brains over the floor. 

\ 

=|! 
Zombies share a common problem 
with Daleks. They can't climb stairs. 

Moveable book shelves, but what's 
hiding behind them? Take a guess, 

  

Will you push it? 
Left 
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OR, IF YOU HAVE EVER PICKED UP J TETRIS ON CAME BONG 

AND COULDN'T PUT IT DOWN, GET YOUR HEAD AROUND THIS 

GAEXTENE) Oh db a PS) —- £39.99...
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mazingly, Sega Rally’s sequel is already up 

and playable, with three tracks and four cars. 

Feeling very much like the original game in 

its handling, it’s already a hugely enjoyable 

experience. According to Kenji Sasaki, Sega Rally 2’s 

  ‘Director’, the playability will be enhanced 
even further. But already we can say that 
everything feels tighter, more tuned-up and, 
incredibly, much more realistic than before. 

One of the major changes planned for the sequel 
which will certainly go a long way to upping the 

authenticity is the inclusion of a handbrake feature. SR2s 
Producer, Tetsuya Mizuguchi’s final decision on whether 

to include it or not has still to be made. “This handbrake 
will be included in Sega Rally 2 if it really improves the 

gameplay,” he told us. “Slap it in, fella!” we say. The aim 

is to allow you to pull off 360 spins and a handbrake 

would certainly keep you on the edge of your seat 

Talking of chairs (seamless link there), the cabinet 

itself is the big innovation where Sega Rally 2's 
concerned. Designed by the masterly hands employed at 

Sega’s AM4 R&D department it is, what can only be 
described as,a beaut. With a skeleton of red metal 

tubular bars mounted on hydraulic pistons (already 

  

    

   



SEGA RALLY > SPECIALS )      The final version of Sega Rally 2 may offer 

you a choice of different routes through a 
stage, while a Time Attack mode is also likely. 

The effects are incredibly realistic—sand __ 
billows up behind you, tires burn their mark into 
the ground and the shadows are... well. real 

  

    
    

  

| The men shaping ; 

Tetsuya Mizuguchi (Producer) 
Kenji Sasaki (Director) 
Personal History: Sasaki started to work for Sega on a 
freelance basis several years ago. At that time he met up 
with Mizuguchi, who was beavering away on his first titles. 
Sasaki then moved to the internal development team of 
Sega's greatest coin-op rival, Namco, contributing to the 
third installment in their Racer series, Rave Racer. But 
Mizuguchi, striving to gather the most talented team within 
his AM Annex department, succeeded in convincing Sasaki 
to join him back at Sega again. Which is nice. 

4 OS TOS 

  

    
    

working, although the settings 

have yet to be installed) it takes its 
inspiration from Sega’s special Touring Car 
cabinet, found at the larger amusement parks in Japan, 
which features a real car mounted on a system of 
hydraulics. Similar to that cabinet, your seat swivels and 
bucks according to the on-screen car’s movements, the 
surface of the road and so on. By stamping on the 
brakes the whole thing nosedives. Nothing else has quite 
captured the sensation of being in a real rally car 
except, arguably, being in a real rally car. 

But all this realism counts for nowt if the engine 
sounds about as thick and throaty as a wasp in a bottle. 
Luckily, there’s no need to doubt the audio engineers 
(enginears?) at AM Annex. The noises that pour from the 

cabinet are faithful to the turbulent sport itself, with two 

  EW rneview review rs 7oerens 9] 

small 
speakers located each 
side of your seat sealing you in the 
middle of a wall of engine tone. This is emphasised 
further with motor vibrations being piped into the seat, 

as well as the simulation of all the small noises you'd 
expect to hear rolling around in a rally car (including 
stones thwacking off the car’s body). Oh, and there’s 
more... the soundtrack. Where would we be without the 

aural pleasures of both soft and hard Japanese techno? 
You'll be pleased to hear that the same singer that 

featured in Sega Rally has been drafted back in 

For a version so early in its 
development, Mizuguchi and his team 

are certainly impressed with the degree of 
visual detail already in there. From this taster it’s 

clear that the final thing’s going to sit comfortably 

between gorgeous and ravishing in the GM dictionary of 
superlatives. The wily producer is still keeping schtum 

about some of the special effects that are destined to 
appear in the refined game though, mentioning only 

that, “It will feature some effects that have not been used 
before.” We believe him, oh yes. But the major 

impression we came away with is how paper-cuttingly 
real the driving sensation and the sense of actually 

ricocheting about ina rally car is. Until now, no racing 

game has throttled reality in this way and come the 

Spring, Sega’s own Scud Race will lose its crown  
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A combat gun game from the same 
developers that brought you Desert Tank a 
couple of years ago, this runs on the dusty 
but trusty Model 2 board powered by Real 
3D technology. Set in 1999, where the New 
Global Alliance (NGA) has been set up to between checkpoints throughout the city. 

police world peace, a rebel terrorist organisation with a taste for chaos has ‘gone You'll be covering a wide variety of routes — including downtown streets and 

independent. In response, the NGA commission an elite task force, the Coalition highways — as well as taking short-cuts through buildings, parks and other off-road 

Against Terrorism (CAT) to SORT IT. Your mission: to infiltrate enemy lines, eliminate locales, avoiding pedestrians while you're at it. With five bikes to choose from — 1948 
the opposition and secure the global peace. In a tank. With a rifle and missiles at your | Panhead, Fatboy, Dyna Wilde Glide, Sportster 1200 Sport and a regular police mount — 
disposal, it’s up to you see to things Virtua Cop-stylee. But like Gun Blade before it the driving feels really varied. The deluxe cabinet even plonks you astride a replica 

your weapon is mounted on the cabinet itself rather than being attached via a cable. Harley Davidson (beard and beer belly not included) in a similar way to Manx TT. 
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‘One of the great features of Sega Rally 2, and something V-Ral 
impressed us with, is a stonking Night mode. Here's a demo       

  

97 on the PlayStation = 
hat the SR2 engine can do... 
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Just as we were (surprisingly) going to 
press, we managed to get hold of some 
pics of Fighting Vipers 2, the sequel to one 
of Sega's most radically different heat-em- 
ups. Here's one to keep you going! 

Officially sponsored by Harley Davidson, 
HD&LAR (much easier to pronounce that 

way) is a racer in a similar vein to Konami's 

chunky GTI Club. Here, you get to wheel 

around the avenues of Los Angeles, racing     



‘ONE boasts action to beat Hollywood's finest’ 
‘Quite simply a terrific game that we heartily recommend” ; 9/10 
‘The most destructive game ever’ ‘Nothing even comes close to aa sheer intensity of ONE’ 

86% 
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ONE™ and ASC Games™ are trademarks of American Softworks Corporation. ONE™ is co-developed by Visual Concepts. ©1998 American Softworks Corporation.©1995 PEG Limited Partnership 01998 BIVIE} INTERAC TIVE. 

All rights reserved. §% and “PlayStation” are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. Distributed by the local BMG Company. A unit of BMG Entertainment. Published by BMG. www.bmginter 
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ith a rasping squeak and a spluffer | f % 

of sparks, the Nintendo feted 

  

development machine nears the end 
of the line on the latest of the premier N64 
titles. Japanese High Street shelves will be 
buckling and splitting : 
during April, the month a ; 
when huge volumes of the 
cart are launched forth aS : ee 

from the big N’s HQ. 
Anticipation in the UK will 

certainly be at breaking point 
by the time the PAL version 
reaches Dixons and the like in 
November, and things aren’t 

helped much when Nintendo 
© decide to tease us with a 

} = collection of new shots... 
% Three new sequences have 

© been released, each revealing more 
8 of lady-boy Link’s bulging 

3 scape z= repertoire of moves and attacks. 
4 ee" The first shows old pointy ears 

being told where to find, and how 
to use, the infamous bombs by 
an amiable spud-shaped 
monster. After a bit of a 
chinwag, Link learns that 

the bombs are 
actually the fruit of 

giant plants, one of 

which he plucks, waits 
for it to turn red, then 

hurls at a wall. As in The 
Ocarina of Time's 

predecessors, you'll have to 
keep an eye out for cracks in the 

walls to be able to use your 
bombs most effectively... 

The second collection of 
shots gives Nintendo a 

Ye a chance to show off some 
‘ new locations for Link to visit 

through the game. From a mountain 
pass, an oak-smoked village and the 
echoing innards of the great Hall of 

P, Time, every feature looks eye- 
>. fi caressingly gorgeous. With a giant : Se 7 § 

) 4 symbol, the centrepiece of the o i isemees ce You'll be 

mammoth room it looks as though the gee : able to play 
much rumoured time-travelling - : hoth a 
escapades of Link are very likely to . 
kick off from here. and oldey 

\ Finally, the third series of new ' version of 
‘shots gives another taster of the - Link in The 

battle structure of Zelda's 64-Bit 
debut. This time Link's 
opponent's a biped lizard- Yd 
thing called Lizalfos and the 
fight ensues in a lava-filled cavern. The 

‘lock-on’ fight system, which allows you 
to select the opponent you want to 

attack, is clearly shown. A new weapon 

— a staff - proves deadly in the hands 
of our pixie-booted old mucka, with the 
end result being a dead lizard and a 
collection of hearts and Rupees. O 

Get your right shoulder button at 
the ready — this brings up your 
shield in battle... 
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LEGEND OF ZELDA SPEGIALS. 

  

(Left) Beautifully realised visuals 
and eye-bootingly awesome 
lighting effects. Nintendo have 
pulled out all the stops to create a 
truly believable environment. 

  

(Right) Monsters the size of which you've never seen. 
This one’s a bit like the pyramid boss in Super Mario 64. 

(Right and below) Spectacular realtime battle 
sequences. They don't get much more electrifying. 

Whatever next? 

(Right) Plenty 
of dungeons 
to explore as 
well as 
forests, 

villages. .. é 

(Right and above) Ag 
involving quest, the Size of 
which will increase your 
electricity bil dra tically, 

(Right) The fluid 
control system. 

eeeee 
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FROM Gaumont Multimedia 

WHEN April 

Superman his Lois Lane, every major 
film seems to be followed by its very 

own faithful videogame sidekick. 

You can almost guarantee that the financially 
heavyweight hype given to these blockbusters will be enough 
to arouse the interest of the faithful gaming public. 

So it is that Luc Besson’s fashionable sci-fi flick The Fifth 
Element strides 

with a 

gleaming 
grin from the 

J ust as Batman has his Robin and 

Ah, watcha 
found here 
then? You can 
expect plenty of 
puzzling and 
adventure in 
this game. 

      

Over the last few days, GamesMaster operatives 
have been returning from fact-finding missions 
around the globe. Now digest the fruits of their 
labour, previews of some of the hottest games 
that’ll be coming your way in the next few months. 
They risk their lives for you and many never 
return... As long as we get our previews, who cares? 

  

Yeah, in the future we'll 
ALL be fat pigs... 

  

big screen into your front room, in the 
form of what promises to be a rip 

roaring futuristic, 3D action game. 
Set 250 years in the future, the game centres around a 

group of humans and aliens trying to stop a comet from 
hitting the earth. This isn’t the kind of comet that dried up an 
entire dinosaur gene pool, no sir! This trans-stella lump of 
rock contains the ultimate concentration of evil (cue dramatic 
organ music and prepare for mass hysterics). Taking the part 
of the street-wise New York cabbie Korben Dallas, played by 
Bruce Willis in the film, you get drawn into a desperate bid to 
save the planet. So all you need to do is locate four stones 
representing the elements of earth, wind, fire and water. 

The game doesn’t restrict you to playing as the 
smart-talking Dallas. Why not take the part of Leeloo, played 
by Luc Besson’s Czech bride, who just happens to be THE fifth 
element... Christ on a bike! 

Both characters have to interact with a range of stunning 
locations, many of them taken from the actual movie or 
generated by the the film’s creative team to ensure a faithful 

aster unleashes the new hits 

HE Fi-FTH 

a igi 
i | ae 

Throw your hands in the 
air like you just don’t care! 

Preview paradise is 
about to unfurl before 
your eyes. The Fifth 
Element and Alundra are 
looking action packed. 
Pitfall’s back and Rascal 
is making a Mario-style 
debut. Gex is the latest 
anthropomorphic offering 
and Hedz... it’s nutz! 

    

     

    

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
The film was a bit of an office favourite here so we're all 
itching to get our hands on a fully playable copy. If the idea 
of a the future left in the hands of French designers turns 
your stomach more than anything Blade Runner could 
muster, then be prepared for this onslaught. 

Matt Swaine 

reproduction of the film’s 23rd century New York setting. Then 
prepare yourself to do battle with a host of mail-order alien 
foe, including the Mangalores, flying Robocops and the 
wicked henchmen of the evil Zorg... (batton down the hatches 
men it looks like we're in for a rough ride). 

Although it uses the the same game engine as Nightmare 
Creatures this game steers clear of the former’s Gothic horror. 
We'll be looking forward to its release early this year and be 
keeping you up to date with its, hopefully trouble free, 
progress to the High Street. 

REDLINE 

° 

Motorised gang warfare ¢ EA e May 
‘The combination of multi-player support and : 
3D acceleration will make this one of our 
greatest technical achievements to date,” says 
Jim Barnett of Accolade, the developers behind 

% ; ane fee) 

        

Redline. i 
Sounds 
promising, eh, Jim? Set in the future, it 
challenges you to become warlord of 
your gang, the Gary Glitter of 
2001AD. But, veal have to prove 
yourself in battles on-foot and in over 
ten armed vehicles. As well as actually 
winning the gang fights (which can be 
Fovght by up to 16 players), you'll also 
have to conquer objectives to develop 
your character. Which is nice. 

  

    

    

  

       
          

         

       
        
          

      
    



lie ING this month © 
The Fifth Element @ Alundra @ Retline @ Vigilante § @ Younghlood @ Pitfall @ World 

\. League Soccer @ Road Rash @ Rascal @ M1 Tank Platoon @ War Games @ Hedz 
Gex 3D @ Dominium @ Bio Freaks @ Dune 2000 @ Need tor Speed 3 @ Golgotha    

  

   

  

Realtime gaming should help 

to set Alundra apart from its 
main contender. 

OP pt ay 2 

You make me laugh, feeble one! 
No one bas the power to stop me 

Especially not a miserable human 
— a a 

"FROM SCE Japan/Psygnosis 

ieee for WHEN March 

the PSX. schmart! 
INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING  FIMAL VERSION 

  

   

  

Trespassing peoples’ 

dreams sounds like fun? Dream on...     

Nintendo have had a near monopoly on ‘em and _as the preserve of the SNES, to the PlayStation, giving Sonya dreams. Rather than using his talent for some obvious, if 
a whole sector of the gamesplaying public would _ stake in the genre. It made software companies realise that rather sordid, uses he dedicates it to locating a source of evil 

love fo fill their wardrobes full of leather jerkins, the British could get as excited as their Japanese cousins that threatens his land. Good job too. This dream gate- 
pointy hats and codpieces because of ‘em. about this brand of gaming and it’s dragged the pointy-hat crasher is the only one with a hope of defeating the bad guys. 

But the arrival of Final Fantasy 7 has done a great deal —_—_crew kicking and screaming into the mainstream. As Alundra explores their fantastic mind-scapes he has to 
Given all this, we can expect defeat a host of monsters and solve puzzles to locate his 

a wave of adventuresome titles in mysterious foe. As a realtime adventure game it avoids the 
the next few months, and at the need to switch to a separate battle engine, unlike FF7. This 
head of this list comes Alundra. should help to make the game more pacey and involving and 

This realtime adventure puts _—_ avoid the need for dry statistically-driven battles. This in turn 
you in the role of the eponymous _ should deliver greater control, making it more accessible to a 

wider group of gamesplayers. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS Using an overhead isometric 
: : view the game takes you through 

For RPG fans old and new this has to bea good thing. over 7,000 screens making it an 
The PlayStation will soon boast two quality games in this 
genre. But will this one have enough extras for a group of 

adventure that is certainly on a 
le to rival Final Fantasy 7 and 

gamers who've already been spoilt by Final Fantasy 72 Re ee 

Matt Swaine PlayStation RPG fold. 

Pp ole playing games... the Japanese love ‘em, to change all that. It brought us a quality RPG, seen by many _ hero who discovers he has the ability to enter other peoples’ 

   
Expect some really outlandish environments as most Well, what would Freud make of this dream will be a welcome addition to the 
of this game takes place in other peoples’ dreams _ scenario, an industrial nightmare... 

  

VIGILANTE 8&8 
Drivin’ n’ Fightin’ © Activision © May 
Driving can be stressful, so what better 
way to relieve tension than to throw 
yourself into a series of deathmatches. 
with other road users? Sounds extreme 
but V8 lets you to chase down victims. 
in one of 12 cars then blast them out 
of the sky with your 
arsenal of deadly 
eae The polis 
places you inarich 3D). oe 
environment, with off- =, 
road terrain and arcade 
driving physics. If you 
like your Metal Twisted, 
so to speak, this should 
be right up your street. 

   
YOUNGBLOOD © 
Action Combat © GT Interactive ¢ Now 
Super heroes aren’t what they used to be. These days they all need press 
agents, wardrobe consultants and celebrity star status. That is according to the 
incredibly successful Youngblood comic books. You control a team of two to 
four Youngblood heroes such as Riptide, 
Diehard and Vogue. Their mission is to 
track down the evil scientist Dr Leviticus a 
and co-bad guy Giger. You must make 
your way dey fi 
through jungle, ; 
volcanoes and - 
to the very pits + ae ‘ 

of Hell to stop - 
their diabolical << H 

aS - : - ley EGET T 
fruition. 

 



   

   

GamesMaster unleashes the new hits the:sonttine 

      

i am 

  

i a 
FROM Activision ) sa 

vif ay FES WHEN March Eg } ole 
a J } < 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING \FIMALWERSION The intro sequence is very Captain 
Pugwash-style animation. 

  

exploring. One minute you’re hacking though a 

region of lush South American rain forest, gazing 

at an exotic bird of paradise or two, and the next you 

find yourself dropping like a stone through an anomaly 

in time and/or space. 
Sounds unlikely? Well it is, unless you happen to be that 

dimensional rift-magnet Pitfall Harry. In his latest incarnation 
he lands unceremoniously on his butt in a strange and 
dangerous world inhabited by the Moku. This ancient 
civilization has been almost wiped out by the Evil Temptress 
who now has designs on Earth. Of course, she hasn't 
reckoned with the cunning of our erstwhile explorer who isn’t 
about to sit by and watch her wicked plans come to fruition. 

D imensional rifts can ruin an afternoon of 

     

  

   
eA iy a3 ear : = a 

Harry crouches ready to spring in just one of a plethora of stances. . . 

WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER @ 

Fooly Sim © Eas © May Seana men 
World Cup fever has already spawned a es ont oh St 
host of footy titles and they just keep Rie e i 
coming. World League Soccer aims to isco 
take sports sims to new levels, which is not Ae 
joing to be easy when it faces competition i 
an some real heavyweights. With over s 
190 teams and 10 different leagues that 
cover the world’s major footballing regions 
it may well stand a 
chance. Les Ferdinand 
has helped with the 
motion capture. So, it’s 
his sporting skills that 
will be dressed up in x 
texture mapping for 
this top game. 

    

Our hero accepts a plea for help 
from a holographic chap. 

So take a deep breath and get ready to swing your way 
through over 20 levels in your quest to save Earth, stopping 
only to dispatch the legions of ghouls and bad guys you'll 
face en route. Romantic interest comes neatly packaged in the 
form of a beautiful rebel leader held hostage by Mrs E. 
Temptress. So save life as you know it and you'll get the girl 
thrown in free... isn’t that incentive enough? 

But the feature that'll excite dedicated fans of the 
previous Pitfall games most is its recent arrival in the league of 
3D platformers. No self-respecting game should be without all 
three of its dimensions intact these days. Pitfall also boasts a 
game free of rails, sprites and static environments, giving the 
player a much freer gaming experience. Over two dozen 
creatures all determined to scupper your plans should lace the 

P| mer hh 

And here he is again, er... crouching while looking left. . . 

Pitfall: Beyond the Jungle 

  

PITFALL: 
BEYOND THE JUNGLE 

Have a swinging time daddio, Harry’s 

about to drop in and save the earth... 

    

  

   

   

   

   
But then the job has its good sides as 
well, it's not all work, work, work. 

Then instantly wishes he hadn't 
been so keen to help. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
A veteran among platformers, Pitfall Harry’s planned 
comeback is hotly awaited by the GM staff. A lot of us cut. 
our teeth on Pitfall on the Atari so Harry's next adventure 
should be sure to evoke a few childhood memories. 
Hopefully the wave of nostalgia should be tempered by 
what promises to be a superb, fast moving 3D adventure. 

Matt Swaine 

game with enough variety to keep it off your shelf for quite a 
while. Snake Warriors attacking with tails and claws and 
Earth Soldiers who erupt from out of the ground are only 
some of the evil and hateful foe you'll be up against. 

We're looking forward to 
seeing how this shapes up 
next to the recent wave of 3D 
platformers. But until we do 
get our hands on a copy of 
the game, please keep an 
eye out for any rips in the 

fabric of time and space. 

    —_- =z © Zz 

Here is is crouching while looking right and out of the screen, great! 

  

ROAD RASH 3D 
Tarmac anarchy e EA © TBE 
I's a simple yet astonishingly brilliant 
concept. Drive motorbikes at breakneck 
speeds round a range of tracks while 
lashing out at other road users with 

4 

“ye 
: PlayStation 

chains, clubs and whatever comes to 
hand. Now in even more 3D, work has 
been put into opponent Al and a beefed } } 
up police force. Don’t expectaneasyride, sv, pee 
the cops are itching to = 
bust you. As you race, 
your resources grow so 
that faster bikes are 
soon within your 
reach. With improved 
bike physics this should ; 
be a great game. Bion’ 

2) 

     



ENTER THE GECKO. 

THE BEST 30 ACTION YOU CAN GET YOUR GOLDFINGERS ON.   | GEX THE GEX CHARACTER, CRYSTAL DYNAMICS, AND THE CRYSTAL DYNAMICS LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF CRYSTAL DYNAMICS. © 1996 CRYSTAL DYNANICS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
7B AND PLAYSTATION’ ARE TRADEMARKS OF SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC. DISTRIBUTED BY BMG INTERACTIVE. A UNIT OF BMG ENTERTAINMENT.



   
    

   
   
   
   
   

    

    

     
    
   
    

   ul he i] lin ) GamesMaster unleay’ ew hiits Rascal 
ee    
   

      

Orget orange marsupials, crocodiles and 
geckos, teenagers are the new platform gods!     

Hello doggie, take.me to your leader or 
feel the soapy wrath of my less-than- 
lethal bubble gun. 

  

FOR an _@ ) 
FROM Psygnosis ) 

WHEN March ) ‘% 

“VAYTESTING — DEBUGGING . |FINAL VERSION 

kidnapped 
scientist, an 

evil maniac 

  

INITIAL DFP”     

    

   

    2 

  

own wicked purposes (boo, hiss). 

  

and a time 
travelling Your task is simple. Travel 
teenager though time, righting wrongs 
armed with a and correcting history as you 

bubble gun are search for your father. Not the 
just some of the : likeliest of heroes, young Rascal 

characters in Rascal, has only a bubble gun to protect 
the latest platformer part of the eponymous Rascal, son of a brilliant NATO him. Its soapy suds trap Chronos’ evil henchmen that you 

d from Psygnosis. scientist, Professor Casper Clockwise. So brilliant, in fact, that | meet on your mission 
i And the characters in he’s managed to develop a time machine. This sort of activity Of course, travelling through time gives the game a 

) Rascal, many designed by Muppet —_ rarely goes unnoticed by the world’s criminal fraternity, and golden opportunity to feature some wild settings. This 
j creator Jim Henson‘s Creature before you can say ‘H.G. Wells’ the good professor has been —_ opportunity is not over looked... 

Workshop, are certainly one of the kidnapped by the evil Chronon. Doubtless with thoughts of Castle Hackalott is the ancestral home of Sir Hackalott, a 
game’s more potent features. You take the world domination, Chronon aims to change history to suit his —_ kindly benevolent man who has now fallen under the 

   ad 

9 ‘ 

Young Rascal seen packina pistol all toole his bubble gun! The game certainly seems to have a fair bit of freedom. .. Glowing lights, it's sure to be a porthole through time and space. 

  

DAWN OF WAR BEAST WARS 
   
    

   
         
   

   

    

God Sim © Mision Machines © Wine “=~ se~=eer mee ere Transform-em-up ¢ Hashra ¢ March a 
Being a Neanderthal isn’t eee —— . Transformers, those sneaky a eswmoge 
easy. There are the obvious |: { ~ robots in disguise, have crash + a 
threats from woolly mammoths |" 4, Px, * landed on a planet that + 
and rival tribes, but you also ua ve : resembles prehistoric earth. 
need to clothe and feed your “a Fusing their robotic shells with F. + 

the giant lizards that roam the 
planet, they get ready to 

Lb on rumble. With vast sources of Lit f 
Energon at stake they are | en ON 
about to face the ruck of their . 
life. One minute they’re 

family and find time to er.. 
go forth and multiply. Dawn 
af War places you.as head of ......"s.".. 
= tribe, deciding which 

ou should pray to, 
ae couples should mate, 

      

  

   
   

e > «ot 

       
   
    
   
   

how to harness the power of 3 we dinosaurs the next they're 
the dinosaurs and develop the strengths of ss * aig) robots, yoiks! By the way did you know that the ae = ® ey if your armies. It’s Theme Caveman and it'll take Sm t great Orson Welles made his last acting role in i 
you back to the days when men were men and ¢ gt Transformers: The Movie, it almost brings a tear db ny 

judging by appearances, so were women. om to the eye, doesn’t it? 1 a 

   
   

  

   
   
    

   
   

   
   

   
   
   
   

   
    
   
   



    
      
       

    
  
  
          
  
     

       

Lorks, parkie’s on his way to cause trouble so get busy with the gun, 

- The only 
; 4 “4 problem we ~ 

3 had with an 
3 ty early version 

: ofthegame _ 
~ was its 

rather 
awkward 
handling. 
This should 

2 get sorted 
out soon. 

  

command of Chronos. So have Gabriel Stokes, the blacksmith 

and Mrs Washboard the castle’s head cook and Gordon the 
Good Natured, Sir Hackalott’s pet dragon. You have to search 
this Englishman’s home looking for six segments of a Time 
Bubble that'll allow you to move on to the next level. 

From there Rascal has to travel from one time zone to the 
next, encompassing an Aztec City, the lost city of Atlantis, a 
pirate ship and the infamous Dodgy City in the Wild West. 
Each level is full of the kind of bold characters you might 
expect from the people responsible for the Muppets. 

  

GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 

Castle Hackalott is. an expansive little gaff. Must have cost a bomb! ~~ This Aztec dude should prepare himself for some bubble-bombardment 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 4 
Although aimed at the younger gamer, Rascal looks as 
though it’s going to push the PlayStation’s graphical 
boundaries into the realm of the N64’s... it looks great. 
The parts of the game that we've seen are involving and 

while clearly insane seem to pose no immediate threat to 
the gaming public. 

1 

Visually, this is a really strong game. In the 
Castle shields hanging from the wall perfectly 
reflect different parts of the room as you 
walk past them and water spouting from 
the walls is wonderfully translucent. 
With the choice of analogue or digital 
control, Rascal should be fairly easy to 
control. This is one area of the game 
that still needs a bit of work. 

Ill be interesting to see how well a 
baseball cap-wearing teenager rates 
against Crash, Croc, Mario and Yoshi. 

    

Lordy me, it’s one of those 
velociraptor chaps. | know, let's 

— 4 blow bubbles at him, shall we? 
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nx @@ dd 
FROM Hasbro Interactive ) 

WHEN April ) 

DEBUGGING — FAMAL VERSION INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING 

s so often happens in this weird place we call 

A: videogaming world, the most bizarre concepts 

often seem to make the most playable games. 

After all, 3D Italian plumbers and little green creatures 

that want to kill themselves are hardly what you'd 

imagine as chart toppers. Canny Scottish coders Vis have 
come up with another one for Hasbro, Hedz. 

The basic idea is simple. Weird, but simple. You choose 
five heads to take into a massive 3D world, and then hunt 

down the other characters and shoot them. Each head has a 
different weapon and you can switch between them as often 
as you like. Then when you shoot someone, they drop one of 
their heads and you pick it up. Any that you manage to zap 
out of a level will be available for you to use in the next level. 
And while you're doing that to them, they're trying to do the 

  

the mont lin I GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 
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Lost your head? No problem, just rip 
someone else’s off and use that instead... 

& 

  

   

a: Fi aaa 

: oe 
if : 

CS 

> > (PF XS # OOM @EL, 

The action moves inside, but that gives your 
opponents more places to hide. 

‘i ~ —_~ ~ 

©O®M®Oe> 
same to you. There are over 200 different heads available for 
you to use, including star attractions like the Eric Cantona and 
dog-firing madman. Come to think of it, none of them are 
what you'd call normal, but that’s half the fun of this awesome 
effort from the developers of Earthworm Jim 3D. The 3D 
worlds are huge and feature several different areas to 

explore, anything from mazes to army 
camps. If you can imagine chasing loads 
of people through a slightly more enclosed Mario-style world, 
then you'll get an idea of how this looks and how massive the 
levels are going to be. But looks aren’t everything and to find 
the really good stuff you have to look under the gameplay 

   
   

i 
ee} 
SY e This all seems a bit quiet. 

j Maybe there's an ambush up 
le ahead. Watch out. 

—— zs FF 

:: c) @) ( 
Using the aircraft is a good way of avoiding the problems The Red Baron 

aie | caused by the mazes on one of the levels. takes to the 8 

x “« % skies to a 
@ é) » Decisions decisions. Do | go for the spare heads unleash head he 

j before he gets them or do | try to fight him off? removing fire. VARS) ZB) AS) (67 

  

Friendly fire-em-up ¢ MicroProse © May 
This is your chance to get a flash company 
vehicle, tour the world in it, meet fascinating 
people and blow them to bits or run them over. in 
MI Tank you can fight single battles or entire 
campaigns. The Campaign mode features an 

active 

     

  

    

   

    

   

  

   

the campaign. There’s 
where you can design 

   
opponents. Fight your 
should be interesting. 

MARC 66 H   

environment where everything you do 
and destroy has an effect on the rest of 

You can command your tank as either 
the gunner or driver and use a range of 
weapons (including air strikes) to 
commit a host of war crimes on your 

War Games 
Strategy shooter ¢ MGM Interactive ¢ Summer 
Loosely based on the crusty Matthew Broderick movie 
(the one where he hacks into the American defence 
computer and almost starts a nuclear war), this outing 
from Firo & Klawd developers Interactive Studios is a 
blend of Command & Conquer and Strike games. 
There are over 30 missions and you have to take 
on the computer's forces in conventional 

     
   
   
   

    

  

    
   
   
    

   
   

   
    

  

    

   

  

    

    
    

       

    

° warfare. You can take command of a <The ™\. 
even a mode number of units from a eH eu 
your own battles. distance or fight as a ae 3 ata 2 

     

  

      

  

single unit. Interactive 
have put in a two- 
player mode to help 
the gameplay and the 
director of the film has 

been involved as well. 

+ 

own Gulf War. 

1998



     

  

Hei 

  

These hangars mark the 
end of the first stage. if 
you can find the switch 
to open one of them. 

    

GamesMaster unleashes the new hits { 
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ODOOG) Mee mr meal 

  

Long range weapons are 2 
good, but you run the risk 
of someone else nicking # ‘ 3 ae 

The multi-player game of Hedz has the potential of becoming ‘ 2) 
any hese Cee ine. the most addictive since Doom first invented the Deathmatch. J N 

- & FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
mn fF @ aoe Freaky, but bloody good fun. Cartoon action in a cartoon 

- world with the kind of gameplay that grabs you by the throat 
A) irae : and won't let you go. The combination of the huge worlds 
et and number of different heads makes me think that this'll be 

: : % a massive hit. The network mode has loads of potential but 
a “2 ae even in one-player you can see it’s going to be fantastic. 

: @000@ : aA Se” 
G) \c Hut, hut, hut! Guess what this guy Any heads you pick up appear in the head 

uses as a weapon? 

bonnet. Now bear in mind that this wasn’t finished, but 
already all the addictive elements are there. The Al on the 
opponents is looking good, with ambushes and a lot of 
deadly traps waiting for you to walk into. The sheer number 
and variety of heads will lead to a lot of time-consuming 
experimentation as you struggle to find out which ones suit 
you best (Rambo, combined with the mad German WW1 
pilot, with back-up from the mad dog trainer and grim reaper 
and the gangster watching everyone's back seemed to work 
well for us). 

counter in the top left of the screen. 

The network mode will allow up to eight players to fight it 
out for each other's heads on the PC while the PlayStation 
version will have a multi-player mode of its own. From 
what we've seen this is already shaping up to be one of the 
summer biggies this year, and it’s certainly to be one of the 
weirdest and most original releases. So if the idea of 
ripping off a friend’s head and depriving them of the use of 
their favourite bonce appeals to you, then check our review 
of this one soon. 

Ay ‘ o—~ cae ~ 

You make me laugh, feeble one! 
No one bas the power to stop me now! 

Especially not a miserable human. 
a 

   



   
    

  

: the moan lin N GamesMaster unleashes the new hits Gex 30: Enter the Gecko 

Here’s one thing = a se > ? ‘s z he ed IMPRESSIONS 
Mario couldn't de. . ; . 28. Well it’s certainly packed with humourous touches and does 
You can run Up a aaa ES ® Se". indeed offer that freedom of movement that previous 
oF wap eng -e ee a er ae platformers could only try and deceive you into believing you 
upside down. and — 4 3 —— aa had (are you listening Pandemonium 22). The levels look 
keep running. > i ae, good and they’re certainly big, plus the gameplay looks like 

ES = offering more than your average platformer. However, trying 
The levels have — Fig et . to measure up to the mighty Mazzster is a tall order — but 
different themes, ROSS a this could be the closest yet. We'll see. 
$0 Gex wears ge a Les Ellis 
different suits. samgermnsg iin ae 

Have you ever seen a Jap- 

slapping Gecko before? Eat 

your heart out Van Damme. 

   
INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING \ JAMAL VERSION , - > (Leff) Hang on, they ripped this bt off of Super 5, 

Mario 64. Go on Nintendo, sue ‘em. & 

fter the rash of platform games and their 
A sequels that all claim fo be true 3D 

PlayStation platformers (Crash Bandicoot 2, 
Pandemonium 2 and Croc), it looks as though BMG 

- also responsible for Pandemonium 2 - have got 
their hands on what could be the first proper true 
3D platformer, but will it be the fabled Mario 64 
for the PlayStation? 

We'll know the answer in a couple of months but if 

      The first videogame hero with a tongue 
long enough to lick his own bum is back... 

  

it doesn’t match Mario's majesty then it’s going to be damn related in some way (horror, martial arts and the like). The English comedies) provides a voiceover for the one-liners and 
close to pulling it off. The story involves this Gecko who's a bit worlds are all 3D and there’s complete freedom of movement — smart-arsed remarks that Gex comes up with. The level design 
mad and addicted to TV. He loves his movies and in this (youshear that Crash and Pandemonium, COMPLETE freedom __ is fairly cunning with enough traps, devices and items for you 
game you'll be taking trips through levels that are all movie- of movernent) in all of them. to find and use (or get killed on) to keep all the seasoned 

Now you see why this is being talked about in the same _platformers happy. 
mama | breath as Mazza, it could be the first PlayStation game to pull The first game was a disappointing effort, but this sequel 

off this feat. Gex has different costumes to wear depending on _ looks like it could herald a new era of 3D platformers for the 
. ‘|| which level he’s on (there are over 25 of them) and three PlayStation. Even if the finished version doesn’t live up to the 

ane levels of objectives to reach in each stage. potential shown here, it should make developers sit up and 
ec. Another key feature is the take notice that complete freedom of movement in a 3D game 

see sense of humour is possible on the PlayStation. So while we wait for Nintendo 
a Pens Ds throughout. Leslie to relent and port Super Mario 64 to the PlayStation (which 
= Philips (star of Carry should happen at about the same time as hell freezes over, 

os es On films and other old — someone takes the Eurovision Song Contest seriously and 
—_— 4 Outer Mongolia beat Brazil in the World Cup Final - we're 
— - <i Like Super Mario 64, you not serious so don’t write in and ask when it’s coming out), it 

can manipulate the looks like Gex 3D: Enter the Gecko could be one for 
' camera to suit your PlayStation owners to looks out for. That is, while they wait for 

; 4 gamesplaying needs. Hell to to experience at least a mild frost! 

  

  

DOMINIUM BIO FREAKS 

  

C&C-em-up © Eidos Interactive e May Beat-em-up © GTI © Autumn 
C&C games are hardly rare on the PC so why are we paying any attention to The N64’s record of beat 9 = Ff 
this pre Well, it's being developed by lon Storm, the company that was em-ups isn’t exactly , 
formed by John Romero, the guy who left Id after hel ing to develop Quake. stunning right now but a Ree BUUL ZEYE 
It feokuires, all your usual ‘pase development, unit building and all-out war type GTl ae they have - i ¢ 
features but throws in extra feats like the ability to infect your enemy with something that can 4 f E> 

viruses and the Hs. It's already looking change all that. Bio 4 
= Sm a scene like somethin: Freaks features characters ” 4 2.,1 

<a sat eee look forwar Ag 8 a that, besides all the usual et oe 
: em and in a couple as 9 : (and unusual) moves, can Foe 

en of months we'll a : eee carry weapons to use at any time and even fly SB 
% a find out if it has Fo. | using jet packs so that they can fight in mid-air. 

{ - »*. “what it takes to : The arenas that you fight in also have features that * 
tel pu oA knock Red Alert ‘ou can take advantage of (or get completely stuffed 
Sage 2 Co and Total : es like snakes, pits and saw blades. This was originally 
= rad = Annihilation off SOE Se supposed to appear in the arcades but because of MIKA, developers Midway 

  

Pera te re AOL: their perches. sg are bringing it directly to the N64. 

 



first looks 

  

GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 

  

hecontline 

r LOOK FIRST LOOK FIRST LOOK FIRST LOOK 
DUNE 2000 

     as : & 

Remember how great Dune 2 was on the PC, Amiga and Mega Drive? Well 
Westwood are bringing it bang up-to-date with a ‘98 make over. It now uses 
an enhanced C&C engine that allows all kinds of clever terrain and lighting 
effects. It keeps the look, plot and feel of the movie and already looks like an 
improvement over the likes of C&C and Red Alert. This should be huge. 

WWF WARZONE 

Perv-ein-up © Acclaim © Summer ae Be Core 

More ‘they-really-should-get-proper-jobs’ action, 
this time fecforing the athletes of the WWE. All 
your favourite superstars (Undertaker, Steve 
Austin, Shawn Michaels etc) will be here with ~ 
enough options to offer grapple fans many hours 
of pleasure. Each character'll have plenty of - 
moves, including their own signature pain 
inflictors. Try them out on your kid brother to 2% 
see if they really hurt or not (only joking). 

She Gees “& by — 3 - 
ed oT cD = 

  

RECKIN’ BALLS 

Racing puzzler-e Acclaim Release TBC 
Bit of a weird one this. You have to 
race through various levels on tracks. 
Problem is that the tracks don’t 3 
always connect, so you have to use a = 
chain to haul yourself across onto ea «ee 
other rails. Your character is a Laid ae > 
baseball with a face — told you it was 5. ae oe 
weird. It’s being developed by the a oe 5 
same team that produced Turokon = wen ; a 
N64 so we'll give them the benefit ei 35-7 =~ 
of the doubt — for now at least. : fe ee 
The game is still in the very eZ y Bee ee 
early stages of developmentand ¢ za : ey os 
the graphics will be a lot better @ ® <r Pe 
than this, by the time it’s ¢ ¥ Fae. Psanases 
released... More news soon. “Sake 4 - 

DIABLO 

Devil-em-up ¢ Electronic Arts © April 
This was a hugely popular arcade RPG on the’PC several months ago and 
EA are obviously hoping for the same success with this PlayStation 
conversion. You roam through villages and dungeons, killing monsters and 
grabbing all the goodies yee can. Spells as well as weapons play a big part 
in the action. Diablo combines an RPG story with the arcadey action that will 
give it broader appeal among PlayStation owners. 

    Cw ME vie ws 7avecinis Prins Zueriens (97   

NEED FOR SPEED 3 

  

Another blast from the past gets a second shot at the big time. The third 
installment of EA’s classic racer gets an even faster game engine more cars 
and tracks and loads of new effects to make the driving as fast-paced and 
exciting as possible. The game is still in the early stages but we've seen 
mammoth police chases and leaves on the road that fly all over the place 
when you drive over them. It already looks like a huge step on from the last 
(slightly disappointing) game. Let’s hope the crashes are more spectacular too. 

feto] Meloy gs, /.\ 

Strategy © Telstar © Release TBC 

    
In an attempt to breathe new life into a tired genre, 
Golgotha is combining 2D and 3D gameplay with 
new rendering and graphics technology to make, 
what Telstar hope will be, a top strategy game. That's 
big talk and the screen shots we've seen so far are 
certainly looking promising. As they should, because the games development 
costs are already up in the in the millions. 

F16 AGGRESSOR 

Flight ‘n' fight © Virgin © Summer 
Its not just a flight sim. This manages to 
combine the most accurate simulation of 
an F16 with arcadey missions that'll 
make those dull old ‘fly here, shoot a 
target you can’t see and go home’ 
missions featured on other games, seem — 
a bit prehistoric. The missions vary from 
protecting troops, assisting wing men, 
escorting ships and, of ae 
course, doingwhat =. ———— 
fighters do best — one 
fighting. The graphics _. 
are stunning oa the 
variety of missions  —__* 
and targets will make * 
it one to look out for. 

   

  

SENTINEL RETURNS 

Strategy © Psygnesis © June 

This was much loved by everyone when it first appeared years ago and F1GP 
and its development team are doing their best to make sure that it/ll be equally 
loved when it appears on PC and PlayStation this Summer. It’s a puzzle game 
with some action sequences — a bit like Chess but more exciting is the best way 
to describe it. The music for the game is being produced b: she Carpenter 
(the movie director behind Halloween and The Thing) so it'll certainly sound 
atmospheric. Unlike the first game, there'll be multi-player options on offer as 
well, making this the total Sentinel package. 

-~ = ‘ 7 
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   NAME = 9—F4y 
‘CATEGORY : BADER EY 

HEIGHT : 1.5X—NL 
WEIGHT : 48.040 

(whore tt alll Hewan.. 
C hoosing between two children - ‘Red’ I 

    
or ‘Green’ — the player must scour bl 
the Pocket Monsters’ world in search 

of said beasts. Once you’ve discovered a 

monster, you then have fo nurture it, 

helping it to become 
socially acceptable, 

booking them into 
‘special’ Pockemon 

hotels and, most importantly, 
training it in the art of scrapping. 
The more monsters you clock up, 

the bigger and better your record 
book. And, in all, there’re 150 

different types of monster 
waiting to be taught to fight. 
The ol’ Pockets fall into one of two 

different 

categories: 

        

   

   

  

      

  

   

  

   
     

a] Kind, which includes such high-brow beasts as the 
Poison-spined Monster and Double-shell Monster. 
b] Type, which clocks up more general monsters, but ones 
expertly trained in the elemental forces like fire, water and 
flying. Once you become familiar with proceedings, you'll 
also notice a fairly strong RPG twang, where monsters’ 

physical attributes are listed and compared during battle. 
And the battles are exactly why 
Pockemon are so popular. 

But — hey! - 

then storing them in a album (using 
the 64DD’s writability). And that's it. 

it’s likely to use the 64GB - 
the future it'll still be a trifle 

more exciting than root canal pre 

Vie final addition to { > 

G4 00 OM world... 

hilst the other Pocket 
Monster games sound 

fascinating, Pocket Monsters 
_ Snap sounds, frankly, dull and 

_ therefore warrants little attention. 
You walk arounda PM 

world, photographing — 
monsters here, there 

and everywhere, 

lovely) sense, 
Pocket Monsters 

about, lise..! 
ver since Nintendo’s yearly Space 
World shindig passed by the 
wayside, the videogaming world 

has been talking of nothing else. Pocket 
Monsters, or Pockemon (to give them 
their Japanese moniker), is where the 

N64 is headed. Forget the 64DD being 
primarily a games machine. Oh, no. 
Instead, expect it to be the perfect base 
from which to ‘nurture’. 

See, you'll probably get a glance at 
Mother 3, Sim City 64 and Super Mario RPG 
2 on the 64DD this year, and you may even 
see Super Mario 2 and Top Gear Rally 2. 

Erm, ot real, Ina 
very certain (and 

Pocket Monsters on the Game Boy is where it all started. It’s been 
Nintendo's bread and butter in Japan for the past couple of years as their 
N64 games have been met with a lukewarm reception sales-wise. 

    

  

What's more Game 
Boys can be linked 
up (cable not 
provided) and 

Pocket Monsters 
traded in a whacking great Trade Centre or, alternatively, 
sent into battle against each other, leaving the way open 
for friend-against-friend monster war. But, be warned, if 
you trade monsters with your friend and receive a higher- 
ranking monster in return, it may just ignore you due to its 

already pretty impressive all round 
fighting/living/socially acceptable prowess. 

that's the lottery that is 
Pocket Monsters. 

are taking over the world! Or, at 
least, Ja a. But, what's it all 

But, what you'll definitely see is Pikachu 
Genki Dechu, Pocket Monsters Stadium and 
Pocket Monsters Snap. Because Nintendo 
need a winning formula in Japan for their 
64-Bit super-console. And Pocket Monsters on 
the Game Boy has already sold five million 
copies. Proof that this is big business in the 
Far East. 

Of course, nurturing is a pretty foreign 

concept, (although Pocket Monsters is a far 
cry from Tamagotchis). But, the whole Pocket 
Monsters’ adventure might, just might be 
coming to British shores some time in the 
near future. So, how about a quick A-Z?



  

Pikachu in his various expression-filled guises. Look, on the right there,     he looks like he’s in love with you. Which is, um, nice. Then, below, he’s 
very, VERY cross. So, don’t mess with him. He'll probably cuddle you. 

Te Sie One Tor Nimicndo. 

aunching with the 64DD, Pikachu is 
based around, well, Pikachu, the 

most famous monster in the Pocket 
Monsters universe. The game will also 

be used in conjunction with the VRU, or 

Voice Recognition Unit, pioneered by 
Nintendo to allow the player to ‘speak’ 

to Pikachu, in order to help the little 
yellow thing grow up as best he should. 

At the outset of the game, Pikachu is nervous and 

mistrusting of you, his new parent. So, in order to gain his 
confidence, you have to speak nicely to him through the 
headset, keeping your voice to a husky there-we-are-it’s-all- 
better-now minimum. This can result in one of three things: 

a] Pikachu starting to warm to you, 

  

instruction, b] Pikachu 
hating your guts and 
refusing to do anything 
you ask, or c] Pikachu 

forming a romantic 
attachment to you. Which is ideal. 

You can tell how he’s shaping up by the expressions 

  

    

    

Genki Dechu means, “I’m OK! says 
Pikachu”, ain’t that sweet. doing what you tell 

  

   

      

    

   

    

   
   
   

   

  

he pulls. When he burns up and smiles coyly, it means he’s 

   

  

: Pikachu is also the reason 700 
one sis \ flattered by your attentions. Alternatively, when he frowns, Japanese kids started going into yy 

9 y' Di \ gazing right into your eyes with his convulsions and vomiting blood. See, whilst J 
darkened orbs, it means he’s he was skipping about in the much- : 7 
about to get in a bit of a huff followed Pocket Monsters cartoon, a bright ig 
and storm off. light suddenly flashed up during a dream ~ 

More like Tamagotchi sequence and the aforementioned under 15 ~ 
than any of the collective had to be rushed to hospital. I’m ey 

other Pocket OKI, indeed. Pah! 
____ Monsters 

games, =a 
4 

rey ois 

) - x 

g 4 

Se: ~ £ “) 

“Pikachu!” Eh? Does he + / 
say anything else? 4 
Pikachu!” Oh, right. ." 

to Pocket Monsters. 
The built-in clock on the 

64DD means that the creature 
evolves even though your 
machine is switched off. You can 
also expect to see expansion 

disks with virtual supermarkets 
and houses on them so. you can 
shop for food and give the litle 
blighter lodgings. This Pocket 
Monsters’ Nirvana is a very long | 
way off, mind. 

  

; potential stunner, when 
; A it eventually seeks out 
i a (rough) release date, 
| Cabbage sees the player 
| creating a character then 
\ nurturing it in similar fashion 

as RSA NS IR I AR OO RTD 

TCO sialm | 7 Wiceece 
Sora it Ont oOnster-sir7lc.. iva 17s 

cunning move by Nintendo, this. Basically, 
you need fo carefully nurture a good, solid 

range of Pocket Monsters on your Game 

Boy version (Red or Green, it matters not), you 

then download them onto your 64DD by using 

the 64GB Pack, which plugs handily into both 

your N64 joypad and Pocket Monsters GB 

cart and switches information from your 
cart to the 64DD. 

Then, once all the info’s been transferred, 

you can battle it out in the stadiums of the title 
against fully 3D versions of the monsters you've 
been hunting for and collecting during your 
playing of Pocket Monsters GB. Unsurprisingly, it’s a 
masterful demonstration of the power of the 64DD, with 
huge great beasts jousting it out in the finest RPG-style 
scraps yet. Plenty for RPG-types to get excited about.        GAMESMASTER 66 MARCH     1°9:9'8



    

   

  

   
    

      

   

        

   

   

PSX Games! 
Win six top Nintendo titles of 
your choice! 0839 404025 -- =. 

0839 404023 (nsrsar Win 

NBL Games 
Win six top Nintendo titles of 
your choice! 0899 404022 Instant Win 

‘ a 

Hin Pentium PC Computers cos.ou: 
: in FC Games! wo top PC titles of your choice! 0839 404038. - = 

  

Win FIFA 
PLUS 3 extra controllers! 0839 404036 ee 

| | iin Games Ac jes) 
NES Ets 22) 2200 worth of yes cards, Ee aaa! 2 
0839 404021 <2... Steering Wheel or whatever you choose for your 

machinel 0839 404032 

| Here's your chance to win something that 
literally oozes with sixties. psychedelia! 

0839 404039 

      

    

  

   Arrest all SIX Bovver Bruvvers and win q 
a Super choice of prizes... 

* Sony Playstation! * Sega Saturn * Nintendo 64 * 14” Colour TV * Video Recorder! 
* Mountain Bike!! * Snooker Table! * Stereo System! * 

< UDAiialalntdivai cline: msm om miiaes hi vom scare =, Bar 5 

      

            

Zap 3 or more Aliens to win a choice of prizes! 

Win an incredible start winning, 40 watts of 

. CD player in a fea sil Stereos power per 
A , sports chronographs, 

- Football with Bass radios, fashion watches, databanks & other ° channel and full 
Boost and a Radio! cash prizes! remote controll 

0839 404034 
0839 404026 |3=020 in 0839 404020 INSTANT WIN!  
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CVI CWO _ BUSHIDO BLADE 
a AEROS ONT DIO ESTER SPAR OUND 

       1 love the pure thrill of 4 ‘| lf Tove a bit of hardy 4 } asy. Ski Jumping beca 
| Fevrling. The way they use ‘cross country skiing. It ge _ it looks painfully " 

_ those brushes just gets me | you out and about and yor | spectacular when they 
| onthe edge of me seat _ get to see a bit of wildlife __ screw it up and land on : hee’ de 
| everytime, wow! 7 while you’re at it. __ their heads. Ha ha. | i mmenncenmauaerracimcmne AO 

I bin mosely playin’. I bin mosely playin’... _ I bin mosely playin’... _ 
Yoshi's Island, NHL 98, 5] Yoshi's Island, Bushido | Snowboard Kids, Cool ACTU. A ICE | HOCKEY 
Street Fighter Collection ~ i Blade, Snowboard Kids ~ Boarders 2, Bust-A-Move 3 i ee ‘a) ) 

    

   

    

   

NHL POWERPLAY f 98 Psx 
NHL ‘98 SAT 

peri a -Baving at : 
| of the tiger, now | few good ‘uns 

  

          

   
   

  

he to revi all GLNBA Action 98, 
Dark Omen ; em = Stall Monkeys } foe sampling the NHL OPEN ICE PSX 

one is i as n doing . violent delights o ULTIMATE RACE PRO PC 
i mes inx 1 in { ’ USI estas Fie | Budo Bed J $F couection PSX 

- : <e z ; re Y ROAR PSX 
py What he's Bem) What he's ee) =6SKULL MONKEYS , a 5 
i This’ex Saturn > ee pled —- The Man Kart | wan vs EO een TOUR Ned 

Power games 4 a piste to ta ke i ' 5 style action i ] N 

Th a Konami: ofc | provided al the) MMC ad TA gL. 
copy the ane | aia ve fe fee nt, es ine 9095 a a 6C JET RIDER 2 : LAY, ¢ 

_ Super Heroes. ‘ i} PlayStation Power Olympics 98. i N64 Magazine this month. il Ro tain TOUR PSX 

4 

NBA ACTION ‘98 
,, \ WING CO PROPHECY 

SF I A) y ¢ 6 D ; & BUST-A-MOVE 3 
e J x Las 

GRIP CHIMP 
CAN'T THINK OF é i 
WHAT TO BUY, EH? z 
WELL SPEND YOUR : 
MONEY ON SOME OF . 

FO 

—~ JIS eZ 
) mivamoro BLocKeustER * 

IN ‘IT’S GOOD, BUTNoT ™ 
THAT GOOD’ SCANDAL.  ™ 

HAVE THE MIGHTY FALLEN? 
1S THE JOYRIDE OVER? 
FIND OUT IN OUR - ie on ory nee a ane 
MONSTER REVIEW... 3. Average games get average marks, ie. 50-60%. ; 

4. We're not swayed by swis graphics — only gameplay. 
5. We never, ever review demos. 
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As you can tell from the screenshots, Yoshi's 
Storys not quite as grim as Mortal Kombat. 

Unlike Diddy Wee 
Kong Racing, the Fea 

\% 

progress of Fas iapeae 
Nintendo's latest (Sle             

  

a — nticipation can be a bloody one game I’ve been waiting for, 
platformer has Heel well \ a B A nightmare. The first surely the greatest thing to have happened to 

ote 24 screenshots of Yoshi’s Story the N64? Urm... not quite. 
documented over the past year. ~ (or Yoshi's Island 64, as it ~ The control systems fine but relatively unambitious, 

% k . ‘ was known then) leaked when yi the level design’s entertaining, while the graphics and 
h the N64 hardware was first 4 soundtrack can only be described as... unique. 

We new it Was t OMINE, we hegall launched. Refreshing amongst the deluge Je " They're not the problem though. It’s the lack of 
to get very excited So what $ the of 3D titles, they immediately became > lifespan. “Size isn’t important,” they say. Oh 

bt tease the focus for hundreds of Nintendo fans 5 cruel Mistress Contradicton, why must we taste 
fi ni sh e ij g an e like th ei ? hankering for a portion of 64-bit retro action. i. % your fussy wares now? “Never mind the quality, 

we An age of delays later and the finished feel the width,” applies more to Yoshi’s Story, you 
Japanese article's sat here in front of me. It’s the see. There's just not enough of it. Yes, there’s a choice of 

 



eon SS Everynnody walk the dinosaur 
zooms out to give you a 

wider view of the level. And 

with Chomps on your tail, 

you'll need it... 

  
The distinctive level furniture means 
Yoshi Story is distinctly Nintendo. 

A I SS Ml 

A button 

Hold down A 

to reach high 
platforms. 

mp up and nut the generous egg blocks for Yoshi's 

mo. A total of six can be collected at any one time. 

ia. oes . challenge within the game is to hunt out the tastiest fruits, 

routes through the game to the ‘Happy End’, but you the high-scoring melons. Restrict your chosen 
still only have to tackle a total of six levels to reach 6 @ Yoshi's diet to the tasty-looking juicy gourds and 

your Super Happy Fruit-bearing destination. you'll rack up a cracking score. Yoshi’s Story has 

There’s no ‘end’ to the levels. There’s a start R been designed by Takashi Tezuka and his 

point alright, but no obvious finish point - you seek , Nintendo in-house team specifically so 

out the secrets and build your fruit count up to 30, that you'll return in an attempt to 

then the page turns and you’re off to the next beat your own high score. = 

chapter. This bit’s very easy. But that’s not the point. = aa The Challenge Mode does go 
As in true Nintendo tradition you're asked to work a bit some way to extending its shelf life for 
harder if you want to feel an ontnely eg ai smug git. The more 2 ie gamers. Here, pf ae alee allowed to  



  

     
     

= (Right) These blue blocks, when pushed 
together, give you two melons. Spunky. 

(Below) If these giant cogs start whirring, 
you'd better leg it in the opposite direction. 
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To keep Yoshi fat and healthy, 
it's best not to let matey boy 
touch anything evil. Otherwise 
you'll lose petals from the flower 

head health-o-meter at the top- 
left of the screen. You've eight to 
play with. To replenish lost 

energy simply dine on fruit 
enemies (although certain 
creatures are poisonous) or find 
yourself a red flower (usually 
near a fiery tulip) which 
provides an infinite source of 

protein. Lose all your petals 
and the music slows and 
lurches like a boozed-up 

record player. 

P 4 
= 
CY 

Ga select any of the stages you've already 
unlocked and play them in isolation, with 

\ -_ = the insatiable intent of getting as 
v intimidating a score as possible. And with 

y the variations in the points-building system (see 
| How to Make a Yoshi Happy box), this does 

make it a more healthy long-term prospect. But 
that’s not to say boredom won't set in after grazing slowly 
round the level constantly sniffing out coins and melons. 

Perhaps the Story mode wouldn’t be so bad if you 
actually felt you were being handsomely rewarded along 
the way. But in a strangely un-Nintendo-like move, there’s 

very little bounty for your troubles. True, some of the 
stages are more testing than others, with cunningly 
concealed melons and secret stages, but even then there’s 
an unnerving sense of ‘seen it all before’. It’s so caught 
up in its ideal of giving N64 gamers a taste of history, a 
refreshing injection of timeless 2D play, that it seems 
content with that and never bothers to offer up anything 
remotely radical. 

Stories of how the English language version will be 
altered to cater for the Western gamer, who doesn’t need 

to be fed a diet of hints, bonus items or life-saving 

        

Ba
 

Gettin around... 
As well as rushing through the chapters in Yoshi's Story 
by the steam of your own feet, there are several other 

options to getting around for the more intrepid prehistoric 
puppy. Some are designed to help you reach those 

inaccessible ledges packed with melons 

and are essential for that high score... 

By fiery tulip 
Chew on this fantastic flora 
and Yoshi's transformed 
into a large egg. Using the 

@ analogue stick, aim the 

crosshair that appears in 
the direction you want to go. 

Then repeat this once airborne 
to gain more height before it 
wears off. To get a 
super-charge and send 

the Yoshi Egg bouncing through the level, 
simply hold the analogue stick in the desired 

direction until 
Yoshi's stopped 
straining. 

       
   

        

In the underwater stages 

coins generally lead the way [ 
®) to fat, juicy melons. 

  

Every time you 
find one of 
these hearts, a 
new stage 

becomes 
available on the 
page map. 

  

        

  

By filthy 

  

   
       

    

  

   
   
    

leniency when it comes to bosses, are already circulating. 
Making it more of a strain to get from hungry to fruit-full 
Yoshi would certainly cause Nintendo’s latest platformer 
to become more of a dust-free tenant in the GamesMaster 
games cupboard. As it stands in its Japanese 
form, itll be coated in a powdery @t 
cocktail of cast-off skin and dirt before | 3 
the end of the week. Nintendo can c 7 

j 

Cee GARE —_— 

By takity’s : by nog | 
_ Cloud __ beast 

/ ns 
y ae mn 

certainly make it difficult for its UK 
release, but they still won’t be able to make it 

be) 
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C pruzae Overt 

   

   
(Right) Here, Mr Blue 
demonstrates how versatile 
a lasso-like tongue can be. 

          

     

  

     

  

  



The story hehind the Story. = 

The Beginning 
As you'd expect, a leisurely 
introduction to Yoshi's Story (even 
though there's a training mode 
elsewhere in the game). The prized melons aren't too tricky to 

source and the sub-games are a doddle. A Ken Doddle, at that. 

Underground 
From the design of the pop-up page, 

you realise you're in for a stuffy time 
with the lava-heated walkways and 

water-filled caverns. The first of the big beasts arrive on this page. 

as does the deviousness of the game's melon hiding. 

Slippy-slidey ice worlds blended with 

vertical cloud-hopping sections. Sky- 
bound enemies are a lot more 

irritating than the ground-huggers, as you ll appreciate on the 

receiving end of an air-strike from Shy Guys or plump canaries. 

Here the level layout is more 
challenging, although the first stage 
feels like a traditional platformer. 

Some stunning graphics are seen on this page, complete with 

rubbery platforms, towering piranha plants and a shrinking Yoshi. 

PRGE FI¥E 
Underwater 
No need to hold your breath during 
these levels (perhaps it would have 
made things a lot more challenging). 

Besides, two of them aren't even based in the briney. The feel of 

current-induced inertia is spot on in those that are, though. 

PRGE SIX 
Baby Koopa’s Castle 
The hiding place of the Super Happy 
Tree sees challenge-o-meter reach 
the ‘sticky’ mark. Forget the Koopa 

family strongholds that dotted the Mario titles. Baby Koopa’s 

fortress is jammed with giant cogs, blades for cutting and lava. 

RUAOEDUS Labe 
COTY Bl BIE LEOKY j| 

Learn how to master Yoshi's 
attacks during stage one. 

The most entertainingly 
designed of Page Two's stages. 

Up. up and away! Jump to make 
these guys change direction. 

The first jungle level's in a 
‘traditional’ platform style. 

Avoid touching the head of this 

circling giant pipe fish thing. 

Don't look confused, mate. Just 
avoid those dang great blades. 

Rip off a butt slam here to 

dislodge the Shy Guys. 

A lava lake runs along the 
bottom of stage two. Hot stuff. 

Hoofing great springs provide 
huge entertainment. 

Things get a lot better (and 
‘rubbery’) here. Swim! Fish! 

The clams force you upwards 

with their stinky, salty breath. 

Another trap-packed bit. Watch 
out for the black Shy Guys too. 

Eat coudok 

SS 

A cloud conveyor belt dream of 
a level. Not good for the nerves. 

Stages three and four are very 
similar — cavernous wenches. 

Vicious little Shy Guys will hurl 
snowballs at you here. 

A piranha plant-packed stage. 
Yoshi gets shrunk, too. 

Not so much ‘underwater’ as 

‘by the seaside’. How queer. 

Boos and other ghostly 

apparitions haunt you here. 

Stage four’ 5 rather like a castle 
in the sky, and it is! 

Use the brief vapour trails to 
reach those higher platforms. 

Another snow level this time 

with precarious precipices. 

A groovy soundtrack and giant, 
friendly bog beasts to ride. 

Dodge the bombs hurled by the 
pirate ship in the background. 

The hiding place of the spooky 
tree — behind Bowser.  



The Yoshi selection screen. 

There's six to start with... 

... The blue geezer likes 

chewing on grapes. 

Use one of the Miss Wari ; S and you'll miracle of a page turn PS and you'll be transported, by the 
to her higher numbered sister.   

  It's a pity we 

can't get across P % 

the sound. But e®s 
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r I've re-read through what I’ve written so far hidden item is and the fact that on a return visit you'll 
ire and must admit that it sounds unearth something you didn’t find previously. You won't 

a ae as though Yoshi's Story is a Orne fail to be sucked in by Yoshi’s charms — the graphics 
3. j terrible game. It’s not. It’s is throughout are lovely, with sumptuous detail and 

SS a A rn re \ 4 just that it’s not the beautiful 3 blazing colour making your day... better again 
5 combination of N64-fuelled f (though the singing that flows like a couple of 

a f graphics and unrivalled Nintendo design _ crushed chipmunks around the game is 
- ¢ : that we'd hoped for. There are certainly  pialage certainly an acquired taste). The whole 
oy €> : some lovely touches in there, though and Bp & == shebang’s rumble pak compatible too, a 
a : “ it's soon obyious that you’re playing a Se ee feature which really is welcome in 
it ss platformer with high production 4 every game. 
“J % values. You can tell, for instance, that / s : Still, for all its inherent cuteness, 
4 ra the copius delays have been worth it { : the lad Yoshi's third outing on the N64 

” Se ey as far as playtesting goes. There's \ ‘ is a bit of a disappointment. We'll let 
‘ ak'| ; sy never a moment you feel trapped. : you know how the UK version 

at & ‘Sh Fg Each section links together seamlessly, Ri j ©) shapes up next issue. 
mt Se ie ee Caliceuiiceeel with just enough hint 2» 

x Ceaeae ere as to where the next (> 
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(Below) Avoid the big spiky 
fish. They taste grim. 

(Right) The blue fish tries 
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| uly Fr Fruit 
ee sane into bet e gal me you'll be Yoshi's Story isn‘ all about scorching it around the 

1 fs levels swilling down juicy fruit left, right and centre. 
Being choosy pays off — if you restrict yourself to one 

fruit and manage to eat six of them on the trot, a small 
heart fruit will parachute from the top 

of the screen. Grab it 
with your tongue and 
Yoshi becomes 
temporarily 
invincible, He, 
unsurprisingly, gets 

  

  

  

3D and 2D a 
eau 

You'll love or loathe 
Nintendo’s all-Yoshi 

he ae 8 choir and grunting high- 
flying noises. 

The most basic on level one 

of chapter one. Reach a flag 

within a time limit. Cushy. 

Carry a rickety tower of 
melon caskets to the flag at 
the other end. Shaky. 

Via the gift of thermal- 

spewing cloud. long jump it 

as far as you can. Steamy 

Similar to the one above, 
only this time jump from 
enemy to enemy. Bouncy.  
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Forget everything you Know 
aout peat em ups; aiid no 

smggering at the back. Bushido 
Blade is a serious fusiness. .. 

will be up in arms. Where most fighting 

games reward the consistent and rapid use of 
fantastic special moves, Bushido Blade gets 
down to the grizzly nifty gritty of metal slicing 
muscle, and the fatal results that quickly 

follow. Dispensing with traditional power 
bars, Square’s latest. epi¢is infatt some sort 
of fighting sim, with realistic combat 
systems. Asin real life, one slash or stab 

can bring the bout to an abrupt conclusion. 
Likewise, any contest can become a grisly, 
painfully drawn out affair between 

wa increasingly desperate adversaries. 

| me fanatics and charged attack aficionados 

ay 

   

    

If a landing strike isn’t fatal, it at least inflicts lasting 
damage. Take a slash to the leg, for instance, and you'll 
have to fight from a painful and vulnerable kneeling 
position. A blow to the arm will leave two-handed 
weapon users ata distinct disadvantage as they lug their 
broadsword (or whatever) around with their remaining 

good arm. Those with lighter weapons don’t get off 
scot-free, though, as they can now"no longer use side 
arms or throwing knives and shuriken: It’s hardly rare to 
find two bloodied opponents shuffling aréund on their 
knees, vaguely waving hopelessly bulky weapons at each 
other. Nasty, but sadistically satisfying stuff. 

The main aim, of course is to get that one killer blow 
in. To do so, you'll need a'clean hit or thrust that goes 
into and through either the*head, torso or upper legs. 
And just to make things eyerieleater, each fatal blow is 
accompanied by a fduntaif"ofnewly scarlet/blood (the 
not usually ovetseniitive Japaneselmarket had to make 
do with spurts of symbolic yellow viscera). 

If this all-sounds ‘brutally simple,*don‘t worry, there’s 

        

   

  

   

    
   

  

    

  

   
   

  

   
    



    

plenty. of control depth to at least attempt fo stave off the 
ever present threat of death. The initially simple attacks, 
triggered as they are by only high, low or middle 
buttons, are actually dictated by the stance you take: 
There are three of these apparently traditional kenjitsu 
poses, again ranging between High, Low and Middle, 
and your three basic attacks vary accordingly. Add in 
plenty of directional nuances (pushing forward often 
leads to a lunge, for instance), and the odd wild card 

special (like throwing dirt from the Low position and 
dispatching relatively harmless irritating missile attacks), 
and you end up with a more than respectably complex 

Mad! ithe leat! 

The little figure 
at the top right 
shows your 
current stance 
and any 
movements you 
make so that 
you at least have 
some idea of 
what's going on. 

Sadly, though, 
you're still more 
likely to end up 
with a skewered 
head than a CPU 
opponent. This 
mode comes into 

5 its ownasa 
two-player link- 
up option.   

Neverseen yaimbefore 

and varied array of attacking options. 

And since death is only ever a blow away, there're 
an equally complex and effective system of blocks, 
deflections and dodges. Sidestepping takes care of most 
downward slashes (frustrating broadsword fans no end), 
while the remaining: button on your D-pad takes care of 
a QUick parry. Again, your ability to block depends on 
yout staince. If you‘re waving your sword 
above your head, you’re not likely to block a ae te) 
potentially crippling ankle slash, are you now? 
Your choice of weapon is important too..A 

downward hammer smash isn’t easily 
deflected by a flimsy sabre block, for WN \ 
instance. The complexity doesn’t end there, er es 

bas 
either. The correct stance can automatically =; | 
block some.dtfacks, but this will cause = 
your-fightér to’stagger slightly, ‘ 

  

Hitting while a fellas (loy un 

This is clearly against the spirit ofthe 
whole thing, striking an opponent while 

_ they're prone is frowned upon. This is — 
perhaps the hardest beat-em-up reflex 

- toresist... just think Bushido. 

Throviing dint 

As long as you have two healthy arms, 
this last resort of the scoundrel is 
available from either a standard low 
stance or the enforced one-legged 

_ shuffle. Bad show, old chap. 

Sia fi it rack: 

Naturally this just isnt the done thing, 
although you can get away with itif 

_ your opponent is looking at you as you 
- end their life from behind. Otherwise, 
its simly not cricket. ee 

ay “Asi realy 

Its always good form to let one’s 
duelling partner prepare themselves 

- before commencing battle. Striking 
: Se 
done thing. you know. 

01 win 

Run) aL at) ay 
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Weight: 0.9 kg 

  

leaving you momentarily vulnerable to attack. On the 

other hand, some active blocks will leave the attacker 

rebounding, allowing the player, previously on the 

offensive, to turn the tables suddenly... and finally. But 
there’s more! Two equally weighted or identical attacks 

will either cause a clash of weapons that sends both 
players reeling, or the weapons will be locked, Errol 

Flynn-style, facilitating a swashbuckling to-me-to-you 
session of the highest order. 

So, it’s not as if Bushido Blade’s no-nonsense 
rejection-of fantasy fighting has forced any simplification 
of the combat system. If anything, ifs radical but po-faced 
approach has forced Square to come up with real 
innovations. The end result is a flexible, but frustratingly 
fickle system. Two highly proficient fighters can, indeed, 
enjoy reasonably lengthy and intricate exchanges, 
sprinkled liberally with KERCHING!ing parties and 

counters. Each of thesé 
accomplished Bushido 
fighters will be fighting 
as the game intended, 

trying to unleash the 
three step counter 

combos in order to 
open up their 
opponent's guard long 
enough to deliver that 
fatal blow. 

   

  

   
   
   

    

  

    
    

  

    
   

  

    
   
   
   
   
   

   
   

  

    

This one’s hardly touched 
shelving, and already it 
seems that Square are 
nearing completion of its 
sequel. And this one looks 
likely to be even more 
anal. There will now be 
FIVE stances, including the 
most honourable yet — the 
jai (doubtless pronounced 
aaieee!). This stupidly 
ritualistic approach 
requires the fighter to 

until the attack, at which _ in the forthcoming follow up to Bushido Blade, Bushido 
point it’s whipped out, kills Blade, um, 2. She's the daughter of a fisherman, by the way. _ there only seems to be one solution — swordplay. 
an opponent and slips 
back into its scabbard in 
one smooth movement. 
Flash, but potentially lethal 
and really just for the cock 
sure amongst you. New 
characters already signed 
up for the sequel include ¥& 
Gengore Narazu, a gnarly a) 
old nutter, the 
stereotypical sage-like 
oldster. Kahn Narazu, his 
son-in-law (hang ona a -« td 

mo, so why do they share 
a surname?) then last and ‘S YoU £8” $08, te pris hig ology 
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Me
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tasty lighting. Nice purple loon pants here too. the hang of is just the start of it 

A lightweight. et ty 
- Sub ang ett bps ee 

keep their sword sheathed This is the lovely Jo Kotumura, the Winona-esque star turn _We believe this to be Kahn Nazura, son-in-law of another 
new character, Gengore Nazura. He's got a problem and 

If you think Bushido Blade sounds just a tad complicated, 
maybe least. Jo Kotumura. but credit is due for what looks likely to be some rather then its sequel will baffle you. Two more stances to get 

     
      

Bung a couple of novices into the fray, however, and you 

get an entirely different result. There's likely to be much 

scratching of heads and sudden sundering of torsos 
before any satisfactory combat is achieved, and this is 
where Bushido Blade's radicalism may fall down. For all 
its intricacy, it's nowhere near as much fun as, say, the 
less realistic but equally stylised complications of Street 
Fighter specials or Tekken juggling combos. Make no 
mistake, this isn’t a game for the uncommitted. 

Still, we applaud its originality, and in particular it’s 
only right to praise its free-roaming nature. Square have 
managed fo take the full 3D roaming of Tobal No.1 and 
transplant it into Bushido Blade’s one-on-one bouts. If the 
chance of sudden, stinging death proves too frightening, 
the game's wide open arenas and controls allow you to 
turhrtail and runslike the Coward yoteare® You can even 
findehigher. gP8Undito fight. from, “slashing your"opponent's 
arffis as they attempt to climb up to your level. 

It’s this, as much as anything else, that makes 
Bushido Blade that rarest of creatures, a beat-eri-up that’s 
More rewarding, in the long-term, as a one-player game. 
Ifs certainly a bit of a laugh to explore the arenas and 
despatch afriend with a lucky swing, but the whole 
game's toné'S@imed-at its quest mode. It even manages 
to take the Thoral high ground, for goodness sake. 

You're off on a'typicallyerevenge driven quest, wilh a 
plot'that gets more melodrarhatic as it unfolds buf this; 
being more Water Margin than Monkey, you really need 

Mmm, we're not entirely sure who this bloke is, He doesn’t 
look old enough to be Gsngore, the gnarled old nutter. We 
can’t even tell if he looks evil or not. What do you think? 

Har charac pg ith shoal 
stance, This foolhardy appreach requires that you keep your 
weapon sheathed until you strike in one fluid movement.
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nould try t f -close. Of course, the tricky partis getting _those with little patience for Bushido Blade's LEvE: 
ns ily deadly 1 close in the first place. The quick opening -_ intricate swordplay. Get a good swing in and 

Bb fle pede combos should help you to finish the job off _ it's simply unblockable, the problem is that its 
vipa lohsclaaa ea ea = Jee 2 Palen we Va sheer weight will probably induce a minor ae 
tool for swift fighting. = just the right moment. — : heart-attack as you wind it up. 

to adhere to the ancient Bushido code of ethics. Good 
old-fashioned Eastern honour, in other words. Anything 
that the average fighting vicar would find distasteful will 
count against you. Fail to keep to the straight and narrow 
(as you slice and dice your opponents), and you'll be 
penalised. To see the elusive second ending movie, for 
instance, you must vanquish all your foes and complete 
your quest without once dishonouring yourself. All very 
commendably authentic, but once again, ever so slightly 
boring. It might be slightly underhand, but what could be 
more natural to a beat-em-up fan than finishing off a 
dangerous opponent while theyre lying dazed on 
the ground? 

This high-handed preaching, as much 
as the brutally quick bouts, is Bushido 

Why did you try to kill me? 

BG BOSS... 

  

< 
However, if he fights Utsuseni, 
ot best they i kill each other. 
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PERSON REVIEWED Ply Impressive 3 freedom, 
and plenty of nice 
flourishes, without being 
a troly stunning game. 

Weight: 4.1 kg 

  

       

    

Blade’s weakness. True it does give the boundaries of 
beat-em-ups a highly commendable shove. Yes, it is a 
beautifully realised historical authentic game. It's littered 
with a host of admirable graphical touches (like the 
bandages you pick up as you progress) which add to its 
undeniably impressive engine. But even so, many of you 
will come away more puzzled than anything else. For the 
beat-em-up fan who has everything and needs a new, 
more demanding challenge, Bushido Blade comes highly 
recommended. But for the less frighteningly committed 
player, the type who likes to be able to master a game in 

days, rather than weeks, it'll probably be far too 
layered, alien and, yep, anally retentive 

piece of work. All you need to work out 
then, is whether you're a casually 
violent gaming lightweight or a 
no-friends beat-em-up obsessive. 
Well, which is it? 

Will Groves \ %! 

  

   
   

    

     v. gimesphori, with Jay New different, rac 
dialogue, sobtilles a «+ fru: ie . 
lehee s of Wa-CHING!- 89 . ound-b -bre kings it's 
style wordplay rd to tell   

_ Astupidly heavy, stupidly slow weapon for — 

“Your sword is stained’with:the blood 
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Hanzoki? 
of your fallen comrades” I thought he was behind oll this 

don’t make me 
break code 
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‘one-player depth.



  
The Winter Olympics in Nagano have indyced a blizzard of 
a



  

indeed 
Snow isn't very interesting to look 
at is it? Hmm. 

xe 

a od 
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Hey there lycra- 4 gr ff 
GRAD rie j Where the real Olympics has swimming and throwing 

its Winter cousin has skating and ski jumping. And 
where the real Olympics has shooting and archery, its 

B chilly chum has racing little carts on and brushing 
vigorously in front of sliding paperweights. The Winter 
Olympics is, in a word, cack. It’s the normal 

Olympics with none of the skill or good bits due to it 
being too cold to wear vest and shorts or jump 
without mortal fear of breaking your arse. 
However, Konami made an awful lot of money out 

the real Olympics thanks to their Hyper Olympics arcade 
game and ‘96's PlayStation hit International Track & 
Field, so why not do the same for the Winter Olympics? 
We'll tell you why not — because it simply doesn’t make a 
very good game. But, they’ve done it anyway. 

For a kick off, no-one cares about the sports. Sure 
the Olympics has some dodgy sports (who can ever 
forget the travesty of synchronised swimming?) but even 
that has more appeal than ice dancing. Maybe it’s the 

    

  

aydees and 
| gentlemen, pray 

silence for the 
thirty squillionth Winter 
Olympics! Four years have 
rolled round again and 
that highlight of the scarf 

3 wearer's sporting calendar 
will soon be upon us. 

t However, despite all the icy 
pomp and ceremony, one 
question remains: Winter 
Olympics - who gives a toss? sh 

  

Is always been the poor Lz inhospitable surroundings or the god awful knitwear on 
relation of the proper Olympics. Vz £ show. Or maybe it’s the fact that winter sports just 
Where the real Olympics has aac aren’t as competitive, as interesting or as ‘real’ as 
running and jumping, the Winter §3309 summer sports. And yet we have a game of it. 

Two gomesia in fact — one for the Ploy Sections and : riety has skiing and sledging. 
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one 

for the 
N64, both 

sharing the same 
name and both rather 

dull let downs. Let's have a 
rundown of the cobbler- 

freezing events on offer shall 
we? First of all there’s the Downhill Skiing, a kind of 
driving game, only on skis. Next there’s the Giant Slalom 
Skiing (or “Giant Slaaa Lom” as the in-game announcer 
refers to it), like Downhill only between posts. After this 
comes the 90m and 120m Ski Jumps (which are 
basically the same), followed by the Aerial Ski 
event (we'll explain later) and Snowboard 
Halfpipe stunt-fest. Hot (or rather cold) on their 
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Move the analogue stick 
sony upwards to keep your skier upright the 

joment to time a perfect landing. 

Is it any cop then? 
No, it's bloody impossible. We tried all kinds of strate 
couldn't beat those pesky CPU fellas. 

What's it all about? 
Slide up ramps on a plank 
and do rather unimpressive 
grabs and turns in mid-air. 

What do you dot~ 
Choose whit e tricks” 

1 ) attempt. then hit 

a Lig, 

LB -iveree 

       

     

    

   

     
  

(¢) heels comes the Snowboard Giant Slalom longer). Next come the two racing events, the Bobsleigh Masters of the Luge or wizard Curlers reading this may 

(exactly the same as Skiing Giant Slalom except, and Luge (a kind of tiny sledge) and finally there’s the be aghast at our dismissivness, but these events just won't 
hey, on a snowboard) and the two Speed Skating events, unbridled, ice-brushing madness that is Curling (a get you fired up in the slightest. But, because Konami did 

500m and 1500m (which is identical, but goes on for pointless variation of bowls on ice). And that’s it. Twelve International Track & Field, with those great running and 

events, none any good and some startlingly similar. jumping games, they feel they have to do Nagano 
Winter Olympics. So, whose idea was this anyway? 

The Nagano license was obviously too powerful a 
lure to turn down and Konami have done the 
event proud with each of the 12 events looking 

very nice (if a little whited out and samey). 
The presentation and options are exactly as 
you’d expect and even the Japanese techno- 

metal soundtrack isn’t too irritating. The skiers, 
bobsleighers and curlers are all motion- 

captured up to the armpits and, for five 
minutes, it seems that Nagano is going to pull 

off a great victory over its dull specialist subject 
pe - =     
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What with the current 
snowboard madness 
sweeping the gaming world, 
you'd think having TWO 
snowboard events among the 
twelve would be a boon 
wouldn't you? Shame they're 
little more than poo. 

    

matter. Then it all goes wrong. 
Remember how well the 100m Sprint transferred to 

a videogame? Brilliant — you hit the buttons faster and 
the faster he runs! Add the timing of another button press 
and suddenly you’ve got the Hurdles! Or Long Jump, or 
Javelin, or High Jump, or Pole Vault! Then, before you 
know where you are, you've a whole new genre of game 
- the button basher! 
This is what we were 
expecting for Nagano 
— take a clutch of 
winter sports and 
impose the button 
bashing theme upon 
them. Sure, it wouldn’t 
have scored much for 
originality but at least 
it would have been fun. Instead, we're left with a very 
peculiar set of tasks on our hands. 

The ski and snowboarding races are like driving 
games — move left and right through the gates with the 
quickest time winning. The Ski Jump events require 
twiddling the analogue stick to keep your wayward skier 
from breaking his face upon landing. The Snowboard 
Halfpipe requires the rapid inputting of complex button 
presses (rather like a less fun PaRappa) in order to 
perform the required stunt. Curling is basically a target 
game where setting the desired direction and speed of 

  

shot is a piece of cake and yet the results are frustratingly 
random. This leaves only the Aerial Ski, Speed Skating, 
Bobsleigh and Luge to use the familiar button hammering 

  

Go! And don't break your facal Ah, that'll be ‘Nagano’ then. Erk. 
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NO.OF PLAYERS 1-1 very igs ists they 
FROM Konami 

PRICE | £49.99 (PSX£39.99) 
AVAILABLE Now 

  

   

  

  

  

  

“Yoo cold to jump 
without mortal eat of 
breaking your arse” 

renee Smooth ~ “BT 
motion-capture-o-rama 

JUDGEMENT 

  

Just who is Bob? And does he 
know they've nicked his sleigh? 

Skate for it 
rubber freak-boy! 

gameplay. But the last two only use this element to build 
up speed during the run up to the start line before 
becoming near identical left/right steered racing games. 
The Aerial Ski event is mad, with the on-screen skier 
perfectly performing your chosen stunt without the need 
of any input whatsoever from the player. 

The Speed Skating is a great improvement with a 
pair of buttons to tap, an 
opponent to race against and 
there’s even a 1500m variation 
for those who want the 500m 
event to go on three times as 

long. And this is the only 
moment where the game is 
genuinely any good. The ski 
and snowboard races are neat 
enough (the 3D graphics move 

swiftly and smoothly enough) but are basically very 
simple and slightly dull racing games with no-one else on 
the track to race against. 

The controls are vague and the on-screen action 
independent of the buttons you’re pushing. 

We thought that maybe we were being tired old 
gimmers who simply don’t like this kind of sports sim any 
more. So we broke out our copy of International Track & 

Sows ates ie peed 

ie 
The spor 

    
ly i} pie M0 (* M i) le! el () Playin Olympic Mode and you can belig any of t 

  

   
ointing that the 
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Nice pants, 
Mr Perv. 

Field 
for the 
PlayStation and 
played that just to 
set our minds at ease. 
Who can forget the four- 
player 100m sprint? The 
swimming? The tricky timing 
and multiple-button taps of the 
High Jump? We loved every 
minute of it. Sod the Winter = 
Olympics, why don’t Konami 5 Ys 
do International Track & Field X 
for the N64 - it’s far better. 4 

For all its prudent timing, lush * 
license and perfectly tidy graphics 
and sound, Winter Olympics left us 
cold. Roll on summer 2000. 

Dan Griffiths © 4; 
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Plenty to do and it'll 
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PlayStation 

bit hairy at times, as Cool Boarders 2 amply 
demonstrates, but fatal? Not that offen... 

hopefully. The most risky thing about the original 
Cool Boarders was the danger that you might nod 
off while sampling its proficient but anaemic 
‘delights’, and get a nasty bump on the head. 

Amazingly, Cool Boarders 2 is a cracking game. 
Call us cynical, but here at GamesMaster we half- 
assumed that the original’s commercial success in the US 
of A would leave us holding a tweaked sequel. Luckily, 
developers UEP Systems (pronounced ‘ooo-EP’) are far 
more idealistic souls than us, and have taken every 
opportunity to improve matters, packing every nook and 
cranny with enhancements and extra gameplay value. 

{ The one fly in the ointment (or yellow writing in the 
snow, perhaps) is the overall look of the thing. 

E h? Killing Session? Snowboarding may get a 

        

  

  

Ch-ch-ch-changes. .. 

ney 

age 

Snowboarding, being the hip activity that it is these days, 
really deserves a good looking game. Sadly, while the 
front-end and the rest of the presentation are suitably 
gnarly (particularly the outstanding music) the actual in- 
game visuals leave a little to be desired. They’re not 
awtul, it’s just that they’re far from reaching the stunning 
standards set by the truly triple-A titles like the WipEouts, 
Tekkens and V-Rallys of this world. Cool Boarders 2 lacks 
the all-important polish that denotes a truly superb title. 
There’s a fair amount of polygon break-up and some of 
the textures, on the landscape in particular, could have 
been an awful lot less, well... drab. And why does it 
always look so overcast? Surely a spot of piercing blue 
sky and some good-old fashioned lens-flare could have 
enhanced the supposedly 
exotic atmosphere. 
Even bunging a 
dark shadow at 
the feet of the 
boarders might 
have helped. 

In its defence, the 
engine does do an awful 
lot of work at an impressive 
rate, shifting relatively 
complicated undulating pistes at 
an impressive rate. Some of the 
later levels, in particular, reward 
smoothly navigated sections with 
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TECHNIQUE QUICKNESS 

POWER 7 MAXSPEED 
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teeth-strippingly quick descents. There’s plenty of 
environmental furniture in your path too. As well as the 
frequent jumps (i.e. stunt opportunities) the game chucks 
everything from trees to pipes at you, meaning loads to 
spank your plank onto (in the nicest possible sense). 

Nowhere is this technical achievement more 
impressive than in the split-screen two-player mode. 
While the redraw distance takes an inevitable knock, the 

cunning course design means that pop-up is never a 
prominent eye-sore, and the speed stays right up where it 
belongs, allowing the competitive flavour to flood out. 

More importantly still, the two-player mode is proof 
positive that UEP have cottoned onto something that 
completely passed them by first time — games should be 
fun. Even the simplest and most frighteningly obvious 
improvement makes a world of difference. Where Cool 

Boarders placed you alone on a lonely 
mountainside with only a clock for 

company, the sequel gives 

e care you that 
‘ ih > most basic 

“a 4 of racing 
game 

ingredients: opponents. While its US. 
apologists insisted that the stunts were the 

point of the original, we tend to get a little 
lonely and bored if there’s no-one to 
compete against. 

Even so, like everything else, 
those stunts are much improved, 
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May Modes    
The hest section of the game. All the barging action The place to test your tricks 

       

  

         

  

       

  

On the face of it, this single of two-player racing, plus the stunt activated against CPU opponents. 
player time trial with stunt boosts. This is where we spend most of our time There are three areas to 
activated boosts isn’t that when were not actually on the slopes ourselves, master, Titan's Toe, Big Air 

much cop, until you discover and the Halfpipe, each 

that the addictive Ghost mode providing different amounts 

also lives in here. piuEL ELL and types of air.      

  

       

  

   

  

   
   

                            

   

    

    

   

  

The meat of the one-player A long mountainside descent 

game. Race against eight Which requires you to 
CPU opponents over nine execute progressively more 

increasingly challenging A bit of a funfair this one. It's basically a slope difficult tricks on demand. Do 
courses, pausing only to littered with all manner of jumps, debris and slalom enough and you can stave off 
qualify on the stunt courses sections. Lots of hip dude, “Yo wus up ma man?” the clock, which counts 
in between. type antics going on right here... down as you go. 

and do give the game the 
extra edge it needs to avoid 
ending up as a respectable racer 
with a chilly twist. Executing the stunts 
themselves is just tricky enough, involving 
charging jumps, twists and somersaults 
which prevent you from turning, and a whole 
range of different grabs, ranging from a simple 
Lien Air through slightly more challenging moves like 
the Nose Grab to three button combos like the fearsome 
but subtle Melancholy (a sort of side grab with a slight 
waddle). Combine successful somersaults and twists with 

these and you get high scoring combos, which either 
justify themselves in the stunt competitions or provide a 
short boost in freestyle racing. The tricky part, of course, 
is landing on your two-by-four, as opposed to your spine 
or head. 

If they can carry on this rate of gameplay 
improvement that has occurred between the first Cool 
Boarders and this sequel, and finally sort out those 
graphics then Cool Boarders 3 will easily break into the 
90s. This, on the other hand just falls short. 

Will Groves (4! 
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  Despite the odd facial blemish, Cool Boarders 2: Killing Session comes up smelling of roses. We didn’t expect that to happen. JUDGEMENT



  Played against CPU opposition. 
It's the only one of the three 
multi-player set-ups to chugg a 
bit. graphically speaking. Still 
perfectly playable, though. 

    

     

        

     

  

    
    

   

    mall children on snowboards - it’s not an absence of ‘Finish’ or ‘Goal’ flashed across the screen. the power-ups are concerned, a ec aeae applies 
idea to set the pulse racing, is it? The fact And your three competitors appear to be hopping that ensures lagging players get the best, while the 
that Snowboard Kids is from development through a turnstile and getting on a chairlift. ; : leaders make do with rocks and the wildly 

unknowns Atlus doesn’t bode well for it, either. But — Quickly following them, you take a chair, the 
look at that score below - it’s a great game and one camera fades and all of a sudden you're 
of the biggest surprises of the N64’s short life. Why back at the top of the mountain. You 
is it so good, then? All in good time my impatient didn’t notice that lap counter at the top 

inaccurate bombs. Best of all, for types who 
thought this system made things too easy 

in Mario Kart 64, the CPU players are 
hyper aggressive, sparing no 

  

little friends, first - the game. of the screen, did you? All of opportunity at all to spam you with the 
The most important of its play modes are the Snowboard Kids’ races involve between 4 power-ups they've picked up. 

downhill races of which there are six initially available. two and five laps of the course. What a ~ Snowboard Kids’ first six tracks 
You choose a fat kid to race as (not too fat, mind - green __ brilliant idea for a ski game. ' (there are three more to come after 

| boy Tommy is too lardy to win anything), pick a Because its races are so long you 25 TN that), are brilliantly varied as well. 
snowboard to race on and then head out onto whichever can really appreciate everything that's “Re BE Obviously getting bored of endless snow 
slope you've chosen. gone into make this game a minor classic. es te texturing — probably while they were 

Once the starting pistol’s been fired, you're off. With The power-ups are brilliantly original — missiles eae designing track three — its designers threw friction 
careful use of the analogue stick, power-ups and jumps, _ that turn foe into out-of-control snowmen or fling them up _to the wind and let their kid boarders slide down _ 
you guide your racer towards the finish line. You cross, in the air to return to ground by parachute, for instance - _ practically every kind of surface you can think of. It may 
raise your arms in the air, only to notice a distinct or the near perfection of its analogue control. As far as not be very true to life, but the sheer fun of slipping down 

Goo I fun if yo th ppen wy        

      

     

Halfpipe to start off with, Fire missiles from the front of — Use specially-placed fan This is a fairly standard time 

= followed bysome jumps and _your board and take out as power-ups for a record time. _attack option but it's great for 

the trickiest of bridges over a many of the snowmenas you —You'llneed to hit every single —_ perfecting the courses, and 

deep ravine. can on one lap. one for a great time. developing boarding skill. 
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Ah, the business. No CPU 
opposition to worry about, just 
you, three mates and your varying 

grasp of the more offensive 
power-ups. Brilliant fun.. 

One CPU bod makes up the 
numbers and a mysterious ‘No 
Entry’ appears in the fourth 

quarter of the screen. Tempting 

though. isn’t it? 

a coal mine or sliding through a field 
of smiling sunflowers is sheer 
simulated snow heaven. The first 
hidden level takes place on sandy 
desert mountain which is probably 
about as far away from real life as 
you can get, an this is something we 
definitely like and respect. 

Multi-player games here are easily the best since 
Mario Kart, beating any aspect of multi-player Diddy 
Kong, hands firmly down. It may suffer slightly in the 
smoothness stakes but four-player Snowboard Kids keeps 
its all-important speed and juicy analogue control. Rather 
than simple lefts and rights sorting out your direction, 
you've got to use the down diagonals to gauge the angle 
of your snowboard, sometimes letting the analogue stick 
re-centre half-way through a corner to bring your board 
back underneath you. Not like driving a car, then. 

Why this isn’t quite 
an absolute must-have, 
though, are its graphics. 
Whilst it doesn’t commit the 
most heinous crime known 
to videogaming humanity 
(pop-up) and it’s always 
perfectly clear where to go, 
the game lacks the sparkle 
of a Nintendo or Rare 
effort. There’s little detail on 
the sides of the track and 
even though the game's 

VERSION REVIEWED V4 ; lag le dete 

NO. OF PLAYERS 1-4 around 
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Rocks and snowboards 
meet with a tripping 

colours are thankfully bright and 
cheerful, the resolution is a long way 
from top-notch. 

Thankfully, though, this lack of 
graphical sheen can’t impede one of 
the N64’s most fun-packed carts in its 
mission to entertain even the grumpiest 

of gamers. Although the Japanese 
version did seem a little bit 
impenetrable, Nintendo cracked open 
their wallets to buy the translation and 
distribution rights for the UK. Their PAL 
conversion for 
Ninny devotees here 
in blighty will be 
hitting shop shelves 
with a welcome 
thud very soon. 
Buy it, go on! 

i Ghost i 
Haunt the boarder in 

front with a little ghost, 
to make him slow down. 

Money Baby 

    
 Adifficult one-player 

| mode, three bonus 

i eons 
From any range, these 
fly off and spam your 
opposition to the floor. 
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e PC racing kit: from 

steering wheels to 

vibrating seats 

e Formula Ford and 

real rally driving 

versus PC action 
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©" fingers), so they based their game on hoard above the ice 

  

Nagano not the usual NHL license. While 
aano your average Yank might weep when they see The Mighty as Actua Soccer but not applying it with as much 
ees Ducks of Arnahiem aren't in here, we're quite glad. sophistication to a faster sport. You’ve only got shoot, 

Slightly more worrying is Actua’s on-rink pass and fast skate controls and a few tactical options 
: performance. There’re some undeniably nice effects, with which don’t sit well with the physics modelled, motion 

' a reflective sheen on the ice for the well animated players captured design of the game. It doesn’t play a bad match 
F to skate around on, but nowhere near the same level of of hockey but there’s never enough playability to 

i | fluid play as you'd find in NHL ’98. The players might be —_ persuade you that this sort of caper’s not best left to the 
: } ; motion captured but they move erratically. They all slide © Americans and the likes of NHL ‘98. 

for too long which doesn’t allow for the same turn on a Robin Alway At. 

ES sx pence that you get in EA's PC champion. 
Tackling too, is nowhere near as brutal as you’d 

   

                

i f there’s one sport that stood out from the expect, with the puck often just being whisked off your 
,/ festival of lycra bodysuits and steep hills that stick with barely a grazed knee. You never really get that 

was the Nagano Winter Olympics it was ice clenched-teeth competitiveness or the need to win back t 

hockey. You don’t have to know what cross checking _ possession, that the best sports sims inspire. Generally, ff = 

fe «is or be able to recite Wayne Gretzky's ‘stats’ to the whole game isn’t helped by a selection of camera His 
| H know that it beat most of the other frost bound angles that never get the right balance between capturing | r 

4 activities hands down. Figure skating? close up action and letting you see your team-mates. He 

a The luge? Curling? | think not! There are some incredibly annoying features too. -| 

F OP Rather cleverly, plucky Britsoft Whenever play breaks down and the hooter goes for a i 
= § developers Gremlin realise that most of —_ face off, the action grinds to a halt for what seems like 1 

4h — us don’t get much ice hockey minutes as the ref and competing players shuffle to the ‘ 
aT action except when the next set piece. The disco light goal = iii 

« Olympic’s are on (we're celebrations get tiresome after the first [7 we 

hens scared to go to the local rink few times and as for the commentator ae 
. in case someone runs over _ and his “That's got to hurt!” cliches. 

. & w™ Ooh, it makes our 
BS 4, blood boil! 

“ 2 2 | : 
% “~ i “a 2000: Actua Ice 

' . “ l S$ JY. a 5) Hockey's undoing 

= comes from trying 

—_ 5 to take the same 
realistic approach 
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Re J U D G E mM E N T After the superb Soccer and Golf games, Actua Ice Hockey’s disappointing. Get NHL “98 instead. 
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faces off with EA’s NHL ’98. If anything, there’s an even and detailed animation capture the collisions, ‘accidam 
hey’re not daft them software houses. A higher level of option-packed realism on offer, with trips and puck-propelling excitement brilliantly, with Bind 

T cnsinein of the Winter Olympics, sub-zero _ screens full of numbers and the chance to play anything _clever Al making for the “ of the passing play and! ee ¢| 
temperatures and, of course, ITV’s top quality —_ from a single match to an 82 fixture season with any NHL ons you see in the real spor ( 

Ice Warriors program make this the perfect time to or international team. As usual, most of it’s lost on anyone Just abut the only nae Powerpkey lacks is NHL" 
foist ice hockey games on British punters. As joypad — who isn’t a follower of the real sport but full marks to the ankle-twisting speed. There’s not quite the same zip af 

sports go, there’s plenty to recommend such a slidey developers for on-screen explanations of all the coaching _ice although a wider range of moves mean you can 
| exercise in causing grief - speed, not too many rules options for your team. a more considered and tactical game than NHL 98's4 
and lashings of violence all make ice hockey great. The thing that'll really impress those clueless about frantic stick waving. It feels super realistic too, right da 

Powerplay ’98 certainly isn’t taking any chances as it hockey though are the superb visuals. Polygon players to the smack of the puck as it hits the perspex surrougl 
Which leaves us with the 

LW Ry a FO U Tea ) _ inevitable bottom line purchasing 
et a Q ee tt |x t lan ry aye wh B h G | tr fs 5 Bu + 

TCL OQ ott idl tai. 1th Ihoieeestiead | decision — Powerplay or NHL ‘982 _ 
1 a.) s) 3 Late ht ld ) a ra Ml, Zags ) Suan On the Saturn, the choice is clear 

Powerplay ‘s action replay is nothing short of stunning as it foolishly gives you control of the camera with lots of extreme close-ups of scary texture mapped faces the likely _ (see Sega All Stars box) get the 4 

result. You can zoom right in, pan out and watch that stunning last minute goal, frame by lovely frame. Dead useful, given ice hockey’s often confusing goal mouth action. Sega version of Powerplay. For 

, ~ ; 5 _ PlayStation owners though, we 
reckon NHL ’98 game takes the 

| great big silver cup in overtime. You 
couldn't be disappointed with 

| anything as expertly crafted as 
Powerplay but it’s too similar to ‘97's 
offering (just new camera angles 

_ and updated stats) so it doesn’t 
_ deserve quite the warm reception we 
| gave to NHL ’98. 

Robin Alway ¢ i) 

SOUNDS 
|PlayStatio h is 

E i Sree ani pase =: but ex te a AB SO: 

FROM | Virgin poy Epes 

PRICE £30.09 
AILABLE | No = J U D G E M E N T Toe-freezingly realistic ice hockey with lovely graphics and options a plenty. NHL ‘98 still has the slightly speedier edge, though. 

| Nov 

  

  

   



     

      

    

                                                    

   

out there on the rink. The best thing about the game on 
a Pa 9 : i other formats — its polygon players moving at an ice- 

, y GACY 'S M) shaving speed — has gone, thanks to some coding that = 

6 pe eH PS Ss must have been accompanied by a sick note from the as 

é J Ye ov ~ programmer's Mum. = 

j nav an ton tha Gatirn le What makes it even worse is that a glint of the old o 

magic still shines through. The smart Al and solid logic 
driving things on the ice still make for brief flurries of 
exciting play that are enhanced by some suitably 
American commentary and the sound of people 

: & n-aitch-el! This has been the cry of discerning smacking into each other. There’s a new Coaching option 

' 

  

armchair ice hockey fans since Mega Drive which lets you change team strategy without having to 
days. Consoles have come and gone, bittage pause the game, some excellent signature moves and, 

     

     

    

    

  

      

       

  

wadrupled and gaming kingdoms have fallen obviously, some underpaid EA worker has been made to 
but new versions of EA’s classically playable sports _type in all the new NHL/international stats again. 

! sim still turn up every year when the weather gets But this is never fast and fluid like ice hockey should 
cold. You could set your watch by it. The letters NHL be. The players’ polygons can’t keep up with the pace of 

P ' j were something you could rely on. a real ice hockey game. This leaves a sluggish old mess 
5 Although 1998 might have been a vintage year for of chunky skater blokes hoofing across the rink when they 
dag NHL on the PlayStation and PC (we gave it 85% in should be gliding like shoulder pad-wearing swans. Even 

H GM64 and reckon it’s the best ice hockey game going) the puck doesn’t seem to behave like it should. 
\ F, this Saturn incarnation bears all the signs of a botched We'll have none of your PlayStation-owning cheek 

‘conversion job. We're talking badly textured graphics, either. This isn’t a case of Sony’s machine being 
technically superior. The Saturn can boast such fine 
looking sport sims as Worldwide Soccer and Athlete 
Kings which puts the blame firmly with the programming 
team rather than the silicon moral fibre of Sega’s console. 
A good ice hockey game should make you want to take 
out your rough-housing, body-checking frustrations on 
the opposition not the people who coded it, run your eyes 
over page 63 and see why you should buy the Saturn 
version of Powerplay Hockey ’98 instead. 

Robin Alway <j) 

+ jerky animation and some play-spoilingly bad slowdown 

Shooting Stars 
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“OVERALL 

NO.OF PLAYERS 1-2 Surprisingly good, The age old : 

FROM lended with top effects e been d 
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striking new 
games available for TEL EGA MES 

Jaguar & Lynx 

  

If you want PlayStation « Nintendo 64 « Saturn games or consoles 
= we can supply all your needs = now and in years to come. We are 

Towers Il : probably the only company in the world still supplying and repairing 

the RPG with hours of © games for all these systems: 
secrets and problems - oui ° on Ga ; ee adrive panier «Atari 7800 : ok ses Mega CD 

areyoumptotie Sipe Nintendo Mater Systern © 32X° PC Enginevete 
challenge? é 

     

    
    
    
    

    

           
            

        

   

        

   

   

   

All LHe latest 
a SPECIAL OFFER 

Breakout 2000 SE. | | Buy a ee mame at 
A normal price and any 

another of the classic TAG a Gra o€ the following ‘st 

2000 series of games Ne : can be bought for with joypad, power supply 

-10r2 players istock Zero 5 new om), £7.50 extra: cali - ae ae 
) : Theme Park plus you choose any one of the 
for Jaguar cartridg | Cannon Fodder | following: Alien vs Predator, 
ORDER NOW Brutal Sports Football x | Doom, Power Drive Rally, 

Zero 5 Wolfenstein 3D | Theme Park, Tempest 2000 or 

  

    

   
5 | . have you played 360 playfield, 100% | Double Dragon V | Wolfenstein 3D from us and 

a i nm | Battle Morph CD £79.99 
64 bit Worms? all shooting action, 3D The CD pie ool 't miss! | Baldies +4 pay the be acraty get 

the classic action battle galaxy - sounds - in stock now pig Lepr uphelle ether games free. 

on your Jaguar like Zero 5 Scart...£7.50 $ Video...£2.00 
AV Lead...£3.00 

CREATION CONSOLE 
: f Comes with 2 free games, 

‘ | || 2 joypads and light phaser 
Iron Soupier Il - py a - itt, o 

4 zi é t | nl £59. 99 

you've never seen action AE / 3 nye ene on 2S TOhnee | Plays unUSDjapan ese software 
like this on Jaguar CD - 20 / ame ' PS NOW FROM O | Nintendo 8 bit compatible 

games console 
new missions, full motion 

video, brill soundtrack 

Wortp Tour Racinc “ (400 ga to choose from) plus free sca rieb 

4 or 2 player split screen eens 4 PC Eng eluxe joystick with rar low motion button only £7.50 

head to head - 3 different eS | ct : 

race modes - customise 

your car and esi \~ . ee with Free Game 
full motion yj ee a | Unbeatable Offer 

|Gameboy Special || « Rechargeable Battery Pack 
¢ Why buy batteries? ~ 

| With FREE Gameboy Power Supply Unit Only £9.50 

MASTER PACK OFFER 

2 Rechargeable Battery Modules Was £29.99 
Power Supply + leads . 
Screen Magnifier Our Special 
Cleaning Kit Low Price £16.50 
Carry Case for Handheld system for complete 

and up to 10 games pack 

All the latest Game Gear and Master System games available — use the 
‘Master Gear’ converter to play all Master System games on your Game Gear. 

Special Price Only £5 

      

    
      

16 Bit Colour Handheld 
The World's first colour handheld is now the cheapest in the world!! 

   
   

   

       

     

   

    

    

  

   

      

    

  

ao Plus Free 
£39.99 with either: "Ultimate Chess 

* Batman ¢ Battlewheels * Super Off Road Challenge’ game. 
¢ European Soccer Challenge Powerful 2D or 

. “< * California Games 3D Chess Game 

classic platform game ide SE 7m 
: 2 om g Official Atari Lynx Pouch A LYNX 

action, multilevel with a research scientist with FREE battery pack. LIMITED OFFER £9.99 
musical finish - maybe! through radioactive - ] 

Loads of extra games - 
levels & save the world choose from over 70 

great games including: 

a 16 arena battle royal, i Rechargeable with FREE psu. 
| fast paced 3D six player 

action like you've never 

seen before \ cigarette Car Adapter for Lynx or Game Gear. 
Special GamesMaster offer £7.99 

  

is | Lynx iT] Special GamesMaster offer 
=< | Power Pak £19.99 PI 

      

Personal callers welcome at our shop at Kilby Bridge. Order Processing, Post, & Insurance - extra charge. 

Order with confidence from the largest stockists in Europe. Send SAE for game lists. (State system(s) required) 
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rank up that bleeding [i 
‘ C organ music and listen 
' out for the 
lunmistakable crack of a 
large wooden stick hitting 
someone full in the face as 
the videogame ice hockey 
season gets under way. But, lets 
face it, unless you're a mad keen fan of the sport, 

there’s only really space in your collection for one 
ice hockey game. And this isn’t it, heaven help us. 

True, NHL Open Ice is a bit different to the rest, 
} taking the same two-vs-two, mad-like-your-Mother shame of 

approach as Midway's other sports franchise, NBA owning such a 
, Hangtime. There’re no difficult rules to worry simple shoddy- 
* British brains. With only one other bloke on your side to _ looking game, 

+I, Pass to, even Jane Torville could slap the puck home. there’s no way 
But that’s about the only positive thing we can bring _ you'll want to 

EMF ourselves to say about Open Ice. In every other way this _ play it for 
fj is a lazily knocked out game with a complete lack of long. Whereas aebing l like NBA Jam (which this 

t depth. Technically, it’s miles behind the competition with clearly draws inspiration from) is good fun because it 
its fuzzy-looking sprites for players and only having one, _ doesn’t try to be realistic, Open Ice’s arcadey approach 
side-on view of the action that makes the whole game just sees the same shoot, defend, shoot, defend pattern 
feel flat and lifeless. Instead of the camera-swooping 3D _ played out with little variation, until your finger reaches 
majesty of your NHLs and Powerplays, you get some for the Reset button. With only three moves (shoot, pass, 
fuzzy litle players and some digitized hockey bimbos turbo) there's little skill required. The CPU controls your 
’ who pop up to increase the outfield team-mate to such an extent that you can only 

tackiness levels. decide when he shoots and all the wacky flaming pucks, 
Even if you can live with the big heads and giant player effects only irritate when used 

in such a second rate gaming experience. 
This really is a poor effort from Midway. Where the 

best hockey games glide over the clear stuff with enough 
grace to be some of the most playable sports sims 
around, Open Ice falls flat on its arse with only the 
prospect of a chilly dampness seeping through its trousers 
to look forward to. It plays as bad as it looks, a 
frightening prospect indeed. 

     Robin Alway «ii    
Ice to meet you! 
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Those three magic letters NHL mean that Open Ice features all 26 teams from the real league, shown on screen in all their raw mullet- 
wearing beauty. You can mess about with any team’s forward line to your heart's content although in terms of stats, there're more 
comprehensive hockey sims about. 

     
AVAILABLE. Now
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Winter Heat @& is 
   

worst excesses of eight 
nations so we can 

once again take pride 
in others shortcomings. 
Laugh at Karl from 
Germany as he preens 
and struts, then giggle 

at the Desperate Dan-jawed Aleksei from Russia. Yep, 
this should be a popular title. 

But it also promises to be snowed under with 
gameplay. With a range of winter sports on offer you 
have to choose your foreign national carefully — some 
are specialists and others, good all rounders. Then take 
to the slopes for downhill skiing or jumping, speed 
skating, slalom and cross-country skiing. We've seen the 

  

     ! 
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{ 4 iE hy do the British love Ski Sunday? We’re _ ski jumping section, which was a lot of fun and very 

i ig W- likely to win a medal as a Saudi easy to get into, the frantic speed skating and the 
d as rowing team. Few of us have ever tried frustratingly-difficult slalom skiing. 

‘, oe throwing ourselves off the side of a mountain and Sports sim fans need to start getting very excited. 

> ge those who have, most notably Eddie the Eagle, This has the potential to be one of the top winter titles. 
sf simply reinforce the fact that we are laughably Get ready to spend Sundays being slightly more active. 
f cack on both snow and ice. 

Watching Germans, 
Scandanavians, Swiss and Austrians 

crash and freeze on the slopes is 
enough for our simple British tastes. In 
Winter Heat, Sega have taken the 

  

    

    

    

   
   
   

   
      

          

    
     

     
   
   

Winter Heat is a game : 
packed with nationalism and —_(Below) Ah, it’s Aleski 
xenophobia. Revel in Johnnie — the Russian having a go 
Foriegner's flaws and at ski-jumping! Check 
various shortcomings. out his noble jaw! 

RANKING: 
DOWNHFIEL 

T4520 
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Can Winter Heat build on 
Athlete King ‘s reputation. 

   

  

    

(Left) Fast-moving graphics 
will make this a winner. PRESS SIAR TBUTLON sass SPT EL RII 
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Developed in France, it features some impressive 
j boasts a graphical action and intriguing night-time “Yah Hans, snell. 

host of courses. We're looking forward to finding out 1” Fi 
nationalities exactly how this shapes up against Nagano Snell!’ Forget us 
with skills in one © Winter Olympics, especially as their release irianiog iodels 
of a variety of dates are likely to coincide. boas head 

season's meets. 

  

traditional icy 

Olympic Pursuits. 

  

Prpabs & Mi 

All these seem 
to promise more 
visually than the 
winter sports 
games currently 
on offer. 
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ames developers have pawns Age aa 
G recognised the street sare 

cred attached to this ies game 
latest sporting craze. So prepare even this one. 

   
yourself for a deluge of snow- 
surfing sims and thank your 
lucky stars that the hula-hoop 
   
   

    

    

 
 

   
   

 
 

   

  

   

  

   
    

hasn’t come back into fashion. pos di 
1080° Snowboarding is set to athlete gets 

deliver an image conscious blast of ready to rock 
cold air to the back of your neck. : 
Using the Wave Race engine has 4 eos ‘ 
helped to sort out the angular y 

The Wave Race engine graphics and pop-up problems that Neare Hayapnd fei | 
should ensure a game other snow-bound racers suffer from. What's 

   

   wisted cape SHOWDNATHINE 
hile 1080° Snowboarding is aiming to be 

VW: highly realistic sports simulation, this 
contender is going to woo the crowds with 

more arcade-style stunts and tricks. 

  

can't wait for a reviewable copy to slide our way. 

Ill be your job to decide how much of risk you want to 
take at any stage of the race, remembering that really Hans wears 
stylish, risky stunts are going to yield bigger scores. The his national 
entertainment aspect of the Twisted Edge Snowboarding flag with 

       

  

, MAX SPEED : 
free of that old pop-up... more, the N64’s analogue control should TECHNIQUE 

ensure smooth, intuitive control of this fast ror: 
but wil its watery moving, dynamic game. With the all important paren 

i lit-screen two-player mode in reserve it looks 
appeal transfer well to °F Poy ‘ 4 oy 
i 4 snowny slopes likely to be one of the best of breed this season. We Sue 

   
    

  

   

   
    
   

     

   
   

    
   

     

    

will be added to by a host of wacky track features, pride. .. 
including fallen trees, suspension bridges and an 
underground river section. 
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But when we display our Union Jack Y-fronts while 
abroad we're treated like hooligans! Just ain't fair! 
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TES: from Boss Studios 
developers of spider. 

Of course we'll review this one in os ‘y ow here’s a breath of fresh alpine 
the near future but the current = SE eee air for all of us. 
stock of screen shots aren't Look at the 
looking too good at the moment. screen grabs and 

notice, my observant 
Celia ON Siig friends, that the 

characters in this game 
have something 
strapped to each foot. 

, , There’s none of that 
@GANE ALPINE 
@MOUNT EASY fashion-driven, tea-tray 

balancing nonsense I 
beloved by those gonzo ; 

snowboarders. This game 
his is the last of our snowboarding celebrates the traditional 

Pi and coincidentally the last on joys of skiing. aq 
our shopping lists too. Expect to see this high } 

Although it uses Multi Racing Championship’s graphics engine, its going to quality ski-sim in an arcade near you soon. Its impressive attention to detail will have 3 
have to have to pull off some serious publicity stunts to impress the cool cats out you blowing realistically-steamy whistles on every twist and turn. Feel the icicles & 
there in console land, er... man. Even so with its two-player mode it’s worth forming on your bottom lip as you drool at the wind whipping through your coat, an 
keeping a snow-blinded eye on this one approaching avalanche and a train racing down the slope. Top two-plank action! 

a aed 7 —= _ ~— + see eryTae Ae oe iPeeegie 
a — epae a ot ER os A8 re 2 
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frequent pauses in the action in the age of 3D 
sds Fess keel? ite los oe 
Ultim @te Race Pro is as good an excuse as any. 
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   5 For those who haven't had the pleasure of watching, let For a start, cycling through the tracks, you find 16 to Re 2 : sf : 4 ; : Cy an mA mo alone playing the original, let me explain that Ultim@te choose from. Great, surely? Well, only until you discover 
mh ¢ raters raise your hands, do Race Pro is probably the best-looking racing game that in reality there are only four, and the subsequent 12 
i the Mexit hail wave, jump up aid EVER! Cars, scenery, lighting effects, moving are either the same tracks while at night or driven in the 

environmental objects — visually at least, Ultim@te Race opposite direction during rain, or storm conditions. OK, 
dowi, we have a 1d taader «= Prohas everything you'd expect from an arcade racing _so there's a training track too, making it five — but this 

game you'd quite happily pump 5Ops into. 
In fact, upon first installing it, we thought it was the 

f, during the recent deluge of 3D card releases _ perfect racing game. So it was all the more 
| Be the PC you shelled out for a PowerVR, then —_—_ disappointing to discover that major aspects of the 

chances are you'll be familiar with Ultim@te gameplay don't live up to the exceptional aesthetics. 
Race Pro - albeit it in its foetal form. 

For, eager to impress punters with previously unseen 

levels of graphical excellence and speed, Kalisto's 
Ultima@te Race demo was bundled free with the cards, 

offering a single track, and generally dropping the jaws 
of anyone who saw it. 

Things went a bit quiet from then on — but only until 
now. Because Kalisto have decided to add extra tracks, 
cars, and a multi-player option, as well as support for 
PCs without 3D cards, plus those equipped with 
PowerVR's arch-enemy, the 3Dfx. 

What this means of course is that whereas before, 
Ultim@te Race was a supremely gorgeous, but very 
short-lived racer, we now have a full game - all looking 
and moving as superbly smooth and fast as before. 
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Ghat ail CD cows 

une rxme 

0:12:68 

fifth offering is a far from taxing 
circle, which is simple to glide around, 
even on your first go. 

So, your four tracks are all you have — but at least 
this might be more acceptable if there was some sort of 
Championship mode, or cup competition to race against 
the other drivers. Incredibly though, (and it's one of the 

most amazing omissions I've seen in a game for some 
time), there are none. All the solo player can do is to 
race time trials alone, or go up against the computer- 

controlled cars in single-track races. 
Sure, you can up the number of laps, extending 

your race into a half-an-hour marathon, but it's still 
game over once the one track's complete — and all you 
get for your trouble is a particularly curt "You have 
won", or "You have lost" message. 

These shortcomings wouldn't be so bad of course, if 

the car handled like a real car, if the computer Al was 
far better than it is, and if you couldn't simply alter the 
grip, acceleration, speed and shield of your car to make 
the game easier. However, these things are all present 
and incorrect, and each just chisels the enjoyment off 
what is a stunning-looking game. 

It's not a bad racer by any means — you'll have 
trouble mastering all the tracks, the environmental 

changes add a lot of excitement to proceedings, and 

      

VERSION REVIEWED 
Outstandin scenery 
lighting effects, an 
really long-distance 

beset background drawing. 95) 
JUDGEMENT 

     
       

   

  

   

  

One of the tracks includes a brief off- 
road section that's a bugger to get to 
grips with. Watch you don’t flip over. 

            

   

there's no doubt that the multi-player aspect adds a lot to 
the experience if you've got the necessary kit. 

However, the constant hair-pin bends which force 

you to pull the handbrake key every few seconds 
become tedious, the handling of the cars is a bit suspect 
at times (trying to turn even slightly while going uphill is 
absurdly difficult), plus the computer cars often act a tad 
stupid. If you find yourself in last place, you'll notice 
them going headlong into easy-to-avoid scenery, just to 
let you catch them. 

Of course, whether or not you buy Ultim@te Race 
Pro depends on one more important thing - whether or 
not you have a suitably fast PC and a 3D card. It's the 
perfect game to wow your mates with, and, if you like 
your driving games pretty, they don't come any better 

looking. As a serious competitive racing game, though, 
it's a bit flawed. 

Like your average soap opera star turned pop 
singer, it’s gorgeous, but not very clever. 'Ain't that 
always the case? 

Weaving around and shining your 

headlights from behind opponents can 
often put them off their cornering. 

GRAPHICS SOUNDS MGAMEPLAYQLIFESPAN 
It moves like greased 
lightning, but the cars" 
handling is a bit 
suspect. Slick though, 

An accomplished, but 
irritating techno 
soundtrack, plus all the 
usual car drones. as 

Les Ellis ae 

Four tracks won't keep 
‘our attention for too 

fe! although the multi- 
player aspect should. 

GAMESMASTER 66 MARCH 

Of the three viewpoints, the in-car one is easiest to drive, 
y and gives a far faster frame rate. This, fact fans, is due to 

your PC not having to draw car textures and reflections. 
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So what's the difference between Street Fighter Alpha 
2 and the Dash (known as Gold in Japan) version on 

this compilation? Not a lot is the short answer. The 
main addition is a new Akuma mode on the options 
screen which lets you take on the miserable brawler 
with the character of your choice. There are also 

some secret versions of different fighters like Evil 
Ryu, Sakura and Devil Akuma, but nothing worth 
paying out for if you've got the original. 

pesmi EtT 
Three Street Fighter games in one package! Noes anyone kaow 

how to how get a SNES pad working with the PlayStation! 

n the, as-yet, unmade kung fu film based on could easily support. And to make matters worse, this 

the world of beat-em-ups, Street Fighter would time you've got to sit through some horrendous loading Collect the Sel 

be the mystic, robe-wearing sufi with the y times betore fighting partic ularly paintul if you used to 

  

  

  

   
   

scary white eyes, ultimate knowledge of the play the games from cartridge or in the arcades. And So what manner of Street Fighting loveliness have Capcom 
deadly arts and a neat line in badly dubbed but what are those massive borders doing there. traming seen fit to include on this collection? Read and learn, 

profound one liners. It is the master. the action with all the subtlety of kung fu hero Monkey’s young challenger... 

Unfortunately with this collection Capcom never sideburns? It all goes to suggest that Capcom haven : 

really show a sufticient amount of respec : to the exactly over-exerted themselves. Seas Namco Super Street Fighter 2 ; z 

fireball flinging old gimmer. Sure, on paper Museum-style bac kground into, artwork and Hankies at the ready, this was the first 

it sounds great, a two CD compilation added extras would have had the SF proper, written-from-scratch sequel to 

featuring three classics from the most d massive levitating with excitement the original SF2 and features then new 

successtul and longest running beat 2 Se, Something not up for debate is fighters Fei Long, T Hawk, Dee Jay and 

  

Cammy. Interesting then, but slow and 
dated if we're being brutally honest. 

em-up series ever You get the how well Street ighter play s. The 

proper sequel to the original game. oldest game here, Super SF2, might 

Super Street Fighter 2, the best of the have dated badly but Turbo’s still a 
Street Fighter 2 Turbo 

Turbo was the pinnacle of the original SF 
series before the flashier-looking Alpha 
games arrived, and introduced new moves, 
finer animation and a little known fighter by     

pre Alpha titles Super Street Fighter super tast test of your prowess and 

2 Turbo and an unreleased-in-the-West Alpha 2 is simply stunning. There's 

enhancement of the tinest 2D sc rapper a depth to the whole series’ tights 

in existence, Street Fighter Alpha 2 Dash that you don’t tind anywhere else: that 

They’re all here and waiting for you to piece instinctive, tactical element that comes x 

together your favourite combos almost as though from a combat system which lets you develop your the name of Akuma. Itremains fast and 

Tekken never happened own style and stands up to tinger blister Ing bouts. playable but the loading times are painful 

So what are the miserable old twisters at GM If you don’t own Alpha 2 or only have the latest 3 

moaning about? Our main problem with Street Fighter 3D excursion Ex Plus Alpha, this is a value-added way Street Fighter Alpha 2 Dash 5 

Collection is that it feels like a few old games bunged to get some essential SF experience under your belt. It’s Definitely has the dressing room with the 

on some CDs rather than the caretully cratted just shame that what could have been an essential star on the door. The Dash enhancements 

c ompilation of the Street Fighter lec jacy it should be pure hase has been thrown together so half-heartedly aren't far reaching but this Is still the 

For starters, the two 16-Bit games, Super Sf 2 and The dragon punc hing Ossshkaaa!” tactor’s still there best example of Street Fighter in x 

Super SF2 Turbo look suspiciously like SNES ports but it could have all been done so much better. existence and as nature intended, in 

  

rather than the arcade per tect copies the PlayStation Robin Alway Ne gloriously animated 20. 

    
    

   

  

    

Bison gets a good Excuse me sir, but 

   

    
   

   

old fashioned we've only just met. 
slapping from Some people would 
Akuma. Serves him have been happy 
right for being in the shaking hands. 
awful SF movie. 

  

(Left) Guile gets thro’ 
Ken and Chunners Some ctates. He a Wn through 

wuld haye 

  

             
      
      

    

in a bit of by the had his mental ec; n 

dockside action. charged hee = ae kick 
Takes me back to y fo go. 

my youth it does. 
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‘Full-On Playstation taming 

| ALL NEW ae 

| SHOTS i 
| INSIDE! : =] 

  

SECRETS 
UNEARTHED! 

THE BEST BLOODY 
‘GAME EVER}, 

[: Actua Soccer 2 and FIFA 98 — WIN EVERY MATCH! - 

@ Broken Sword 2 — The COMPLETE Solution! | | | 

© Grand Theft Auto — Every Mission BUSTED! 

— Over 100 New Cheats and be eect 9 "'771362"867020 

Plum-curtling on sale 20th Feb



     
    

Yugo indulges in a childish 
victory dance — even though 
he’s lost. Dumb animal. 
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Now for a peat-em-up that 
brings out the animal in you, 
and not a stoat ia sight...   

the opposite end of the spectrum from the 
ultra-realistic Bushido Blade (reviewed on 

48), we find Bloody Roar. Where Bushy 
has no power bars, Roar has two, and where Bushy 

demands intricate swordplay, Bloody Roar much 
prefers you fo turn into an animal and wade in 
with a series of literally incredible flicks and kicks. 
Yes, Bloody Roar sits much more comfortably in the 
beat-em-up mainstream and as a result will 
probably give more joy fo the average fighter fan 
than Square’s strangely cerebral effort. 

Naturally, it’s got a twist - the aforementioned 
lycanthropy* — but that’s the least we expect these days. 
As twists go this is a good one though, and actually has 
a significant new kink to contribute to the gameplay. The 
secondary ‘Beast’ bar fills up as you give and receive 
hits until, at about a third of the way up, you can hit the 
@ button to transform yourself into your chosen human’s 
animal form. As you’d expect, this opens up a whole 

slew of 
previously 
inaccessible 

PLERSE WRIT 

  

The generously 
apportioned 
impact lighting 
effects liven up 
even the most 
humdrum of 
slugging 
matches. 

bt had fey 

Yee 

Alice's trans- 

formation from 
girl to bunny 
rabbit produces 
this briefly 
visible heart. 
Bless her 

floppy ears. 

The replay cameras aren't shy 

about dramatic angles. 

  moves, which more than justifies its existence. Its 
developers have intelligently exploited this mechanism 
still further. In your inhuman state you're both slightly 
slower and more powerful than previously, as you’d 
expect, but there’s no doubt that the wackier moves and 
stunning impacts available mean you're far better off 
with body hair and fangs. On the other hand, once 
you've transformed, your Beast bar starts diminishing, 
ecg that a hasty switch gives you all too litle time to 

your bestial advantage home. Leave it too long 
at you be being overpowered. 

Still, i's the actual face slapping that 
really counts, whichever way you wangle 
your strategy, and Bloody Roar is no 
slouch in this department. Perhaps most 
charitably characterised as ‘accessible’ 
its controls consist, for the vast 
majority of the time of only two attack 
buttons — kick and punch, for heaven's 
sake. It’s not as bad as it sounds, ‘ 
though. With D-pad permutations figured 
into the equation, and a healthy number of 
relatively tricky specials, there should still be 
enough nuance and depth here for all but the most 
fanatically committed combo-meister. Imagine a slightly 
simplified mix of Virtua Fighter's Punch-Punch-Kick 
combos and Tekken-style specials and you're fairly near 
the mark. 

And once again, there's more. Besides the fact that 
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also frees up another attack button and adds the 
odd environmental twist, like climbing and bouncing 
off of the arena walls. 

While the controls are quick, responsive and, well, 
adequate, in terms of looks Bloody Roar is (very nearly) 
up there with the best. While it may not have the broody 
lighting of Tekken 2 or the famous characters of SF EX 
Plus Alpha (or real class of either), it does shift. The 

polygonal characters, while slightly chunky, move 
with pleasing fluidity and speed, while the 

nitty gritty of fighting is spectacularly 
realised. As well as multiple contact 

t\. flashes (a la Tekken), rg game employs 
spectacular lighting and effects routines 

El whenever a special is pulled out of the 
bag. Most spectacular of all, as you’d 
expect, is the blast of pyrotechnics that 
accompanies your transformation. More 

of an explosion than anything else, this 
staggering lightshow also serves as one of 

your most violent attacks in a respectably brutal 
game. Add in the odd triple-replay frenzy and some 
cracking sound effects and you get a sprightly beat-em- 
up experience with almost everything you could require. 

Yes, that’s right. Almost. Despite its success in the 
all-important rudiments, Bloody Roar doesn’t quite match 
the very best of its peers, thanks mainly to its relatively 
weak characters. Individually, despite changing into 

Animal magic. 
Just to keep things ticking over, developers Hudson Soft have 
included an admirably brimming hatful of extra modes. As well 
as the indispensable Practice mode and the pointless Watch 

option, a number of useless but fun ‘cheats’ are instantly 
accessible. Kids and Big Head are your starters, but by beating 

the game in various ways you an also access more (or less) 
useful extras, like Big arm type, No gauge mode, Camera mode, 

No lighting mode, No guard mode, No wall mode, Vitality 

recover, Small stage and many many more.   Speed and skill outwit another brute force attack, but it could 
just as easily gone the other way. Watch yourself. 

MP cauesmasren co march i998 (7a) news/previewse 

being beastly opens up a whole new group of moves, it 

  The bonus modes, all frustratingly 
inaccessible, for the time being at least. 

And that slightly spooky Kids mode in 

action. Brrrr, look at the sunken cheeks.



Alice Bakuryu 
... is a Bunny ... is a Rat type thing 

A nice move — try OCF + K: which __ Anice move try CB + K; for a Ninja 
delivers a handstand flip kick. disappear move. 

ij ine Office favourite Alice is probably the Not what you'd call an attractive 

(Above) We wouldn't like to say what's going on here. ia) . go - best of the bunch. Quick, powerful and, woman, Bakuryo is more butch than ten 

(Above right) Something far more wholesome — a scrap. : > damn cute, she’s more than a match for Village People put together, and a touch 
the larger characters. mystical to boot. 

    
(Above) Either an uppercut gone Gado 
wrong or a childish tantrum. eel ... isa Lion 
(Below) Some gymnastics. A nice move — QCF + B: Charging A nice move — QCF + P: Double hit and 

double claw swipe. toss, Grrr! 
Fox is the classic beat-em-up bird with Bloody Roar’s Ryu all-rounder, Gado 
a well balanced mixture of speed and boasts a formidable blend of throws 
power, she also likes a nice combo and _and longer distance attacks. A better 
she’s a fox in more than one sense. CPU than human fighter. 

  

    

                          

   

  

   

animals at the drop of a hat, they're not an exciting 
bunch (except, perhaps, cute but violent bunny girl Oooh, a scary little 
Alice). Collectively, and more damningly, they're simply 12-year-old boy. 
not an eclectic enough band of were-things to provide 
the really intruiging bouts that most beat-em-ups deliver. 
A scrap between relatively lithe were-bunny Alice and p> . 
burly ape-man Greg isn’t as delicately balanced a power “a : _.. is an Ape isa Tiger 

versus speed contest unlike, for example Jack-2 against f ' Anice move —QCF +P: Leg grab and —-Anice move — QCB + B: Earthquake 
pak ees 2 . sad oun lease Aree Pak 7 swing throw. stomp (sounds like ‘50's dance craze). 

! D Y _Slap happy ape man Greg loses his to; Another respectable all-rounder, Lon 

departure from each being a simple trade off between “hal frat MY EVERY bout and as;you'd © looks fashar tha fe athough 
control, speed and damage, as opposed to distinct move expect, specialises in grappling and mastering his unusually extensive 
lists and combo abilities. Close but no cigar... or carrot, idee Gah asPhe ces pscttepholsherest 

bamboo shoot, truffle or wildebeest. 9 Ip. p ; 

Will Groves (|) 

Mitsuko Yugo 
... isa Boar ... isa Wolf 

Anice move — QCB + B: Wind up (keep A nice move — QCF + B: Neck Rip. 
tapping B for up to 9 hits). This guy is good with his claws and 
Not only is Mitsuko pig ugly. she’s a powerful enough, but otherwise Yugo is 
pig. Quite why Bloody Roar has these an undistinguished fighter. Or is it just 
butch women in is beyond us. Nice the fact that we couldn't cope with his 
throws, though. canine fighting style? 

  

      GAMEPLAY) OVERALL 
Fast and furious with call eo sl pall 

jut ham OJ = ds til 4H 

                a! is seltaie sve Top quality acts 

sec Fed cess (6 {6} bo oni by om some oF 
odd running effects. 

“jenerata T 
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If this game makes ANY sense 

to you, then you are certainly a 

better person than |... 

hen the ideas behind the game first 

Bee dear to you, Skull Monkeys sounds 

like it has all the hallmarks of one of the 

most interesting games of the year. Think about it, 

a platform game with superb graphics and 
gameplay straight from the classics (Earthworm 

Jim, Cool Spot). And then you realise that the 
game was actually developed by most of the _ 
ee EWJ team. That’s when you 4 

have a problem containing your 
joy, which is a good thing. 

  

  

4 he 

‘same name but now (transporting Klaymen, the hero 

  

  

  
The Neverhood are responsible for the PC game of the 

of that PC game) they’re about to try something a 
little bit different... or not, as the case may be. 
Think 2D platform games and you tend to think 
about the disappointing conversions of j 

Earthworm Jim (it was almost exactly the y 
same as the Mega Drive and SNES 
versions) or Oddworld. Take the humour, 
playability, clever use of sound effects and , 

speech of EWJ, add the more f 
f 

digitised feel of the Oddworld | 
graphics and you start to get | 
an idea of what Skull { 

Monkeys is all about. 
The game 

a Se is set over 

; é 100\ish) levels and, 
4 this is where the 

main Earthworm Jim 
comparisons start. The way 
you die, The way you stand 
when you fire a gun, the 
way you jump, the various 
‘still’ animations when 

you leave the character 
for more than a few 
seconds, the 
sampled speech and 

effects, the overall level 

design... have all been 
lifted from that pink 
invertebrate’s game. 

The presentation of 
Skull Monkeys is up 
there with the best of 
them — proving, once 

and for all, that you don’t need 
polygons or multiple lighting 

effects to make a game 
look and feel like a 
professional 

product. Add the 
wonderful music 

(which really 
are some of 

the best in- 
game 
tunes 
we've 

  

    

    

heard for ages), the original touches you'd 
‘ expect from people involved with the 

bm likes of Earthworm Jim and the fact 
\ that there’re around 15 minutes of 
top-quality digitised claymation 

\ footage that appear throughout 
the levels and things start to 
look even rosier. 

But take away all the shiny 
EN presentation and 

Blas, poor “eumishamea graphics 
; and you still need a 

NUR came to fall back on. 
him Horatio. . Vectorman (also the 

work of a lot of the 
people who developed Skull 

Monkeys) on the Mega Drive, Aladdin and 
any of the EWJ games are testimony to the 

fact that gameplay and presentation can comfortably go 
hand in hand when done correctly and, thankfully, a lot 

Tie worm that learned! 

        
      San 

REVIEWS



The hero, Klaymen. A 

man of large lips. \ 

strange eating habits 
and the remarkable 

B ability to release wind 

“ie 3 from a hole in the top “4 

eZ of his head : ne     2 (Above) Those four \ 
i balls to your right will 

help build up 
your total. When | 

4 5 ues you've managed y 
«. _ to collect a total of 

OMe 100, you're 
te rewarded with an 

<< ete extra life. 

pete = 
“ ad : - 

(Above) The first boss cl 
Y { a * 7 . 7 

i ua—_—..: you'll come across is 
my 5 i f 3 ~ ein about as hard as 

a . 4 y | ; : rice pudding. > x 

| rep » 
‘ ) 

(Left) As you wander through the first ; 
few levels, pointers indicate collectables q 4 

available to you... very helpful, that. 

of that gameplay is evident here. The levels are varied 
enough, the controls responsive and, although a lot of 
the puzzles are familiar to anyone who's played a 
platform game, they all fit in very nicely. 

We make no apologies for 
spending most of this review 
comparing this game to 
Earthworm Jim. The chances are 
you already know what that 
game's like and it’s pretty 
obvious from playing it in an 

exhaustive way that 
that’s exactly what the 
developers want you to think. 
Basically, it’s the same game but with 
digitised graphics and a different character. 

There’re certainly enough secret 
routes, hidden extras and bonus stages to 

J keep the interest level up and it was 
” pleasing to notice that, at different points in 

the game, the design of the levels would 
change from a straight left to right affair to a 
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more investigative style of design. 
y ef Skull Monkeys is, primarily, going to appeal to an 

} audience that hankers after a polished, quality platform 
y=" game for the 32-Bit generation — much like Oddworld 

EN 

a was a more-than-suitable upgrade for Flashback. But 
There's the (and we apologise in advance for a terrible gaming 
usual choice journalism cliché) there’s something here that should 

amount of appeal to everyone. 
Dean Mortlock ¢ %); secret sections 

to be found. 

  
oh a back she 3 esiy: of gids and maginié a go Fas There’re around 100 
and s presi ioe sample s plus excellent m Jin . Pie (including varied 
mak so use of (and even funny) music. ots fou’re | bo were es). io it’s 
wekes goad ion, too. Some of the best... not far from the i Sera i y glow fo it.  
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Grown men wearing tights 
aid masks? Conservative 

party conference or brand 
new wrestlig game! 

nine fo five, is a little bit overweight and 
lives a pretty normal run-of-the-mill life. He 

probably restricts himself to sending you to your 
room when you’ve misbehaved and he’d never 

think of using a half-nelson, followed up with a 

body charge before pinning your shoulders to the 

floor and asking you to submit. 

Well just be glad your old man doesn’t work for the 

| Fo a look at your dad. He probably works 

G Ae 
he      

  

DEADOR IVE.” 
63:26 SVT 

   

  

It's not just a set of 

one-on-one fights to 
find who's the best 
wrestler. To climb to 
the top of the WCW vs 
NWO tree you'll have to 
conquer all these 
different wrestling 
federations. 

The characters aren’t 
very realistic and the 
animation is jerky and 
very unnatural. 

  

  

  

WORLD 
WCW because if he bought his work home with him 

you'd end up in traction. These blokes are roughly the 

same age as your dad (or even older in most cases) and 
spend all their time dressing up in strange clothes, 
putting on make-up and pretending to slap other weirdos 

around a ring and people pay them a fortune to do it 

The only benefit up until now has been that-you would 

win those ‘my dad can have your dad’ rows at school 
But now these lean, mean fighting machines are all 

madder and even more famous thanks to the on-going 
series of wrestling games from Acclaim and THQ. 

This latest offering is the first to take one of the big 

American organisations into a serious 3D fighting world 

where it'll be coming up against a load of big names. 
WCW vs NWO World Tour (catchy title) features all 

the biggest stars that WCW has to offer like Hulk Hogan, 

Sting and a gaggle from lesser known promotions. 
You get to take your chosen star through a series of 

matches and leagues, beating up progressively tougher 

blokes until you start winning titles. All the characters 
have plenty of moves, some Unique and others common 
to all fighters. The sheer variety of attacks, characters 
and options puts this ahead of other wrestling games, 

and manages to move it into the mainstream fighting 
genre at the same time. 

It's let down by a 

lack of speed and some 

LEME COAL EME 
Wow 

  

Poor sound effects and 
it needs more grunts 
and groans from the 
characters in a fight. 

Lots of moves 
wre: tt 
to access. C 
more variety though... 

  

You've used your special moves and hit 
: ished oni edb tran 
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ropey animation at times, but the main drawback is that 

most of the fights seem to go through the same routine, 
which can geta bit dull after a few bouts. There aren’t 

enough moves that are unique to each character to inject 

enough variety into the action 

Also the lack of energy bars means you have no 
idea how close you are to pinning someone down. You 

do get flashing coloured bars to indicate how your 
character is feeling but | prefer the old fashioned ‘right, 

his energy is down, I’m going to use my special before 
he regains it’ approach. With more speed and variety 

this could have been a real contender. It’s fun for a 

while, but not as much fun as the wacky sport of pro 

wrestling should be in a game 
Les Ellis \ %}) 

; LEDE TRRMMEHT my 

Lied 22 
SINGLE rage 

(set TSirate watch 
Cancel 1-Pvs ngle astch 

  

lake on eight mental teams in the 

Tournament mode. For the best only. 

  

I There’ re plenty of 
cptigs 1 ie it's ju: feet the fact 

the action’s so 
Tepetative, it hurts  
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~~ conacanpaphant 
ue “= Grace | ROBERT 

TAR he al - 

BORAE pus Sto 

sp rain 
2 PP COMMAND List 

Close vehind/ the Opponent 

— ¥ 0 
. 1ea SD+o 

Close to Opponent 

* x    
it ll only give you a point. Something more impressive, 
like using counter moves and mounting tough offensives, 
will give you more. Get fo your points target first, to win. 

With this in mind you really have to learn your 
character's moves and conveniently, if you pause the 
game there's always a list of them at hand to study. You 
can’t rely on just slapping your opponent as many times 
as you like or staying close to him in the hope he'll make 
a mistake because he could end the fight in an instant by 
pulling a real judge-pleasing move. Even if he’s hanging 
off the edge of the arena, you can still find yourself on 

Matmcoumliseasel 
So you thought that some of the creatures you've had to 
fight in games like War Gods and Killer Instinct were 
weird? Well | bet that, unless you've had some kind of 
bovine run-in walking through a field late at night. you've 
probably not had to fight for your life against a cow before. 
Now’s your chance to fill this blank in your life. 

  

SELECT YOUR PLAYER 
Od aa 

   

  

A : : a 4 ¥ the floor and out of the contest in less than a second. 4 
Reey,s Graphically, it's pleasing enough, with plenty of ze) “Se Som 

=) bs yay) wacky characters and copious amounts of equally freaky is & 4 Fe | 
a moves. It may lack the glamour and glitz of the g we . 

Veal aac rN < likes of Tekken 3 and Virtua Fighter but under _ +3 
veered ae 4 s the bonnet FD is up with the best of ‘em. ae 

However, don’t expect the instant Pi Root 
gratification of those other games pron pe 
because Fighters Destiny makes you = a 

Heath work hard to get the most out of it. ~ 
a Some people will be put off by the style Beasy 
Ee of the game but stick with it and it ted mes 
a rewards you big time. Just remember it’s Bier 
= ~ technique over brute force, Bruce Lee versus j¥ e 2 

wa | T he PlayStation has long shown off its Mr T, if you will. eg hiss 
Tekken games. The Saturn has always With practice 
harped on about ifs near-perfect conversions —_and perseverance, nee STAGE PUSH START [cer ts* eca8 0PenEy Tr) 

of the arcade Virtua Fighter games. The N64? Well, —_ you'll find this is a hirer “xe KEE i : 
until now it’s had to rely on less than mind-blowing — most rewarding beat- <> > ; an 
3D fighters like Mace and War Gods or the ‘it em-up. What it lacks ag 
hardly knocked your socks off’ 2D efforts of MK in looks (which isn’t : Amie t 

Trilogy to get its beat-em-up kicks. much to be honest) it : y mid i it 
All this is set to change as not only does it get a fine more than makes up “ fi. 

beat-em-up, but it also gets one that does things a litle for with style. With od es 
differently to just about every other fighting game, ever. more secrets than 
For a start, you can forget all this best of three rounds MI5 and plenty of . LO <7 
slug-fest business. Fighters Destiny approaches it in a gameplay options a ‘ 
different way. It awards points for your style in a fight. If — this should stay on net Ba, rand 
you take the wimpy route of pushing someone out of the top of the pile of N64 fighters for a while yet, there’s Sa 4 ~ “ wi 
ring or waiting for a time out then nothing on the horizon that could come close. ox 

Les Ellis (3) Ferre 

Quality over quantity, p 
mpage!    You can hit your opponent with as 

many shots as you want but until you 
start putting some thought into your 
special moves and combos, you won't 
find yourself winning many fights. It’s [Lae 7 Bet: - sce 

THROWDOWN! ~ RINGOUT! ba JUDGE'S SCORE! 

wd WD NGSCORG. 

ie) 2 eee cree not how many times you can hit the 
punch or kick buttons, it's what you do 
to impress the judges that counts. 

  Never io stroage ott 
t of an 
more 

crunching ae 

pect polygon 

ra bp bs: 
ploy effects too. 

Several d Ht some 
  COX) = /() fi 3 sigs tein new 

fer or lea 
  

   



} ie AMERICA j “Dr 7 Multiple moves and ability-warping specials are what MSH is 
< r all about. Try these on for size. . . 

=) Iron Man's huge 

488 proton cannon is 
the best weapon 

hy far as you can 

get up to 27 hits 
: y in one blast. It ll 

MAGNETO ; Ssou Ss * Me take you a lot of 
tas ‘ - practice. though 

The next favourite Foszoo css 

is this nifty little SEE Se 

move from Ray ‘ 
Blackheart 

Flectrocution 

bolts for you. 

matey-hoy! 

s 4 } Wolverine apart 

From comic pook to the console i = ke 
in one Ma jestic swoop come F 3 eee 
those Crazy kids i Hl tights. =. Yo = : salvo. which is 

me. - highly effective. 

hat better candidates for the world of Bue-" “6760 Tee ey Psylocke : / Mac 
YY iret videogames than those : : I ie this ni fi id am f 

Marvel Super Heroes? These lycra- f ‘ ee tion HG Sf TV 
loving hybrids ooze the courage and bad- ‘- g a: 
taste needed for beat-em-up bliss. Ges ea 

Capcom's conversion is slick and highly ct Y ah a 
addictive. Initially you choose between Arcade HEMEL 
(one-player) or Versus mode (the two-player 
option.) The first is a tournament against the 
best goodies and the worst baddies in the 
universe on your fist-flying, gem-popping 
journey to meet the evil Thanos. (He of the 

     

     

      

    

                          

   

        

Blackheart is the 

Gothic anti-hero 

demon-farting 

misfit. Whatever 

this is, you dont 

want to he on the 

end of it Trust us 

   

    

   

  

   
    

    
       
     
   
    

    
    

  

   

      

Thanos is a total creep, 
who holds in his giant 
gloved hands the 
omnipotent Infinity Gauntlet Eachjof the six 

with which he plans to power gems — 
destroy the whole of power, space, 

ih <1 age Caen i igs 
~ Each of the ten characters have their own individualistic 
fighting styles and trot out their catch-phrases: when 

creation. The Al of the —_ reality, soul, time victorious. It’s this, as well as the ability-warping power 
ten superhero foes is and mind — has to be beaten out of your opponent gems, which lend MSH its addictive charm. Playing styles 
fearsome and you'll during the course of a bout. When you've smacked those are extremely varied - The Hulk and Juggernaut are two 
sweat many a hits up enough, a power bar at the top of the screen monolithic bloaters who prefer crushing dives and short 
bucket in the glows allowing you to release a super-hit combo which is _ range salvos. Psylocke from the X-Men, is a raven-haired 
process, but further warped in severity by the nature of the gems goddess whose got a vicious kick as well as teleportation 

the toil does _ residing in your lycra pants. while Iron Man has a cannon secreted in every orifice. 
bring its However, you really haven't lived unless you’ve ‘Capcom have coated the massive sprites in a thick 
own beaten up your mum in the two-player game as the layer of cartooney distortion that makes you feel like 

reward. demon-vomiting Ray Blackheart or set about poncey you've just been dropped off in Toon Town. It’s so 
Captain America with Iron Man. addictive, you'll return time and time again as the variety 

of gameplay and special 
moves sink their hooks in. 

lain White @) 

   

  

    
   

    

   

   

Special moves are enhanced and improved by the various power 
gems scattered about the ten superheroes. here's what they do... 

Ee nee 

Wy VERSION REVIEWED GAMEPLAY [LIFESPAN 

NO. OF PLAYERS 
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Do you go for the speed freak risk taker or the safe but 

slower Sunday driver? Decisions, decisions. . . 

   
    

   

            

Vampira has good Secale but low top pane, es jis “Al Di te-irll (yeyeiste 

ahs es hoy on the hisgh can ee pace. 5a) aleys Aue) all jt Maun Dtjere 
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At the risk of sounding sexist, she’s a rubbish rider 

while Mr Moustache over there is a demon. 

  

Li'l Dave is slow but won't be coming off the track in a 

‘hurry. Unlike the Lara wannabe who isn't exactly glue. 

4) 

nm a - ssc abs while Wild ac ine — — My e | § 0 il e l ft d l l | e fa ll 5 | 
ild ride if you hi kill to Keep her on ; oa 

rast or te clothe argh i id ee r Don't worry, Jet Rider 2 doesn't feature a Wrestle mode. 

Most of the tracks use the grapple beam feature. It's your 
te goed chance to take a corner at full speed, kick in your turbos 
ai i oie and fire off the grapple beam to swing you around safely. 

  

Tecunician 

Now these two are the business. They're tough, fast 

and once you're used to the courses, the best. 

     

    

   
   

  

   

   

  

  eld “ suffers from 
but it moves 

loog cluest fast 
tog 9 to cover it. 

  

   
     

Poor effects and little ne Te a racks i three 
een over the Pe sat 
first game. The engine i ae «gad ely 
noises drive you mad. make it int | Ll ega 
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King Kong goes ding dong in 
Hong Kong. Your chance to 

trash all your favourite foreigi 
holiday destinations. . . 

at Butlins... try Rampage World Tour instead. 

It whisks you off to a batch of glamourous 
locations and lets you wreak havoc as a B-movie 
monster star. Your task is to decimate foreign cities 
and then eat the residents, chipper idea, eh? 

You get to meet the local people (and eat them), 
watch military displays (and then eat them) and check 
out the local architecture (and smash it up — before 
eating anything you find inside). It’s the perfect football 
hooligan’s holiday. Best of all, instead of some skinhead, 

you get fo be play as one of three huge genetically 
altered monsters who’ve escaped from a local lab. 

RWT is one of those games that harks back to the 
old days of videogaming. The days when you put a 10p 
in an arcade machine and thought that it was still a bit 
steep. The days when games for home systems came on 
tapes. The days when you could get away with crummy 
graphics, if you had decent gameplay. These days you 
need to have both, but Rampage World Tour has neither. 

The graphics are very retro. It’s all 2D and the 

F orget those tedious wet bank-holiday breaks 

  

| know these monsters are deformed (or should we say 
genetically challenged, we do like to be PC) but 
anything that was deformed enough to move 

like this should have been put v; 
out of its misery long ago. It’s , 
all very cutsie, but cutsie 
doesn’t cut it when the 
gameplay isn’t up to 
scratch — and in RWT the 
gameplay is a long way 
from scratch. 

            

    

It's no fun destroying 
cities by yourself. So, 
why not get a mate in 
on the action. 

Cooperative demolition 
is the order of the day. 

(but. you can lamp him 
with a few sly shots 
and blame it on 
friendly fire). Yak, yak! 

  

Colourtul 2D graphics 
bot poor enbsatien and 
pease py 4 
let it down. 

  rely 
any of the h 

This sounds bad enough 
to hela the Eurovision AG 
Song Contest. The 
ofa are just average. 

character animation is more Thunderbirds than Toy Story. 

The whole thing chugs along at a horribly slow pace and 
there are lots of niggly little cock-ups that make you feel 
like tearing your hair out. Your chosen monster will take 
successive hits from the little ant-like human attackers 
around its knees. The problem is, there’s nothing you can 
do about them but you still have to struggle on with your 
level objective. OK, so you can guzzle food to build up 
your energy and punch the occasional annoying army 
vehicle but to have to keep switching between this and 
the task in hand gets really frustrating after a while. 

There’s no doubt that RWT is aimed at a student- 
tastic, Teletubby-loving audience (those folk who think 
SNES games ooze retro-cool). But even with some 

frustrating flaws to the gameplay and graphics that, 
while colourful, don’t really do much for your eyes, 
Rampage World Tour just ends up being a very average 
little arcade game that'll entertain for an hour, before 
wearing super-model thin soon after that. Who knows, 
prehaps Butlins wasn’t such a bad idea... 

Les Ellis < %! 
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wa v i. = A (oh) CUPSUES! ae 
: improvements in Dark Omen 

over other Warhammer 
games is the introduction of the dynamic cursor. Move it over 
a unit's flag and, depending on the state of the unit. you're 
able to issue orders ina flash. This is what makes the game 
so arcade-like because you just need a quick click here, zip 
over there, change the cursor by holding it in a different place 
on another banner and issue a completely different order — in 

a]
 

  

    
     

30S. 

  

    
    
         The troops You can zoom right Control the bat of an eye. All good 

available to you in on the action to your forces stuff and it's really 
are shown in watch your men using the extremely effective. 

the bottom left at get slaughtered if icons at the 
(ou so desire. bottom of 

fet ” 4 the screen Orders are quickly given 
with the dynamic cursor 
which eliminates all the 
stop, start stuff you 

  

normally get. 

  

The foul are abroad. .. again, and this time they've bought some ¥ 
eveil more of their thoroughly uipleasaut chums, =5 Any magic items your troops have are shown at the bottom right of 

the screen. Click on the magic icon to invoke them. 

  

   

    

          

        

  

ontinuing the Warhammer series of games is than if you stick ‘em on the flat ground. Dark Omen’s Dark Omen’s not for the instant-fix arcade fan though. 
C this little number that’s going to have you going to require some decent tactical thinking if you're to Although it doesn’t have the usual nitty-gritty, fumbling 

right spooked. Not only are the Ores running _ get past the first couple of battles in the campaign. around with stats and the like, it does require thought, 
amok in the Empire but so-are their very close So we've deployed our troops for the start of the @ffort and perseverance if you're to get the best out of it. 
friends — the legions.of the undead. battle. Now. we.see.the-biggest.development in. the If you're after some cerebral stimulation, you'll find it’s a 

There you go, that’s-all-you-need:to-know-about-the===Warhammerseriesvas;we reithrustintorartrantic arcade- thoroughly engrossing game ~ especially when you 
background to. this. very tactical.and challenging style battle where you're controlling everything on the fly. realise that you can now play the game with someone 
wargame. Put in charge of troops = divided into infantry, Send the cavalry over there to engage those else.over.a.serial,.modemsor.network link. Now then, 
cavalry, crossbowmen and-blokes-with cannons — Dark zombies and suddenly they come across a bunch of where's me clove of garlic? 
Omen-takes-you throtighta series of skirmishes iran mummies-hiding-behind-c-smallclumpiof treésis Now eal A> 
aifempt fo get the Empire back on track: your whole batile strategy is going toned a re-think Andy Smith at: 

Each battle is preceded by a small:bit of plot because there’s no way your cavalry is going to survive 
development = the King tells you that the legions of the an affack on two sides and’so they’te going to need 
undead have yet another town under siege — before support. The troops you move will come from some other 
you're given the chance to deploy your troops on the part of the battlefield already under heavy attack. 
smallish) battlefield for that particular scenario. And The blend between tactics and arcade-style realtime : : 
here's where you encounter your first example of how the _ fighting works very well. Each battle is different and Of course, it wouldn thea 
tactics work in Dark Omen. there’s plenty of challenge because, although you can we — fantasy wargame without 

Stick your artillery on high ground and they're buy replacements with the money you win, you've never the use of magic and 
     

     there's plenty of that to be 
found in here — whether cast 
by specific individuals, ie 

going to be able to hit far more of the oncoming enemy —_ got enough in your coffers to feel totally comfortable. 

         
      
      
      

          

  

      

  

       

   
    

  

   
     

   

     

ea Rae Se U6 CLS 
; soe ie od ; wizards, or by your 

Wizards can es 
: ee ; : general troops — the 

aoe a er gz g ay use of magic can be 

on i al ee * a 4 devastating. Just make 
eal pell. ‘> ° = nd sure you protect your magic 
eae : : i 3 users, because they tend to be 

crak is e. very vulnerable in battle. 

, = ; 
NS ww — 

= 3 as Py i's shield i ; ae rea aes You wouldn't like to meet A unit's shield is shown at the side of the screen if TWAweR oe: 
this chap on a dark night they're not actually in view. 

  

a Leo 

SOUNDS 
Very wes gs - bot seme great music and 
very contu: speech but the in- 
others. = apie tend to get 
buy ets its looks al very repetitive. 

SP JUD G ne E NT _ Dark Omen is a fine wargame for someone who enjoys a oe tactically, on their feet. 
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Rumours that cock fighting’s the next minority sport to be 
console-ised don't seem so far fetched now. . . 

or the same strange 
Ff reason that people 

watch Supermarket 
Sweep, collect butterflies 

in cases and own large 
televisions, we’re always 
amazed by the sheer 
amount. of American- 
obsessive sports titles 
available as videogames. 

You could bet the last-dusty coin: in your purse that a 
new one appears almost every month. American 
football, baseball, basketball and (you may argue here 
that. it's more Canadian than American) ice-hockey have 
all managed to produce more than decent versions for 
nearly every console format that’s ever been devised. The 
game-starved Saturn is no exception. 

NBA Action ‘98 is coded by Visual Concepts and 
this is interesting for wo reasons. The first one is that 

Visual Concepts is the 
development team 
originally responsible for, 
amongst other things, the 

excellent EA Hockey from 
Electronic Arts and 

secondly, Sega themselves 
have recently (and wisely) 

invested heavily in the 
company to own a large 

enough share to allow 
them to develop sports 
titles for their future 

(Left) A win for Utah. 
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  aad enough for say 
Saturn owner to sho 
off to their PlayS tation- 
owning pti 
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machine (Katana, Dural, 

Black Box or whatever 3 
name is floating around the 
heads of Sega’s top brass). 

You may be tempted to 
skip past this review due to 
a complete lack of interest 
in basketball games and, 
apart from the Midway NBA Jam series of games, the 
mass appeal of a game of this sort is always going to be 
limited... especially when you consider how in-depth 
and technically proficient the game is. 

On the positive side, you can choose between 
arcade and simulation modes — and the game is 
designed to be very player friendly. I's pretty easy to 
start playing knowing only a few controls. After a brief 
dribbling session, you soon realise that although all 
you're playing. is another basketball sim, a lot of thought 
has been put into the presentation. Thankfully, there’re a 
ridiculous amount of options, views, replay views, 
coaching techniques and match types (exhibition, full 
season, playoffs or a training mode). 

Camulerseeniteatautic Plpeeaseie 
ot fod CT, 

  

   
The sound effects are 
good and an impressive 
enough commentary 
throughout adds to it. 

Amuse you     
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angie and thro ’ nce 

| for scoring baskets is 
apy Fa alsrsey RT 7 3 tricky enough for anyone 

very f 
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he? tre all of us. 
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The graphics are excellent, with hi-res characters moving 
quickly and smoothly around a well-defined squeaky 
court. Full-screen FMV adds to the atmosphere of the 
game and the commentary is suitably confusing (those 
wacky Americans, eh?). But should you think about 
buying it? It’s probably one of the best basketball games 
available for the Saturn, but the chances are that if 
you're a large enough fan of the sport to be interested in 
buying a simulation of it, you've already bought one of 
the older games and, in that case, we see no real 
reason for buying this. Dean Mortlock 

More of an NBA view to the proceedings. 
To be honest, with ten players that are 
always in close proximity, you're unlikely 
to be able to catch every pained facial 
expression. But we like it 
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WING 
Fifth time out for Wing 

Commander, will they get it 
right this time? 

T:: for a brief history of Wing Commander 
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for those of you new fo the videogame world. 
About seven years ago the first game was 

released on PC. Everyone was wowed by the 
graphics and they did a good job of covering up 
some decidedly shaky gameplay. A sequel was 
announced and the developers promised to work on 

the update’s gameplay. 
Zap forward a year or so and the sequel did 

appear after many delays (supposedly to allow the 
developers to get the gameplay right). Again the 
graphics were impressive — although not that much better 
than the original — but the everyone had grown wise to 

Mel Gibson gets offered S35 million to make Lethal W 

Commander Prophecy ig sick. It doesn't look very impressive on their CV either. Never mind, you ll get a proper job one day. 

feapon 4. | het that makes the bunch of has-heens and misfits that appear on the cheap in Wing 

  

    Talk to Zero 

full of video but the ccrneelay hadn’t changed a bit. It 
was rubbish. The same could be said for the fourth 
game, and then they announced this fifth incarnation 

Wing Co's tricks and spotted the shaky as Shakin’ 
Stevens’ knees gameplay a mile off. Drat say the 
programmers and 

and said they were tweaking the gameplay. Again they 
have lied. 

Wing Commander Prophecy is full of FMV 

  

— trying to allocate power in the middle of a fight is 
nigh-on impossible. 

x All the FMV sequences can get sig dull 
and annoying to sit through, and ee the 
gameplay doesn’t offer the excitement that 
every other aspect of the game promises the 
whole thing ends up being a bit 
disappointing. After a while the missions 

The game was cc 

WT HOES WY 
First flight you're likely to get a bit confused with all the 
goings on on-screen. So here, in a nut shell are the most 
important bits you need to keep an eye on and understand. 
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go back to the sequences and you'll recognise a few of the actors used 
drawing board. (like Mark Hamill from Star Wars). These are supposed 
When the next to give you information about what is going on but just 
sequel is end up being tedious examples of how bad cheap actors 
announced they are. Switch to the in-game flying sequences and you do 
promise a actually get to see a bit of an improvement. The game 
revolution in now feels more like the classic LucasArts Star Wars flying 
gameplay and shoot-em-ups with touches like being able to allocate 
graphics. _ power to shields and weapons and some 

seals They lied. <2 é ~ 4% — awesomely huge motherships to fight. Unfortunately, 

Getting to the aa isa 
fe pa bot, 

igh LS ped. to PM 

all start to seem a bit familiar — after all, after you’ve 
escorted one ship and destroyed a convoy somewhere, 
how different can the next escort mission really be? The 
ship is also a bit of a nightmare to control, you need an 
extra pair of hands to be able to deal with all the 
keyboard controls and the mouse or joystick. 
Wing Commander Prophecy is about as predictable 

as a Carry On movie. Regardless of how ell or badly 
you perform in the missions (your performance affects 
later events) you can tell what's coming next. The flying 
sequences are all old hat and despite some impressive 
graphical touches you'll find yourself wishing you were 
flying the infinitely more exciting X-Wing vs TIE Fighter 
instead. Let's hope the next two games in this trilogy are 
an improvement on this one. 

Les Ellis (8) 
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    The Bust-A-Move we all know and love. First 

player to reach the bottom loses so send over 

as many bubbles as you can by making lines 
of four and more. 

DELUK 
J: when you thought that those clever chaps 

at Taito had taken the idea of different 
Je bubbles in an arcade puzzle game 

just about as far as it could go, they’re back with 

another sequel in the Bust-A-Move series. But just 

how much further can bubble bursting go? 
Pretty far it seems, because Bust-A-Move 3 has 

come up with four variations on the original game, all 
just as sickeningly addictive and as playable as the first 
outing. Plus, they’ve taken it a step further and included 
a mode where you can design your own levels and play 

them. Arse and damnit just as 
we were all starting to work 
normal hours and go home on 
time again after being 
hopelessly lost in endless Bust- 
A-Move 
2 challenges. 

Do it yourself 

  

Plan out a level in 
your head, then 

enter the editor 
and go to the 
Puzzle Set-up 

screen. It's time to 
see just how 

devious and nasty 
you can be. 

When you're 
satisfied with your 
bit of work (it 
should only take a 
few minutes to lay 
out a level) you 

can save it off to 
your memory card 
for more fun later. 

VERSION REVIEWED |PlayStation 

NO. OF PLAYERS 1 or2 
FROM (Acclaim 

Price $2099 

AVAILABLE. | March 

  More characters, more 
cotectionae and 
improved ba ch arose 
make this ap; 

  

A series of challenges that start off dead easy 
and then turn into mindblowingly difficult 
tasks. Very addictive — when you fail once 
you just have to try it again. 

The arcade game will be familiar to all 
players of BAM while the Challenge mode 
sets you a load of tasks to accomplish over a set number 
of levels. You get graded on your performance and 
awarded a medal at the end of each stage. Isn’t that 
sweet? The win contest takes you into the highly 

Just in case you think the designers of BAM3 haven't included enough tough levels 

(you must be barking if you do), you can now make up your own like this. 

By using 
combinations of 

the shoulder 
buttons and normal 

ones you can 
change the colour 
of the bubbles and 
put in some 
power-ups. 

Time to find out 
just how nasty you 

were. Once you're 
happy with you 
masterpiece you 
can take it out for 
a test drive. Then 
give it to your 
mates to try. 

  

GRAPHICS 
Cutsie effects and 
disturbing Japanese- 
sounding speech. As 
endearing as ever. We 

JUDGE al E sell T We thought they couldn’t improve on BAM2, but they’ve proved us wrong. Get this even if you have one of the predecessors. 

deat! reper   Cvews/preview seMMEMEy SPECIALS /Tips /tetrers (OP 

   
Take on computer or human opponents with 
all the new BAM3 features. There isn’t much 
difference between the characters but we 
found the Street Fighter bloke well funny. 

The maddest bubble experience since Michael 
Jackson got rid of his little monkey. . . 
  

         
   
    

     

    

This is a series of levels that have heen 
designed by some wacky Japanese people to 
show off just how easy the level editor is to 
use. And it is. 
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The little Street Fighter 
bloke even throws 

fireballs at the cannon 
if you do well. 

(7) COURSES = SILL 2 
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The game is pretty 
much over if you let 
the bubbles reach the 
bottom of the screen 
like this. The bubbles 
with stars in them 
will burst every 
bubble that's the 
same colour as the 
bubble you hit them 
with. Useful that. 

      

  

    
    
    
    
    
    

  

     

     competitive world of fighting it out with 
computer opponents. This is where things 
get tough right from the start as these guys 
and girls give no mercy. For experienced 
BAM vets, this is the place to start. 

To fill out the CD somewhat, there’s a 
collection of levels designed by those 

wacky folks in Japan and the editor, which lets you set 
up some pretty devious levels to try out on your friends. 
It's dead easy to use and is worth trying out, especially if 
you get to watch your mate struggle like hell to complete 
your specials. One word of warning about the music 
though. Absolutely everyone who has played this has 
had to ask whether it was a cute version of Cliff 
Richard's ‘Congratulations’. No, but its worryingly close. 

As far as gameplay goes, we thought that BAM2 
couldn’t be touched. It seems that Taito have had divine 
intervention because BAM3 is better. The Arcade mode 
and two-player games alone are superb, but throw in 

  

    
   

        

      

the extra three games and a level editor and you have Oey toy it 
the complete BAM package. Little touches like the fine once you get past the 
adjust on the shoulder buttons just add to it. It would be __first ten stages. In fact, 
easier to solve the global warming problem or find a bit most of them are gittish. 
of the Queen Mother that 
hasn’t been replaced by bionic 
components than to improve 
on Bust-A-Move 3. 

Les ELLIS 
Ie “arn el 
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‘OVERALL 
GT) to do, even if it 
does involve he Cem 
action. Two-player mode 
‘will live forever.



   

        

      

       
      

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

      

    

Grip chimp has ence again left the 
security of his African forest 
home aad tight primate 
grooming regime to review all 

_thats new in the world of 
videogaming accessories, 

        

      
Price £270 

vibrating, feed-back rumble business. We had to Baloiss sree 
wait until the washing machine was going through its spin-cycle and 

slouch against it while playing Jet Set Willy on the Spectrum. 

Oh, how things have changed. Some of the world’s top minds have come up 
with the Thunderseat, which delivers a top-to-toe, sound-sensitive rumble direct to 
the seat of your pants. If your console, PC or even TV has a sound-out line then 
you can link it to the chair for a sensory overload. The more atmospheric the 
music and the louder the sound effects then the bigger the chair’s rumble. 

Excuse us while we now slip into Tomorrow's World mode... “What makes 
the Thunderseat the revolutionary gaming tool that it is, are its two resonating 
chambers. The first of these is located in the fibreglass plinth and the second in the 
hollow moulded bucket seat... Over to you Howard.” 

“Thanks Carol... But don’t take our word for it. Ask The US Navy, Airforce 

and NATO, they all use the Thunderseat. Although, heaven knows, they should be 
out protecting our freedom rather than having another go on Ridge Racer.” 

Grip Chimp Verdict: Hairy mongo, it’s a toy with a heavy price tag. 
Best approached dressed in desert combat gear shouting, “Let's blast 
these commies from the face of the earth.” 

| n the good old days, we didn’t have any of this 

      

     

      

  

    
    
    

  

    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    

    

      
  

  

     
   

   

     

arms handcuffed behind their backs or fans of eee 
the hit sci-fi classic Buck Rogers. 

An infra-red beam from the top of the helmet is picked up by a 
receiver located on the monitor. On a first-person perspective 

Doom-style game, a movement from the player's head will 
be mirrored on-screen. Move your bonce upwards and 

sky or ceiling comes into view on the monitor. It takes 
a little while to feel comfortable with this joystick- 

substitute but it has an appealing pseudo-virtual 
reality feel to it. Sound is pumped straight into 

= your lug-holes and a mouthpiece gives a 
tantalising suggestion of potential voice 

 & control options in the future. 
It looks darned funky too and you 

can thank the Italians for that - a Ferrari 
designer no less. But looks mean little to 
us here at GM, no dumb followers of 
fashion are we. And our jury are still 
debating its value to gamers. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: A novel substitute 
for the faithful old joystick, with a lot of 
potential and more than a whiff of 
Buck and Tweaky. Best approached in 
suspended animation 

mumbling, “Beady, 
beady, beady!” 

T:: device should appeal to people with their 
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Price £49.99 

na scale of one fo ten how lazy are you? 01785 810800 
| Would you rate as an ‘occasional exercise’ 

four, a ‘fit and active’ two or an ‘activity-avoiding’ eight? You'd 
need fo be scoring a full ten on our sloth-scale to get the most out of this 
handy little gadget. 

If you can’t even be bothered to reach for your collection of GamesMaster to 
find the cheats you need, then you're the kind of slob who'll love this useful 
device. The Action Replay bills itself as a ‘game enhancer’ that's just itching to 
take your gaming to ‘new levels of fun and excitement’. Through the Action 
Replay’s menu interface you can access thousands or cheats without even lifting so 
much as an eyebrow. Aah, what sluggish dreams are these? 

If you combine this additional lack of exercise in your life with huge 
quantities of salty, fat-soaked snacks then you can be assured of a swift and 
painful departure from this world. 

Grip Chimp Verdict: Chuffin’ ‘ell a nifty gadget alright, but it’s a litle 
pricey to say the least. Best approached in a non-threatening 
prone position waving wads of cash above your head. 

     
    
    
    
    

  

  

  

    
    
    
    
    

    

     

   

   

        

   
N64 Jolt Pack 256 

lace 20 rather angry 
pP wasps in a jam jar 01302 325225 

and shake. Now cup 
the jar in your hand as the striped insects 
take out their aggression on the walls of 
their transparent prison. The sensation it 
delivers is not unlike that of the N64 Jolt 
Pack 256. This 20 wasp-power add-on 

     

  

     

  

    
   

  

      
        Price £24.99 

Call 01785 810800: f you don’t want to be stuck to a chair to 

play games but still want more than palm- proved to be quite a disappointment with 
top sensations to accompany your gaming, then this might be little enjoyment value. 

for you. Strapped to your back, it claims to deliver all the Grip Chimp Verdict: Not an impressive buzz 
       sensations of punches, kicks, uppercuts, bodyblows and the like. To from this geezer. Best approached cloaked in 

be honest, we don’t have any interest in forking out £24.99 to be Yak hair whistling assorted tunes from the hit 

beaten black and blue by a gaming accessory. Thankfully the 

Interactor’s performance falls a long way short of such lofty 
threats and promises. 

Strapping on the backpac, we were a little 
disturbed to find that it required plugging into 
the mains. Undaunted, we took the part of Mr 
Bond in GoldenEye 007 only to discover : 
that a direct hit from a rocket launcher felt 
like a friendly little pat to the ribcage. 
Now we don’t know a lot of people 
who've survived an ambush from 
heavy fire-power. Nonetheless we're 
prepared to bet it doesn’t feel quite 
a chummy as that. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: : 
Disappointingly laughable. But on @ 
the upside it can be used with 3 
your stereo or TV as well, 

although not in the bath. 
Best approached on all fours 
mimicking the nesting calls of 
the African elephant. 

     
      

   musical Singing in the Rain.        

  

     

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    

    

  

Standard Jolt Pack 
Price £9.99 

[= Brother to the 01525 852900 
    

  

     Advanced Joy Pak (see 
below) is the Standard Jolt Pack 

which doesn’t have the memory card 
feature of its sibling. Never the less, it 

delivers the same crisp rasp as its bro, 

so if you’re after an economy rumble 

pack, look no further. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: Equally as rumblesome 
as the Advanced model. So how much do 
you want a memory card? Best approached 
underwater sporting a generously thick layer 
of lard from top to toe. 

    

          

  

    
    

          

   

         

  

   

: : Price £17.99 
f you’re content to keep any gaming 01525 852900 
rumbles to the palm of your hand then 
give this little beaut a try. Closer inspection reveals a small     

   

  

switch on the front panel allowing you to select the machine’s jolt 
pack or memory card. This handy two-in-one feature should appeal 

to anyone who appreciates such compact utility. 
The rumble it delivers is a satisfyingly throaty number with just a hint 

of Beach Boy-style good vibrations blended with the mellow undertones of 
a passing freight train. If is a rumble that you want then 
this'll do the job just fine. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: This delivers a rowdy rumble in the 
jungle, a recommended buy. Best approached at the 
crack of dawn wearing purple spandex loons. 

More next month, primemates: 
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SAN ANDREAS 
© 1. Mandarin Mayhem 

KILL FRENZY 

Where to find power-ups that start a kill frenzy. 
: 1 = Tank kill frenzy, two minutes to get $5000 

238 2 - Tank kill frenzy, two minutes to get $10000 
3 - Model cars kill frenzy, two minutes to get $5000 
4 - Model cars kill frenzy, two minutes to get $10000 

™ 5 - Flame-thrower kill frenzy, two minutes to get $5000 

6 - Flame-thrower kill frenzy, two minutes fo get $10000 

a 7 - Flame-thrower kill frenzy, two minutes to get $15000 

~ 8 = Rocket launcher kill frenzy, two minutes fo get $5000 

9 - Rocket launcher kill frenzy, two minutes to get $10000 
10 = Rocket launcher kill frenzy, two minutes to get $150000 

11 - Jesus bus kill frenzy, two minutes to get $10000 
12 - Monster truck kill frenzy, two minutes fo get $15000 

K.F.B = This is the bonus for passing all kill frenzies 

  

   
   

  

    
    

  

        

~The police won't! 
* follow you off-road,” 

_ So drive'through ~~ ° fsa 
parks and gardens: ties 
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Sis aime werent 2 Se 

Takeitioring (and slow) 
Cars like-giepeetle if 
you don’t want to risk 
running people over. 

     ‘SAN ANDREAS cont... 

. POWER-UPS 
oo cael Power-ups for first set of phones 

Machine gun: 
_ 1, 4, 6, 9, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 32, 34, 36, 
= 38, 39, 43, 46, 49, 51, 55, 57, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 71, 

72, 73, 74 
Get out of jail free: 
2, 7, 14, 30, 41, 44, 59, 67 
Score multiplier up: 
3, 8, 23, 37, 50, 58, 63: 
Armour: 

ae 5, 11, 19, 27, 31, 42, 48, 56, 75 
= Flame-thrower: 

— es z 10, 47, 61 
é &., Reset crimes: 

5 pel * 12, 20, 29, 33, 40, 45, 52, 54, 65 

      

SS, 

*~ Rocket launcher: 
F 16, 35, 53, 69 

    

                                  

   

  
       

    
  

POWER-UPS 
Power-ups forthe _ 
second set of phones 
Rocket launcher: 
1, 15, 34, 47, 61 
Score multiplier up: 

2, hy 22) 25 36, 50, 58, 63 
- Machine gun: 
| «3, 5, &, i, 14,°16, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 
- 27, 33, 35, 37, 38, 42, 46, 49, 51, 55, 
57, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68 

Armour: 
4, 10, 13, 18, 26, 29, 31, 41, 48, 

56, 69 
Get out of jail free: 

6, 30, 32, 44, 65, 67, 70 

 Flame-thrower: 
GY, 28, 43, 53, 71 
Reset crimes: 

11, 19, 39, 40, 45, 52, 54, 59 

  

The police won't use the jumps in a chase, so if you're 

in trouble, head straight for one. 

99-8     MARCH
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“Oh yeah!! 

They used to call me the ‘Chocobo Sage’. 

That's right! !* 

  

"four different levels of Limit Rea 4 78 
discovered during the game. 

Hit he”? character's life-mete 
When it hits zero your character cahWave ; A Shinra experiment that seems to 
goodbye to RPG fun. somehow be responsible for big baddie Sepiroth. 

 



  

      “Now for the Chocobo...” | 

@®™ Sendit back to the stables | 

Turn it loose |   
an 

There are eight different types of greens and the more expensive they are, the more they'll 
raise the condition of your breeding stock. You'll see that the two most expensive types of 
greens are only available from the Chocobo Sage’. This chap lives just north-east of Icicle Inn 
(use Highwind to get there) and can also give you advice on how to breed the special Chocobos. 

Greens | Get it from |Cost | Will raise 

  

Reagen Chocobo Sage 3000gil speed/stamina 

Curiel Chocobo Ranch 1000gil speed/stamina 

Tantal Chocobo Ranch 400gil speed/stamina/intellect 

Gyshal Chocobo Ranch 100gil stamina 

Les Male 

Class C 

Here then, is the definitive guide to how to breed the right Chocobo for the job. Remember that even with the right types of parent it may take a few 
tries before you get the right offspring. Your goal is, of course, to create the elusive Gold Chocobo but remember that all the other colours are useful 
too for reaching the other three Materia caves dotted around the world. 

  

Green Chocobo Two S-Class yellow great or good Chocobos using the Carob Nut 

Black Chocobo A blue and a green Chocobo using the Carob Nut 

CHUCULY NACL LLADD 

Ke (hol ul xl 102 Use this chart along with the map overleaf to get yourself the 
: Caerathind OR i) best breeding stock... 

JC) ==) Whe Chocobo tracks at: Will give these types of Chocobc 

Pax | West of Mideel Great and Fair 
GIPF ? South East of Wutai Average and Fair 

+ ei ais South West of Icicle Inn Wonderful and Weak 
YEMEN eI oy, he North of Rocket Town Mediocre 
A ey ZEA South of Junon Fair and Poor 

East of the Gold Saucer Good and Average 
Around the Chocobo Ranch Poor and Weak 

 



want the biggest, best weapons and Lin 
Break attacks you can find. But can you 
them all? Well, you can now with our he 
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guide to all things 
Remember, though, t 
got equipped won't gi 

ig and destructive. 
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IF IT’S NEW, 
T'S IN HERE! 

The new-look 
T3 is bigger 

2 and better, 
with even 
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@ Save £1.20 an issue on the cover price 

@ Each issue delivered free to your home 

Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms; 

Surname 

Address. 

Postcode. 

Daytime telephone... From cars to Cameras, Ea 
~ computers to CBs om if oO Cheque (payable to Future Publishing) 

O visa CI mastercar aS one 
it’s new, it’s in BE card number. 

i Expiry date. 

Date .. 

ITZ: Signature..... 

Offer ends 31 December 1998. Valid in the UK only. 

Return to: T3 Subscriptions, Freepost (BS4900), 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR 

ORDER HOTLINE: 01458 271121 | 
Please quote code when telephoning Code: T3GM398 
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Quake 

To aid completion of above 

i Cheats and tins 

  

 



Playing fair and square is all very 
noble, but we know there are some 
people out there who consider it fun 
and good value for money to spend 
£40 on a game and cheat their way 
through to the end on the first go. So 
you lowlives... enter these on the 
console for some splendid cheating 
fun and japes... 

GIVE ALL - Gives you all 
the items 

GIVE HEALTH — An extra 

100 health points will now 
be yours 
GIVE WEAPONS — 

no surprises here, 
all the 
weapons 

you work it out 
GIVE BODY ARMOR — 

tf Gives you an extra 200 

\ points of body armour 
| GOD - Become Les, er, | 

| mean invincible in this 
God mode 

ey NOTARGET — No target 

# NOCUP - Removes any 
/ ely oi so you can walk 
through walls 

) GIVE JACKET ARMOR - Gives 
/ you, wait for it, da da, that’s 
right... jacket armour 

oie BLASTER - A shiny new blaster 
s all yours 

GIVE SHOTGUN — Well cover me in 
gravy and call me a carrot, you 
get a shotgun 

GIVE SUPER SHOTGUN 
— Oh super smashing 
lovely. You now get a 
super shotgun 
GIVE MACHINEGUN — 

And if you get this right 
you win a holiday 
GIVE CHAINGUN — 

Kiss goodbye to your 
ammo supplies with 
this baby 
GIVE GRENADE 
LAUNCHER = Anyone for 
tennis with these explosive 
balls of fun 
GIVE ROCKET LAUNCHER - 

Not so tough now are they? 
GIVE RAILGUN - Oh, 

what 

aan 

F You got to have control. re 
Take a tip Bi us. This is the best control set-up you can use. 
Set up the keys so that W is forward, S is back and A and D are 

«sidestep left and right. Then go 
‘fo the console and type in 
+MLOOK. Your mouse is now 

your virtual head and you can 
use it to look around. The left 
mouse button is your fire 
button and the right mouse 
button should act as jump. 

GIVE BFG10K — Clear a room in a 
single shot, good for the boss 
GIVE SHELLS — Not sea shells dummy, 

10 new shotgun rounds 
GIVE BULLETS - 50 of the little blighters 
are yours 
GIVE CELLS — 50 blobs of lovely painful 
energy blasts 

GIVE GRENADES - The favoured 

ammo of the devious player 
GIVE ROCKETS — You could 

finance NASA with 

these five new 
A big bangs 
GIVE SLUGS - 

Shove ten of these in 

your railgun and 
. then party 

j GIVE 

INVULNERABILITY — 

You won't die now, 
go wild 

GIVE QUAD DAMAGE 

— But the enemy will, and 

much quicker 
GIVE SILENCER - And 

they won't hear you 
coming now, either 

GIVE REBREATHER = You 

can’t walk on water but 
can breathe under it 
GIVE ENVIRONMENT 

SUIT — Greenpeace would 
be proud of you, with this you'll be safe 
in the toxic waste 
GIVE ANCIENT HEAD — Gives you one 

of them there old head things 
GIVE ADRENALINE 

— Get a rush 
whenever you 
really need one 

Now this looks like 
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GIVE AMMO PACK = Carry loads of 
the stuff 
GIVE BANDOLIER — Get one of those 
Mexican-style bullet holders 
GIVE DATA CD - At least you won't 
have to look for the damn thing 
GIVE RED KEY - This isn’t hard to we 
out you know 
GIVE BLUE KEY — And neither is this 
GIVE SECURITY PASS = You know you 
want one really 
GIVE AIRSTRIKE MARKER - Gives you 
a... oh, come on 
GIVE DATA SPINNER - Have one, on us 

GIVE POWER CUBE - | have the power 

GIVE PYRAMID KEY — Looks like 
something out of Doctor Who 
GIVE COMMANDER’s HEAD - He'll 
miss this, surely 
GIVE POWER SHIELD — Now try and hit 
me sucker 
GIVE ARMOR SHARD - Oh, we just 
love American spelling 
GIVE COMBAT ARMOR = In the good 
ole days we'd use a U to spell this 
word, darned yanks 
EXEC WAREHOUSE.CFG = - Skip straight 
to this level : 
EXEC JAIL.CFG - Go fo i 
MINE.CFG — And if 
you can just back’ off 

EXEC FACTORY.CFG. Hit | tory’ ¢ 
you'll get hit alright 
EXEC POWER.CFG = Yet more power 
EXEC BIGGUN.CFG — Snigger snigger 
EXEC HANGAR.CFG — Quit hanging 
around for cripes sakes 
EXEC CITY.CFG — Dancin’ in the city 
EXEC BOSS.CFG — He’s not that toug   
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and the sweet tones 
on’s first cuckoo. 

in other birds’ ‘ 
e of natures real © 

cheats ant ispiration to us 
all. We must all strive to be 
more like the humble cuckoo, 
laying codes and passwords like 
neatly-formed eggs in the nests 
of some of the finest games! 
Now let’s fly my cuckoo-clones... 

ONS 
PLAYSTATION DY, 

   

  

   

  

    
    
    
    
      

  

nests,    
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Night Races Idle Movies — XIDLEXRHAM Oh, | see. Another reader fancies 
«©, 11,9,9,L2,@,«,R1,@ End Level Movie - XAEOLSDHCM some, do they? Well come up here 
Super fast bike Outro Movies —- XOUTMOVMAX and have a pop if you want but | 
a,0,0,@R1,@,R2,0,8,@ Levels 1-18 with 12 rocket parts and 123 lives — must warn you that everyone over the 
Victory Movie A2DL1JO76M age of 65 is entitled to carry a 

  

©, @, ©, © @, @, L1,0,R2,@ 
Pocket Bike mode vo | or Me 

f a9 R2,12,4011,@ 

| got a PlayStation for Christmas and a game called a J _¥ 
Bubsy 3D. | haven’t got a clue what to do. Could é * > 
you supply me with all the level cheats and anything eo ne 
else you can find for it? Thank you. 

Weren't you in early ‘70s flare and tache-tastic TV 
series The Persuaders? No? Well | was only asking. 
Try these passwords for the truly terrible Bubsy. They 
should allow you to finish the varmint off once and 
for all before the long, inevitable trip down the old 
games exchange. concealed sword in their walking stick. It’s the law. 
All levels — XLVLCHTMSB Is there anything you can do to give me a helping Thought that might make you see sense. You’ve 

a Rocket Parts - XTOOROCKER hand on Croc. It might not be Mario on the obviously been playing the thoroughly boring Croc 
? Bonus Levels — XBNFCHTMMM PlayStation but it’s good fun. See what you can do. _for too long. Here’s a cheat to enter on the pass- 

‘3 99 Lives - XMUTHOLIFE If you can’t help me | might have to come up and word screen to try and liven this miserable feared up 

Turn Bubsy into Snake Pliskin - XURASNAKER sort you out GamesMaster! just a little bit. 
" Death Movies — XDETHSEKLE e446 52,744 50,9 «0,0. 

    

° STEEP SLOPE SLIDERS 

SONIC R 
DUKE NUKEM 3D 

  

1b UC:Ud.CL 

01:08,60 
00°S%.60 
00:00.00
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      Bear Gamesiaster 

with a hand 

| approach you, Oh Wise One on bended 
knee and dare to ask for cheats for Quake 2 
on the PC. It is one of the finest games that it 
has ever been my pleasure to play. Could you, 
so full of generosity and wisdom, make it even 
more of a playing experience by providing me 

hile cheats. Your humble an 
slightly worried servant... 

Now make no mistake, | like a display of good 
manners as much as the next floating fae 
but you... you Mr Waters have stepped over 
the Ge that divides protocol and being a 
snivelling litte creep. Oh well, as much as | 
despise you and your kind, have these young 
Martin me lad... 

Quake, it'll make you shake! (Note to. 
Activision: you can use that one on the advert 
if you want, for a small fee). But enough of my 
ribald buffoonary, here are THE cheats for THE 
game of THE year. Sorry my Caps Lock keeps



                

   
    

   

  

   
   
   

  

    
   
    

      

   

        

   
   

   
   
   

    

     

sticking. Any old how, these must be bashed into the — Big Head mode — brianclough 
console during play to make ‘em work Table football mode — twisycontrol 
GOD - Enables god mode 

NOCLIP — Lets you pass 
through walls 
NOTARGET - Invisible to 

a enemies until you open fire 
GIVE ALL - Gives you alll 
the weapons, items and 

  

vy full ammo You've sorted the N64 version of Turok many times so 
If you fancy a more how about hel ing us poor unfortunate PCers out on t \ 

selective dose ° our version. Cheers GM! i fa = @ iN 
dishonesty, typing GIVE eS 

and then any of the following should prove most DRRNSTBBNGTN - Level 2 

effective: JACKETARMOUR, BLASTER, SHOTGUN, Yes, | have that my friend. That and so much more. NKJNK — Level 3 
SSHOTGUN (super shotgun), MACHINEGUN, So, I'll redress the balance and ify th 5 i ; pacify the PC-gaming PTNDNCN - Level 4 GRENADELAUNCHER, ROCKETLAUNCHER, SHELLS, hoards that'll soon be beating a path to my door Try. NNTND- Lev § 
BULLETS, CELLS, GRENADES, SLUGS, MINES, fheee  vounaitionde: zs 

NUKES, QUAD (Quad damage), INVULNERABILITY,  DDDNSTBR — invincibility [eae e is ¢ 
SILENCER, REBREATHER. THMSCLS — All wecnene pie batesan sn 

LNJHNSN - Infinite ammo SHNTRRNT - Gallery 
RBCHN - Big heads THTRTMBB — Show credits 
Neale al map JFFSPNGDNBRG - Infinite lives 

Please... | (cough, cough) Need your h... (splutter) eu an eta ees s ae mode 
...elp. Actua Soc-c-c-c-e-e-er 2 (hack, hack). JHNTHMS — alone ween 

: STPHNBRML — Mantis warp 

Sickly child, you should try my Uncle Evelyn’s eT xe 
marvellous embrocation. Many called him a quack a RNTRC wal 
doctor but | believe that, prior to his arrest, he was C : 
on the verge of a cure for piles. Granted it did ‘ ‘ BKSTRD”_ Fh warp 
involve amputation below the belly button but the ee M 
man was a genius. Many even credited him with : THNNCK Di 
saul: the backyard, Roy more cheats... 3 * mode Re 
Italian team — itscominghome- “ae - f 4 g 
Dwarf teams — bilbobaggins Ta me si ay, eT eT v FHGTBC - Show ~ 

Giant teams — bigdaddy — ‘iit, — i ~ pabalh ee rn NS. 
‘ uN 

You're stuck an your new game 
and you're too embarrassed to 
ask your friends for help. Well 
don’t panic or have a fit of 
depression. Just write in and 
we'll try to help you out as 
much as we can. 

write fo: 

HELP! 
GamesMaster 
Consoletation Zone 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath 
Avon BAI 2BW  
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ee GRAND THEFT 
AUTO 
Enter your name as BSTARD to 
get all maps, infinite weapons, 

99 lives and your bonus multi- 
player multiplied by five 
Anton Horabin 

= DYNASTY WARRIORS 
More Players 
Cao Cao 
Beat the game with every character apart 
from Guan Yu, Zhao Yun and Zhang Fei. 

Lu Bu 
Beat the game with everyone (inc. 

Me = Zhuge Liang and Cao Cao). 
fr Nobunaga 

% After getting Cao Cao go 
NN to the title screen and 

x 

   
    

  

7 
} enter ¥, 9», a, ©, ©, 

“WA R1, R2 - if you do 
this right you'll hear 

a sword clash. 
Sun Shang Xiang 
At the title screen 

enter «, «,@,9,@,@,L1,R1. 

If you do this right you should 
hear the same clashing- 
sword noise as before. 
Zhuge Liang 
Simply beat the game with 
Guan Yu, Zhao Yun and 
Zhang Fei. 

_» << pes. 

PANDEMONIUM 2 
These are some handy 
cheat codes for fans of this 

7 mind-bending platformer... 
OMBCDIB. AFABBJAE. 

Wa FIAGGBI. IFAJUGB. 
NKECHDBE. LGBBJIKE. 

\ GHCEOFDA. OCECGGJJ. MGFCGGB. 

    

LCGFJFCI. MEECGFCJ. BDAOFUG. 
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Och, mushy peas. gravy 
| Be hi ! 

an li ede | het ( HPS: 

   

As an upp 
other torts, 

BCMMFLBBK. LNFBKEMM. GBDEGMDK. 

LHFJKIJA. FIDAGOAM. FGAGGUE. 

RP, Devon 

=e PEAK PERFORMANCE 
To get extra cars in one-player mode go 

to the car select menu, hold L1 and press 
©. Do the same in garage B and on 
Garage C, hold L1 and R1 and press ©. 

— You will now get extra cars. Cool! 
: David Norton, Worcester as 

S&F SONIC R 
Secret Radiant Emerald Track 
To access the brilliant Emerald 
Track simply come first in 
all the races. 
Play As Robotnik . 
for the first time in 

a Sonic game you 
can play as Dr 
Robotnik by coming 
first in the Radiant 
Emerald track. 
Play As Super ; 
Sonic ae | SL 
Play as Sonic’s ? 
golden alter-ego y 
by collecting all 
seven chaos 
emeralds 
throughout the track and finish in first 
position. Go to Sonic and press Down or Up. 
Play as Mecha-Sonic 
The star of Sonic CD becomes playable once 
all five gold coins positioned around the 
Resort Island course are collected and you 
finish in 1st, 2nd or 3rd. Mecha Sonic will 
then challenge you to a head to head race 
which must be won to play as him. 
Play as Mecha Tails, Mecha Knuckles and 

Mecha Robotnik 
To get the rest of the Mecha characters go 
around all of the other tracks and collect all 
five gold coins on each track and then finish 
in the top three. As before, whichever 

character is on that track will challenge you to 
a head to head race which must be won to 
play as them. Mecha tails is found on the 
Radical City course, Mecha Robotnik is found 
on Regal Ruins course and Mecha Knuckles 

   
   
   
   
   

  

    

er-class secret 

on the Reactive Factory course. 
HINT 
When trying to geta Mecha character use 
Super Sonic. He will easily beat them in the 
head to head race and guarantee a record 
lap time! 
Matthew Nevens, North Yorks 

== GRAND THEFT AUTO 
| have got some cheats for Grand Theft Auto 
on the PlayStation and I’m wondering if I’m 
the first to find them, so here they are. Just 
type them in as your name: 

HANGTHEDJ — No police, loadsa money, all 
the weapons, 99 lives and all the levels. 

10. 

11. 
12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 

16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
25; 

26. 
205 

28 

THESHIT — Loadsa money, all the 

Loadsa respect 
Daniel Poolem Kent 

) WORMS 2 

as follows... 
. ONCEUPONA 

2. TIMETHEREWERE 
_ 3. SOMESMALLWORMS 
a 4. WHOGOTVERYVERY 

5. ANNOYEDAND 
6. DECIDEDTO 

7. GOTOARMSIN 
8. ORDERTOWIPE 

9. OUTTHEIR 
VICIOUSENEMY 
COUNTERPARTS 
THEYDEVELOPED 
SOMEREALLY 
COOLWEAPONSUCH 
ASBANANABOMBS 
ANDMAGICBULLETS 
THEYTRAINED 
ALNIGHTSAID  Q 
EVERYDAYSOTHEY a 
WOULDBECOME 
PROFICIENT 
INTHEIRWORMLY 
WAYSSOMETIMES 
THEYWOULDSHOOT 
GRANNIESJUST ¢ 
FORFUNANDLAUGH fe 
ABOUTITINTHE ee 
EVENINGTIME } 

agent type 
including the delightful 

children, wed share many a summer 
ithe grounds of my parents” count. 
Shanpening the skills we'd need in latemiteee 

   

weapons, 99 lives and all the levels. 

The single-player mission passwords are 

    

  

   
     PON. 

ANY 

mee | iy u Y ieek 

  

     

  

   
   

    

    

tte 

residence} 

        

   

    

   

  

   

   

  

29. WEAPOLOGISEON 
30. BEHALFOFALLTHE 
31. TERRITORIESTHAT 
32. WEWENTTOTHE 

33. TROUBLEOFTRANSLATING 
34. WORMS2INTOBUTWE 
35. DIDNTHAVETIMETO 
36. TRANSLATETHESE 
37. PASSWORDSNOTITHAT 
38. THEYNEED TO BE DONE 
39. WESUPPOSETHAT 
40. YOUAREREALLY 
41. EXPECTINGTO 

42. SEEAWONDERFUL 
43. CHEATMODEWHEN 
44, FINISHTHEMMISSIONS 
45. ANDYOUARERIGHT 

Here are some other cheats: 
To put down a load of weapons crates with 
secret weapons in them type: 

**supershopper** then press backspace. 
To make your opponent invincible type: 

**godmode** then press backspace 
If it’s worked it'll say ***OK*** at the top 

of the screen. 
NOTE: You must type * 

Daniel Rowan, Ellesmere 

I WAVE RACE 
Two New Stunts 
To do these stunts simply take your finger off 
the A button and rotate the control stick 
clockwise non-stop and the rider will.spin on 
the jet ski. The other is to simply take your 
finger off the A button and rotate the control 
stick anti-clockwise, non-stop and the rider 
will jump to the front of the jet ski and either 

step. down or back flip down (these 
hints are useful in Stunt Mode). 

How to Ride the 
C | Dolphin 

" Select stunt mode 
‘GA and Dolphin Park then 
€ b 2 perform these stunts in the 
AY \ following order: 

. %y "Start - Checkpoint One, 
Z handstand with somersault, 

    

  

      
  riding backwards 

} handstand. 
@ Checkpoint 1-2, clock 

wise barrel roll, backflip, 

    

 



      

submarine dive. 
Checkpoint 2 - Finish - 

Anti-clockwise barrel 
roll. Now rest the game 
and when you choose 
your rider press down on 
the control stick. (Choose 

Dolphin Park warm up). 
Carl Wilkins and Terry Arkle, Wallsend 

woe. RESIDENT EVIL 
DIRECTOR’S CUT 
Just bought Resident Evil: Director’s Cut, eh? 

Advanced mode too tough for ya, eh? 
Well here’s the cheat that could 

make blasting those zombies a little 
easier for you. On the Start screen, 

go down to Advanced 
and hold ». The 
‘advanced’ should then 

go green. Start 
a new game 
and every time 
you collect some 

ammo you should double 
what you normally get. If 
the Resident Evil 2 demo is 
too hard then hold right at 
the new game screen. Then 
you should be able to 
choose between normal or 

rookie difficulties. 
Ryan Lemon, Belfast 

SH GOLDENEYE 
007 

Here’s the full list of 
completion times and 
difficulty levels on all 20 
stages for the cheats to 

become available: 

      

   

  

    

  

    

  

     

   
   

LEVEL CHEAT DIFFICULTY — TIME 

1.Dam Paintball mode Secret Agent 2.40 
2. Facility — Invincibility 00 Agent 2:05 
3. Runway DK Mode Secret Agent 5:00 
4. Surface Grenade launcher 00 Agent 3:30 

5. Bunker Rocket Launcher 00 Agent 4:00 
6. Silo Turbo Mode Agent 3:00 
7. Frigate No radar (multi) Secret Agent 4:30 

8. Surface Tiny Bond 00 Agent 4:15 
9. Bunker Throwing Knives Agent 1:30 
10. Statue Fast Animation Secret Agent 3:15 
11. Archived Invisibility 00 Agent 1:20 
12. Streets Enemy Rockets Agent 1:45 
13. Depot Slow Animation Secret Agent 1:30 
14. Train Silver PP7 00 Agent 5:25 
15. Jungle Hunting knives Agent 3:45 
16. Control Infinite Ammo Secret Agent 10:00 

P NEWS /PREVIEWS/REVIEWS/SPECIALS Mm ATES | 
  

     
     

  

   

  

17. Caverns RCP90 00 Agent 9:30 Go to the options screen and down to where 
18. Cradle Gold PP7 Agent 2:15 it says exit, then simply press Left until you 
19. Aztec Lasered Secret Agent 9:00 hear a sound. 
20. EgyptianAlll living 00 Agent 6:00 

7 MBA LIVE “95 
Further weapon cheats are enabled by Practice Shooting 
completing these levels: During any game hold A and press 
Level Weapon Difficulty Start and you'll be taken to a 
Cradle Cougar Magnum = Agent shooting practice area. 
Aztec Moon Raker Laser 00 Agent Kevin Tunstain, Banbury 
Egyptian Golden Gun 00 Agent (Z) 
Aztec Statue COMMAND & 
The Aztec complex can be accessed by CONQUER = RED ALERT 

If you're building a radar 
jammer you must be France and | 
playing Skirmish. When it's ready 
click on it and press Shift and it 
will turn into a Tesla Tank. 
Win 95 only — Press 5555555 in 
gameplay to heal all your units 

eC) THEME HOSPITAL 
On the Fax machine type 
24328 then press Control + 
Shift + C to get all items in the game. 
Comrade James Kerr, St Albans 

=== CRASH BANDICOOT 2 
In warp room two go and stand next to the 
bear outside “Bear It’. Perform a belly flop on 
it and itll bark and credit you with around 
six extra lives. Make sure you jump on the 
bear and not just to the left and right. 

~me TIME CRISIS 
At the main screen where you choose 

the three boxes shoot one bullet into 

the R in Crisis and two in the 
centre of the crosshairs next to 

Time. If you get it right you'll be 
taken to a cheats menu where 

you can select nine lives, no 

reload and infinite 
continues. Neat-holio! 

Martin Lee, Gt. Yarmouth 

== HERCULES 
Passwords 
The Hero's Gauntlet - 
Serpent, Medusa, Coin, 
Medusa 

completing the game on Secret Agent. 

Egyptian Statue 
The Egyptian temple can be accessed by 
completing the game on 00 Agent. 
007 Home 

Complete all 20 levels on the 00 Agent 
setting and you'll have access to 007 
mode (this is a level editor that allows you 

to configure options such as enemy 

health, reaction time, accuracy etc). 
Stewart, Carlise 

(ax 

Co DARK FORCES 2 = 
JEDI KNIGHT 

| have found these nifty cheats 
for the awesome game 

Dark Forces 2 - Jedi 
Knight. | hope you will 

enjoy them and help 
other people who 

are stuck | 
5858lvr — All maps 
bactame — Full health 
deeznuts — level skip 
eimamjh on/off - Fly mode 
imayoda — Light Master 
jediwannbe on/off - 
God mode 
raccoonking — 
All Force powers 
red5 — All weapons 
sithlord — Turns you 
into a Dark master 
slowmo on/off - Slow motion 
thereisnotry — End level 
wamprat — All items 
whiteflag on/off - Disables Al 
yodajammies — Mana 

  

     

   

   
   

   

    

       

    

    
Ali Kayani, Favourite Fan, Centaur’s 
Lancashire Forest — 

Centaur, 

Hercules, Silhouette, 
Minotaur, Archer 

The Big Olive — Centaur, 

Coin, Serpent, Hercules 

and Silhouette 

Hydra Canyon - Coin, 
Gladiator, Helmet, Coin, Soldier 

Meduso’s Lair — Archer, Pegasus, 
Archer, Centaur 

Cyclops Attack - Gladiator Helmet, 

Pegasus, Hercules, Silhouette 

<= PANDEMONIUM 2 
| was playing Pandemonium 2 when | 

discovered a position cheat. This is 
how you do it. Play the game 
normally and press R1, R2, L1, 
L2 together to get to any part 

of the level. odie 

@P paz 

   

     
    

                  

    

  

To finish them off with — and Archer 
a super move press Up, _ Titan Flight - Soldier, Coin, Coin, 
Up. To do an ultimate Thunder bolt 

Passageway of Eternal Torment — Medusa, 
Soldier, Centaur, Pegasus 

Vortex of Souls - Soldier, 

Lightning bolt, 
Soldier, Centaur 

End — Pegasus, Soldier, 
Centaur, Soldier 

Michael Hansen, 

trick press A four times. 

@ BuBsy 
Last level 
code: stcjdh 

Sued 
CooL 
SPOT 
Level 

ae 4 

  

   

  

    

   

  

skip - Po) 
press A, B, PREMIER 

C,B, A, C two MANAGER ‘97 
times and a horn 

should sound. 

This tip allows you to sell 
any GOOD player for any 

amount of money. Yes, you could 
oP VIRTUA sell lan Wright for £400 million if you 
FIGHTER 2 wanted to. Here is how: 

Secret Options 1. First go to the Players section. 
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2. Then transfer list any player 
that you want to sell. 
3. Then wait for some offers. 
When you get them refuse the 
offer, go to that player and 
renew his contract. 

4. Put his club fee up to 
whatever you want to sell 

him for. 
5. Then in the same renewing of 

contract put the player’s wage up 
so he accepts the increase in the 
club fee. 

J 6. When his contract is renewed, 
simply place him back on the 
transfer market. 

F_), 7. Then wait for some offers. (they 
| will be from the clubs that bided for 
| the player in the first place.) If you 
want to sell the player for the 
adjusted amount then accept the 
offer. If you want more for your 
player then refuse and repeat 
stages 4-7. 

| hope that helps your financial 
situation, folks. 

Martin Pendlebury, Kent 

<=: FINAL FANTASY 7 
You want tips? | got tips! 
The second time you visit Niblem whilst you 
are chasing Sepiroth, the combination for 
the safe is as follows... 
Turn right to 36, left back to 10, right to 59 

and right again to 97 using the @ te choose 
each number. After beating an evil purple 
and red thing, get the key and materia, go 

down the circular steps ana through the door 
you couldn't open before, Open the sealed 
coffin to find @ shadew-like character who 
won't go with you unfil you leave to go back 
up the stairs and then he will join you! Use 
him, he’s feally good. Only don’t shoot him 

by accident in battles because he'll get angry 
and shoot other members of your crew. 
Small tip this: Did you know if you 
catch a Chocobo and take it to a 
Chocobo farm you can use it to start a 

Chocobo facing career at 
the Gold Saucer? If you 
get two good racing 
Chocobos you can breed 
them with a Lazan nut to 
breed a racing beast! The 
best Chocobos come from 
the wilder areas of the 
map because they are 
faster and have more 
stamina. Of course this 
takes ages and has nothing 

to do with the main story but 
it’s loads OF uns 
Adam Hepbur, Ri 
thers ia offerte 

0 MARIO KART 
Royal Raceway 
When you go round the 3rd bend on the 
other side of the river you'll see two hills. 
When you do, use a mushroom boost and 
jump over the other side of the river, then 
crash into the river bank. Lakitu will pick you 
up and put you on the big ramp. Quite often 
he'll leave you where you started. 
Mario Raceway 
When you come to the straight with the big 
mushroom in front of you on the right, you'll 
see a wall on the left. Drive up the hill 
(creating run up space) then turn around so 

you're facing the wall. Then drive down the 
hill. When you reach the road use a 
mushroom to jump over the wall. 
DK’s Jungle Parkway 
When you see two wooden posts turn 
right then left and you should have a 
bank with a fence on top of it in 
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fe] front of you. Drive up 
the bank then jump over the fence. 

Kilimari Desert 
When you reach the first crossing go left 
and you should be following the train track 
through the tunnel. When you come out of 
the tunnel, turn left then jump over the fence. 
Koopa Troper Beach 
Just after the start you'll see a rock in the 
shape of a turtle. Turn left and you'll see a 
rock with seaweed on fop. Keep pressing R 
to jump up the rock and you'll fall into: 
something or other. 
Bowser's Castle 
As soon as you enter the room with four 
stone blocks that try to squash you, brake. 
Two blocks will move into the middle of the 
room, slam themselves down then go back to 
their original position. When they've done 
this, burn it through the room. This trick is 
for wimps who are scared of finishing 8th. | 
think it’s funny when you crash! 
lain Coram, Dorset 

OY EXTREME G 
Enter these on the enter name screen: 
Unlimited turbos — NITROID 

Extreme mode — Enter XTREME to make the 
game even faster 
Weapons ~ Enter ARSENAL to get all the 
weapons you can handle 
Billy Ocean mode = Enter ANTIGRAV for... 
you'll see 
Rolling Stones — Enter Roller to make all the 
bikes turn into rolling rocks 
Fisheye mode — Enter FISHEYE for that 
shining effect 

Skid mode - Enter Banana to make the track 
ultra-slippery 
New View = Enter Magnify to make 
everything bigger 
Invisible bikes — Enter STEALTH to make all 
bikes invisible 
PlayStation mode — Enter UGLYMode to get 
a convincing PlayStation simulator 
Wire frame mode — Enter WIRED (and I’m 
not telling you what this does) 
Transparent track — Enter GHOSTLY 
The following codes must be entered on the 
password screen 
Neon Bike. Yes it's the bike you’ve been 
waiting for. — Enter 61GGB5 
The ‘I’m not felling you what this password 
does’ password - Enter 81GGD5 
Alex Harris, Peterborough 

WH Iss64 
In the Japanese version of ISS64 (Perfect 
Striker), you get 

& wh 
Zot 
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fWo additional teams by doing this trick but 
in 1SS64, you get six. 
Using the D-Pad = Up, L, Up, L, Down, L, 
Down, L, Left, Ry Right, R, Left, R, Right, R, B, 

A and then hold down Z and press Start. 
Again this trick is nothing different from the 
Japanese version, it jUSst gives you six new 

and hidden teams instead of two. 
If you did the code correctly, you'll hear the 

announcer say “What an incredible 
comeback!”. Then go fo the Team 
Selection screen and you'll see a 
seventh group of teams = All Stars. 
This group includes Euro Stars A, 

Euro Stars B, Asian Stars, African Stars, 

All American Stars and World Stars. 
Infiltrate the score rankings 
First start a league and after a game save, 
the league. Next, when you can see the 
score rankings remember those players and 
press Reset. Then go fo the option mode 
trade screen and trade those players with 
anyone you want. Then press reset (not the 
one on the machine) and cancel that 

trade. Then go to the saved 2 ~~ 
league and check the score 
rankings. If should now — 
be changed. 
Two Additional New 
Teams 
Perfect Striker 
contains two 

additional, 

hidden 
teams. 

There are 
two ways that you can 
get your hands on them. 
1. Play through and 
beat the league mode. 
2. Enter the following 
code (at the title screen). 
Up, L, Up, L, Down, L, 

Down, L, Left, R, Right, 

R, Left, R, Right, R, B, 
A and then hold down 
Z and press Start. 

WN WAYNE 
GRETZKY 3D 
HOCKEY 
At the Options screen hold the L button and 
push the following C buttons: Right, Left, Left, 

Right, Left, Left, Right, Left, Left. 

A bunch of numbers appear and now you 
have to pick them. Play a game and you'll 
see another division with team Williams, the 

99ers, Canada and USA. 

Invisible Players 
Press Start during the game and go into 
replay. Press L or R to make a player flash. 
Then press Z to make him disappear. Note: 
If you go over an invisible player he will 
reappear so be careful! 
Funky Bodies 
Go to the Option screen and press and hold 
Left C or Bottom C. Then press the R button. 
If you did it right, there should be a 

message. Use the C buttons to change the 
numbers. Most of all, do have fun! 
Multi-player Practice 
To play in Practice mode with more than one 
player, each competitor aside from player 1 
should hold the A button at the title screen 
then have Player 1 highlight Practice and 

press A. If you do this all of the players 
who were holding A will get to play in 

Practice mode together. 
To have the N64 play 

against itself 
At the team screen, 

highlight the team 
you would like to use 
and press Right C 

      

   

    

   

   

                  

   

        

   

three times. You will hear a click to tell you 
that it has, indeed, worked. 

Trades 
Go to Setup, then Options. Hold down L and 
press the following C buttons: Down, Down, 

Up, Up, Down, Right, Right, Down. Now go 

to records and access Team Stats. Press top 
C ten times. A special Modify Teams option 
will appear. 
Non-Stop Fighting 
During the game go to Option and highlight 
Fighting. Now hold L and press the following 
C buttons: Right, Left, Left, Right, Down, Up, 
Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Right, Left. 
You should now get into a fight every time 
you check. 

WG CLAYFIGHTER 63 1/3 
To play as Boogerman 
At the Character Select screen hold the L 
button and on the D-Pad press Up, Right, 

To play as Dr Kiln 
At the Character Select screen hold L and 
press A, C-Down, C-Right, C-Up, C-Left, B. 

e ES 
Down, Left, Right, Left. % 

2 : 
3 ? t 

To play as Sumo Santa ‘ 
— At the Character Select screen hold 

Land press A, C-Down, C- 
Right, C-Up, C-Left, A. 

Random Select 
Press R and L 
simultaneously at 
the Character 
Select screen for 
the random 

fighter selection. 
Secret Options 

At the Character Select 
screen hold L and press C- 
Up, C-Right, C-Left, C- 
Down, B, A, A. The 

screen will flash to 
confirm the code. 

Now press 
the B button 
to go back 
to the title 
screen. Here 

you'll need to select Options and check out 
the Secret Options. 

WH Doom 64 
Supercode —- W93M 7H20 BCYO PSVB 
Supercode 2 - @TJL BDFW BFGV JVVB 

Level 32 - In the staging area, explode all 
the barrels except the first one (nine in total). 
Then, go to the teleporter to come back to 

the beginning. Explode the first barrel and 
hurry to the door behind. 
M. Kelly, Aboyne 

9 COMIX ZONE 
For level select go to Options & 
and the Junk Box and press C 
on these numbers in this order 
14, 15, 18, five, 13, 13, 18, 

15, six and if you’ve done it 

right, a voice should say “Oh 

yeah”. To go to the level you 
want, press (i.e. press C on 
sound five for 
level five). 
For invincibility on 
Comix Zone on 

the Sega Mega 
Drive, press C on three, 

12, 17, two, two, 10, two, 7, 7, 

11 and a voice should say “Oh 
yeah”, if done correctly. 
Wayne Morrall, Barnsley. 

S&H SEGA TOURING CAR 
Put these dates on the clock to get 
the three Global events: 

    

   

    

   

  

   

  

      

  

   
   

      

   
   

          

Ist event — 25/12/97 — special one day 
race, new track race and time attack. 

2nd event — 13/2/98 HIT and RUN - 
One lap round all three tracks with one line 
of cones round the whole track with a max 
of 200 hits. 
3rd Event - 1/4/98 APRIL FOOLS! - 

You go round Brick Wall Town backwards. 
To get one extra colour design press R or L 

Shift while selecting your car. this does not 
include the Toyota Supra. 

TAMAGOTCHI 
1. Buy hammer. 
2. Unwrap hammer from packaging. 
3. Raise hammer from above head and 
strike Tamagotchi... Hard. 
4. Mail the contents of your floor, path or 

t anvil into the big green box with brown 
3 lid outside your house. 
3 5. Watch with glee as it gets crushed 
$ even more by the binmen. (Or women). 

¢ What you get: 
$ The satisfaction of owning up that you 

# really DO find them annoying. And a 
.¢° warm fuzzy feelin 

Paul Wetherhill, Redcar 

Hi! Evan Yap from the Philippines 
here. | have codes for Destruction 
Derby on the PlayStation. 
Go to Wrecking Racing, then chose 

championship and type MACSrPOO. 
Go to Destruction Derby, then choose 

Total Destruction. Go to Select Track and you 
will have complete access to all the arenas. 
Evan Yap, er... Philippines 

(2 RESIDENT EVIL 
When you have the gun, save and then exit 
the game. Now use a Hex editor to open the 
savedat.1 in the RE directory. Search for 
directory location 000320 and when you've 
found it go to 2f (hex code). Now change 
the value t the following... 
O02 - default gun with max ammo 
O3ff — Shotgun with max ammo 
O4ff - Colt Python 
O6ff - Flame Thrower 
07 - Bazooka 
Oaff — Rocket Launcher 
When you've changed the value you'll need 
to save the dat file. Now run the game and 
load the modified save. 

Po) JEDI KNIGHT 
5858lvr — Show the full map 
bactame — Restore health 
deeznuts — Up to next level of Force 
eriamjh = Fly 
imayoda = Become light Jedi Lord 
jediwannabe - God mode 

pinotnoir x - Warp to x where x is 
a number between 1 and 21 

& raccoonking — Get all 
Force powers 
red5 — Get all weapons 
sithlord - Become dark 
jedi lord 

slowmo 1 - Slo-mo 
thereisnotry — Warp 

to next level 
wamprat — Get your 

hands on all items 
whiteflag 1 — Turns off 
enemy Al 
yodajammies — Restore 
manna (force power) 

(Pc) QUAKE 
Code Result God - God 
mode but don’t use it 
as it says, “John Doe 

AG



has died of boredom.” 
GIVE S - Shotgun shells 
GIVE C - Battery charge 
GIVE R = Rockets 
GIVE N - Nails 
GIVE H - Health 

NOCLIP - Lets you walk through walls 
MAP E1M — WARP TO X MAP (X is number) 

IMPULSE 255 - Quad damage mode 
NOTARGET - Enemies can’t see you unless 

you shoot at them 
FLY - You can fly (use D for up and 
C for down) 

IMPULSE 11 - Gives you the jewels (one for 
every time you use it, and you'll only need 
to use it four times) 

SV gue 50 — Reduces gravity 

CO FIFA '97? 
Set the system date on your computer to 

February 29, 1997 to enable these cheats. 

Select the Singapore team and while you're 
playing the game key in 
the following... 
KELONG - Access to 

hidden players like 
Abbas Saad and 
Micheal Vana 
LAOCHIAO - Access to hidden players like 
Quah Kim Song and Dollah Kassim 
KAYA - Forces referee to conduct the match 
in his underwear 
LTH — Forces opponent to score own goals 
CATATONA - Enables player to deliver 
flying kick to spectator 
Soo 

'PC) DIE HARD TRILOGY 
To convert the PlayStation cheats to the PC 
use the following codes... 
Square = e 
Triangle = a 
Circle = 0 
iXe'x 

Right = right 
Down = down 

Up = up 

Left = left 
NOTE — You should ignore all R1, R2, L1 

and L2 

EN 

<*) DIE HARD 1 
Pause the game and enter the following 
(R=right, L=left, U=up and D=down) 

God mode — Rude 
50 Grenades — Redo 
Fat mode — Reed 
Skeleton Mode - Ax10, Rx4 

Silly Mode - Doodad 
Unlimited ammo - Rudder 
Sacrifice to gods - Dead 
Enemy with guns between legs — Rear 
Odd shaped people - Lard 

Pc) DIE HARD 2 
Skeleton mode — Dead 

God mode - Dare 
Any gun — Rude (twice for God Mode) 
Grenade Rockets — Reload 

PC) DIE HARD 3 
Fat mode - Lard 

Infinite lives — Louder 

(Pc) NHL “97 
Hold shift and type WAGD 
H=— home team scores goals 
V - Visitor scores 
P — Ends period 
G - Ends game = 
O - Overtime 
| — Causes injury 
F - Fight 
T — Shrinks players 
1 — Two min penalty    

2 - 4 min penalty 
4 - 5 min penalty 
5 — Penalty shot 
Daniel aaa Brendan Tinelly 

= ABE’S ODDYSEE 
For a level select whilst in the main menu 
hold R1, ¥, «, ©, ©, ©, ©, ©, ©, « ». If 

you've done this correctly Abe will give 

you one of his cutesy little “OK’s. 

<< NEED FOR SPEED 2 
Enter these codes at the password * 
screens 
JEPME — JEEP 
LCME - Long car 

WAGOME - Station Wagon 
TREXME — T-Rex 

OUTHME - Out house 
TRAMME - Tram 

— QUATME - Secret car 
e By) BNZME - Benz 
ae CRATME — Crate 

LOGME - Log 

   

   

    

    

  

       
    

      

   

MAZME - Mazda 
VOVME - Volvo 
BEETME — Secret car 

ARMYME — Army car 

BUSME — BUS 
LIMOME - Limo 

SEMIME — Semi 

SNOWME - Snowplough 
BUGME — VW Beetle 
VANME - Van 

srs BLOOD OMEN: 
LEGACY OF KAIN 
Enter all of these codes on 

the inventory screen... 
All FMV - «,»,©,©,0,5»,4 then Select 

Blood Refill - a,»,©,©,0,9,m,« then Select 
Full Magic - »,»,@,©,4,8,»,4 then Select 

<= FORMULA ONE ’97 
Type in the following as your driver’s name 
to achieve the desired effect... 
SWINGING SIXITIES - Gets you a ‘60’s style 

course with old cars 
VIRTUALLY VIRTUAL — Strange FX 

LITTLE WEELZ — Gets you little wheels 
PI MAN - Lets you play in WipEout mode 
ZOOM LENS - Zooms the camera in 
BOX CHATTER — See the commentator 
BILLY BONUS - Three new courses 

cnce MARVEL SUPER HEROES 
Play as Doom... 
Start the game without short-cuts on then, on 
the character select screen, press ¥, ¥ (and 

hold the second 8)and rapidly press LK, MK, 

FK, in one motion so that at first you press 
LK. Then while still holding LK press MK 
followed by FK so that you're holding them 
all together. 

If you do it quickly enough you'll 
hear “Captain America”. But a second later 
Doom’s face should appear. For this cheat to 
work you must have beaten the game at 
least once. 
Play as Thanos... 
Do exactly the same as above but replace 

the kicks with the 

=~ 

  

appropriate punches. FOr this fo Work you 
must have beaten the game af least once. 
Taz rege Isle 

= AIR COMBAT 
Hidden game 
While the game is loading hold R1 and the 
© buttons. When CDs start flying about the 

     

    

   

"screen press @, <, 4». 

Ge A small cudnen icon 
will appear in the lower left 

corner of the screen. Next fime there is a 
loading sequence a hidden game will 
pop up. 
Alternative plane colour 
Hold down R1 and © while the 
game is loading. You'll be presented 
with flying CDs then press @, ¥, «, 
», @, 9, «, mand then RI. 
A small jet icon will appear in 
the bottom left corner of the 
screen. The colour scheme of 
your plane will now 
be different. 

Alternative 
wingman colour 
Before the loading screen with 
the bird logo appears press 
R1 and © together and the 
screen will display 
bouncing CDs. Now hold 
down R1 while pressing 
start ten times. This enables you to change 
your wingman’s colour. Of course, you must 

have chosen a wingman for this to work. 
Original Paint schemes 
To play with the original paint schemes in 
two-player mode hold down R1 and © when 
the game is loading. You'll be presented with 
the bouncing CD screen, then press «, », «, 
208,88, 6,0,500 
Access all planes 
Finish all the missions in easy mode to gain 
access to all 16 planes. 
Access all wingmen 
Complete all missions in normal mode to be 
able to select from all the wingmen. 
Level select 
By completing the game in hard mode you'll 
be able to choose from all the planes, 
wingmen and start levels prior to beginning 
the game again. 
Adam Jones, Gosport 

0 DIDDY KONG RACING 
Magic codes 
All the following codes should be 
entered on the magic codes screen, 

leaving no spaces between the words and 
with all lower case letters. Some of them 
only work on two-player mode and others 
only work on adventure mode. Also the race 
affecting cheats, eg the Max power up, will 

not work on the bosses. 
arnold — Larger characters 
jointventure — Two-player adventure mode 

doublevision — Select same player twice. 
freeforall - Max power-up 

on balloons 
freefruit — Start with ten bananas 
vitaminb — No limit to bananas 

ge — Remove zippers 
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noyellowstuff - Disable bananas | | 
byebyeballoons — Disable balloong } 
timetolose — Ultimate Al 
bogusbananas — Bananas red 
bodyarmour — All balloons are 
yellow (shield) 
rocketfuel - All balloons are blue (boost) 
bombsaway = Alll balloons are red (missiles) 
oppositesattract = Alll balloons are 
rainbow (magnet) 
toxicoffender = All balloons are green 

(drop behinds) 
teenyweenies — Half size characters 
jukebox — Music menu (see audio 
options) 

462 offroad — Allows driving with 
---"" more grip on grass sand ete 
blabbermouth — Horn cheat enables 

speech when Z-trigger is pressed 
whodidthis = View credits 
William Duxfield, Merseyside 

(1) CANNONFODDER 
Passwords 

PXJND — Mission one 

UZHNC — Mission two 

~ S©_ JHHII = Mission three 
OFLA — Mission four 
DWKFG - Mission five 
EZMBE — Mission six 

JBLBD — Mission seven 
%, OBSRH - Mission eight 

TTEFD — Mission nine 

UTEFD Mission ten 

FRLYA — Mission 11 

EOBJF - Mission 12 

@ MICKEY 
MANIA 
Level select 
Go to the option screen. 

Next set music to continue , 

FX to appear and speech to think. Go to the 
exit option, hold down left until you hear a 
kind of bell ringing chime. Then start the 
game and chose any level. 

9 EARTHWORM JIM 
Level Select 
Start the game and then press start, 

A\left,B,B,A,A Right, B,B and A 
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Infinite Ammo 
This cheat should be used before Jim’s ammo 
gets too low. All you have to do is press 
Start, A, B, B, B,C, A, C, C 

LOM KING 
Invulnerability and level select 
From the menu screen you first need to 

choose options, then go to the soundtest and 
press Right, A, A, B, now press Start and 
both options will appear 
Jamie Lee, Malta 
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SECRET ROOM 
At the back of Lara’s Garden in the training 
ground you'll find a maze. If you go to the 
back of this is you'll find a tunnel leading to 
a switch. Press it and itll open a door in the 
house just under the stairs. 
Then run like the wind all the 
way back to the house and go 
through the door. You'll now find 
yourself in the room where Lara 
keeps all of her gold and treasure 
chests. 
Nick C, Milton 

UNLIMITED FLARES ; 
Yes, to relive those 
heady days of the ‘60s, 
without fear of running 
out of your most 
fashionable pair of 

1, loons, you simply 
have to do the 
following... When 
you've run out of 

those light providers 
(not the preferred trouser 

wear of earthy-types) 
simply pull out your gun 

and press L2. 

__ FIGHTING DIRTY 
This isn’t supposed to be a 
cheat but it’s a neat way 

Of getting rid of a a room 
that’s chock full of 
baddies. Try out the old 
guns and ammo 
routine. For those who 
don’t know what it 
is... Walk forward 
one step and then 

walk backward one 
step. Draw your 
weapons and furn 
around three fimes in 
any direction, then jump 
backward or forward. 
Make sure you save 
before trying this tip. And 
it's not for people who own 
PlayStations without a 
memory card. The result 
is a rather hefty Lara- 
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based explosion which deploys shrapnel and 
excess Lara all over your screen... and of 
course you die! 
Paul Wetherhill, Redcar 

   
When you're performing these 

, cheats for the PC you'll need to 
make sure that the flare is going 
at full strength and that you wait 

and hold it for a second. Make 
sure that you perform all the 
movements as smoothly as 
possible. And ensure that you 

don’t rush the commands, because 
"® if you do these cheats simply 

won't work... 
Lara Explodes 
Walk forward one step and back 
one step. Stop then spin round 
three times and jump backward. 

Weapons cheat 
Do the weapons cheat from Tomb Raider... 
Step forward and then back, then do three 

complete turns before performing a 
back flip. But to keep Lara from 
exploding you should be 
holding a flare, then you'll get 
all the weapons. 
Level Skip 
Do the EXACT same thing as in the 
weapons cheat only you should jump 
forward instead of backward. Once again 
make sure you're holding that flare. 

PlayStation 4 
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For the PSX codes you need to forget the 
ones from the first game. For this version 
there is no sequence of key hits besides 
those to make Lara move. When you try to 
do these cheats, make sure you’re actually in 

Gameplay and not on the menu screen. 

EXPLOSION 
This is the same as the PC version of 
this cheat. 

WEAPONS CHEAT 
Hold down the walk button. Then use the 
D-pad and step left, step right, step left, step 

Pil explode 
for you 

big boy.... 

    

   

        

     

   

back, step 

forward and 

spin three 
times in 

either 
direction 

then backflip 
and immediately 

hit the roll button. 

LEVEL SKIP 
Hold down the walk button. 

Then use the D-pad and step left, 

step right, step left step back, step 
forward and spin three times in 

either direction. Then do a jump forward 
and hit the roll button straight away. 
Daniel Frghltyr Judging by his 
handwriting) 

     
   

  

BEAR MR SEQKG, 
| am writing fo tell you 

about a litle secret 
l stumbled upon 
while playing 

Tomb Raider 2. 
On the very first 

level (The Great Wall) 

     

    

  

    

    
      
   
   
   

   
    
     
    

We never stop marvelling at the resourcefulness 
of GamesMaster readers, ever keen to help their 
fellow gamesplayer with hints, cheats, tips and 
the like. It was no surprise when the letters 
started to flood in from tomb raiders... 

you should come across a zip line. Instead 
of going down the cable, turn around and 
grab the edge of the cliff making sure that 
you’re way to the left until you come to the 
wall. Let go and fall on the 
block below. If you look back 
up, there should be a crevice 
in the wall you've just 
dropped off. Jump up and 
grab on to it, shimmy right 

until you can climb up. At the 
end of this new room there's 

a ladder. Head down into the 
corridoor at 

the bottom. 
When you 

come out, light a 
flare and be 
ready fo meet an 
old friend, a 
T-Rex. There is a 
grenade 
launcher (with 
ammo) and a 

secret Idol. Come 
back out and there 
will be another T-Rex 
waiting for you. 
Luke Bradshaw, 
Manchester 

   

     

   
    

    

  

     

  

        

   
   
     

    
   

    

  

    

  

Come on, he a Game Spong! 
This is your chance to join the 
ranks of the GM Secrets Service 
and prove what a thoroughly 
sinful gamesplaying bloke/lass 
you are. Send us your tips, 
cheats, codes, hints and just 
plain old in-game quirks and 
we'll print them each issue. All 
of us know at least one game a 
bit too well - our Robin knows 
Resident Evil just a bit too 
intimately for instance — but 
that’s something to be proud of. 
So go on, prove to everyone 
what a top game spong YOU 

are! This is set to become THE 

Tips by ink: 
Secrets Service 

GamesMaster 

Future Publishing 
Beauford Court 

30 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1l 2BW 

most comprehensive source of 
tips you can get your sweaty 

little hands on... 
Tips by wire: 
marcus. hawkins@futurenet.co.uk 
ellis@futurenet.co.uk 
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LO6king for something? LOGk no further!! 

We guarantee these prices until the March publication on February 26th 

Classifi eds ((1) 

N64 rrp ourprice PSX rrp ourprice SATURN rrp ourprice PC CD-ROM RRP OURPRICE 
FI '98 54.99 49.99 LOST WORLD 39.99 34.99 ATHLETE KINGS 39.99 19.99 ALONE IN THE DARK / 

MARIO 64 59.99 44.99 N.MARE CREATURES 34.99 29.99 BLAST CHAMBER 29.99 12.99 SHADOW OF THE COMET 14.99 10.99 

LAMBORGHINI 54.99 44.99 ODDWORLD 44.99 39.99 FIGHTING VIPERS 19.99 12.99 COMPLETE ON SIDE SOCCER 19.99 10.99 

NBA HANGTIME 59.99 44.99 MOTO RACER 39.99 34.99 GALAXY FIGHT 44.99 12.99 DISCWORLD 2 14.99 10.99 

Fi POLE POSITION 54.99 44.99 PERFECT WEAPON 44.99 39.99 PINBALL GRAFFITI 44.99 24.99 LIVE ACTION FOOTBALL 12.99 9.99 
ALL GAMES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 

OPEN MON-FRI 9.30-5.30 

OSO0OO 783 5064 
E & OE. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT BUT EXCLUDE CARRIAGE 

isto] 
VISA Ce — 
  

  

Mail Order Specialist 
for the 

"om 
SONY PLAYSTATIONS 

now only £89.99 incl P&P 

N64 OFFER 
Send in your PlayStation with any 10 games: 

for a new Nintendo 64 
with Mario 64 - cail for details 

SATURN £69.99 

  

   

  

ALLYNX 

TIMESTAR SOFTWARE 
Tel (01228) 20643 

          

     
        

   
      
      

  

   
   

~, < 

To advertise in 
GamesMaster, 

Britain's fastest growing 
multiformat magazine, 

(@) PlayStation £ 

Croc 23.99 
Nightmare Creatures 29.99 

Nintendo 64 

Nagano Winter Olympics 37.99 

Diddy Kong Racing S709 

PC CD ROM (e) 
Worms 2 19.99 

  

JAGUAR £39.99 

   

      

   

Top Gear Rally 
Wave Race 
Mario Kart 
Mischief Makers 
Blast Corps 
Doom £29.99 
Lamborghini 64 
Mace 
Tetrisphere 
fexat £29.99 
Starfox 
Multi Racing Championship £ 09, 99 
LSS. 
Turok (while stocks lost) £29.99 

Goldentye 
Extreme G £39.99 
Clayfighter 
NFL Oeaterboa 98 
Lamborghini 64 
Duke Nukem 
Diddy Kong Racing 
Mystical Ninja 
Banjo & Kazooie 
tis seo 
ti m 

weew Vs World Tour 
Quake 
San Francisco Rush £39.99 
Fighter of Destiny 

     

      

call Tarik Browne on 
(01225) 44 22 44 

email: tarik.orowne@futurenet.co.uk 

FIFA 98 Road World Cup 22.99 
Gameboy SNES Saturn phone   

f 
Go Trouble Makers £20.99 
mberman £29.99 
Iti Racing Championship £24.99 
eman 5 

Puyo Puyo 3 
Wild Choppers 
Hiryo th en Twin 
Hyper 0 Olympics 
Bra : rit 

fory £49.99 

ngh of Fi 
| Superher 

be Coll 
Dead or Alive 
Wonder 3 
Sonic R 
Street 

Hse he 
UNIVERSAL CONVERTERS 

New releases coming on all systems daily - ring for details. Best deals on 
part-exchange. Lots of back-catalogue games in stock on all systems. 

Trade enquiries welcome. 

Next day delivery - Over 200 Import PlayStation Games In Stock 

Send cheques/POs to address below 
POSTAGE & PACKING FREE 

UK MAINLAND ONLY. 

29 BEVERLEY RISE 
HARRABY, CARLISLE 
CUMBRIA, CA1 3RX 

Final Fantas 
Soul Edge 
Rage Racer 
Bushido Blades 
Tobal 2 
Street Fighter Collection 
Street Fighter X 
Directors Cut Resident Evil 
Enhancer 
Grand Turismo 
Bio Hazard 2 
Marvel Super Heroes 
Ace Combat 2 
Cool Boarders 2 
Ea vl Collection 
Tekken 

b Raider 2 

rs 96 

puter tts) 

NOW IN STOCK 

sexe! cond 

Also at: 10 Mill Hill * Leeds * LS! 500 (near Railway Station/City Centre) Tel: O113 234 1116 
Qur Web Address: http:/www.newgeneration.demon/co.uk   

50 Station Road, 

Aldershot, Hants, GU11 1BG 
Phone 

© 01252 344454 ext. 260 ie) 
for current price list 

THE JILTIMATE 
IN CHEATS /TIPS & 

SOLUTIONS 

FoR CONSOLE GAMES 
0891-318-400 
0891-318-401 

0891-318-402 
0891-318-403 
0891-318-403 . 

0891-318-404 . 

0891-318-405 
0891-318-406 

0891-318-40 

0891-318-408 

0891-318-409 

0891-318-410 

0891-318-411 

0891-318-412 
0891-318-413 .. 
0891-318-414 

0891-318-415 

0891-318-416 .. 
0891-318-417 

INFORMATION LINE & INDEX OF ALL SERVICES 
PLAYSTATION CHEATS / CODES / HELP 
PLAYSTATION LUCKYDIP CHEATS "N" TIPS 
ADVENTURE / BROKEN SWORD 1 & 2 / DISCWORLD, ETC 
.FAXBACK FULL SOLUTIONS AND CHEATS NEW 
-RESIDENT EVIL & FINAL FANTASY 7 
PLAYSTATION NEW RELEASE HELPLINE 
TOMB RAIDER | & Il FULL SOLUTION & CHEATS NEW 
.SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS 

NUCLEAR STRIKE / ROSCO / LOST WORLD + LOTS MORE 
SEGA SATURN CHEATS / TIPS / HINTS 
.SEGA SATURN MEGA LINE TIPS / HELP & CHEATS 
PLAYSTATION CHEATCODES / THE DOGS BOLLOX 
SEGA SATURN NEW RELEASE HELPLINE 
MORTAL KOMBAT III, CODES / MOVES / CHEATS 
SEGA SATURN GOLDEN OLDIES CHEATS ‘N’ TIPS NNEVW 
MORTAL KOMBAT || CODES / CHEATS & MOVES 
-PLAYSTATION MEGA HELP / TIPS / CHEATS 
HUGE SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS AREA 

GOT A FAX MACHINE??? 
CALL 0891-318-403 FOR FULL FAXBACK OF 

NEW CHEATS / TIPS / ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS! NEW 

Please ask the phone owner before using this service, calls cost 50p per minute at all times   CONSOLVE LTD: TEL: 0181-561-5040



     
Five N64s and copies of 
Snowboard Kids (reviewed on 
page 58) wait for the best face- 
pullers! Send us your photos... 

 



          

A P200MMX with 3Dfx card and all the trimmings 
plus a copy of Ultimate Race Pro all courtesy of 
MicroProse to whoever can give us the chills. 

B45) Our congratulations go to Sanderson from Hastings, R 
Stuart Lane of Seisdon who Waghorne from Ilford and 
should report that infestation Catherine Andrews from 
of 6ft mice to the Ambleside. Well done all of 
Environmental Health and you, your prizes are on their 
Chris Lloyd from Stevenage. — way as you read this (or, by 
The winners of our recent some strange quirk of time 
Alien Resurrection book travel, may well be with 
competition are Rob you already). 

    

   

      

| WANNA WIN! >& | WANNA WIN! %& | WANNA WIN! o& | WANNA WIN! o& | WANNA WIN! 

  

   

  

INATIIOS Oe aaa ose sae vencuduncucenneaee Joke:    IAMUTOSST i ee ee fH | 

Retura to: 2re” 
PPTTTTTT TLE ELLE You're having a laugh 

GamesMaster Magazine 
auvasusansusuaaxauuansuaseumeseunassn Future Publishing 

30 Monmouth St 

Bath 

GareaceteensSesacs cues tecosssetenteaes BAi 2BW



      

Take out a subscription to Gamesiilusior 
now and we'll throw in an extra two 
issues 7)30luialy i729, You pay fe 
issues and you get 14! 

™_ 
f, 

  

Two free 
\ issues? £ 

lelivery. | 
“If you live in the UK then every 
issue will be delivered to your 
home at no extra cost. 
Overseas readers, postage 
*arged at cost. 

Order hotline 01458 271114, 
Please quote reference number GM83 when ordering   

  

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay Direct Debits. 

Originator’s Identification Number 

ulure @ 9] 3] 3 
PUBLISHING DIRECT | 0 0| 7| 6 

‘Your guarantee of value Debit 

                i Future Publishing Ltd. 

oo ed hoe siren ci Please send this form to address shown 
Title Initials Surname Somerset. TA11 6BR 

  
  

     
   
   
   

    

   

    

  

    

   
         

Address 
  

1. Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society branch 

To: The Manager 

Bank/Building Society 

Postcode Country. 
  

Daytime telephone no 
  

  

Address Your subscription will start with the next available issue. European subscribers, quote your 
  

  

  Please start/extend my subscription at the rate ticked below O y p Postcode 
  

2. Name(s) of 
¢ 14 issues + Binder © Direct Debit MIUK £33 (UK ONLY) see coupon to the rignt _O"*"S account holder(s) 

are for airmail only 

® By cheque or credit card ® 14 issues 

MUK £33 MEurope (inc Eire) £41* Ml Rest of world £46.50* 

  

3. Branch sort code (from the top right 
hand corner of your cheque) 

  

                  

  

4, Bank or Building Society 

account number 

5. Instruction to your Bank or Building Society 

Please pay Future Publishing Direct Debits from the account detailed on this Instruction subject to the 
safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. | understand that this instruction may remain with 
Future Publishing and if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank or building society. 

                                  UK readers return this coupon by freepost to: GAMESMASTER Magazine, Subscriptions, Future Publishing 

Ltd, Freepost BS4900, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 6BR 

Overseas readers return (postage payable) to: GAMESMASTER Magazine, Subscriptions, Future Publishing 

Ltd, Cary Court, Somerton, Somerset, UK TA11 6TB 

  

Please choose your method of payment 
  

   
  

  

  

  

  

              

         

         

  

          

  

  

  

    
af Direct Debit. The full amount of your subscription will be deducted in advance and in one lump sum. (Direct Debit 

of instr annot be sent via e-mail, fax or photocopy.) Signature(s) Date 

2. Cheque (payable to Future Publishing Ltd. Sterling cheques drawn on a UK account.) 
: Ref No (Office use only) 

3. Visa Mastercard Expires Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account. 

Card no The Direct Debit Guarantee (copy/retain for reference) 
aay This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The 

efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. 

Signature caicerls Date __ We will debit your account with the full amount as soon as your instruction has been processed. Thereafter we will 
debit your account at the time of renewal. 
* If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change, Future Publishing will notify you of this in advance by at 

_ . Ere AN AE snarate Davment. for es AB pe least 14 days as agreed. 
Back Issues order here: Please enclose a separate payment for your back issues e ian eo Sainte Future Publishing or our Bank/Buldng paiatiey: npdiach niendinnesioas 

; ret m your branch of the amount paid. 
Please can | have: as shown on the page opposite * You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time, by writing to your Bank or Building Society. Please also send a copy of 
Total amount enclosed £1 postage in Europe, £2 for the rest of the world. your letter to us. 
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Tips glorious 
tips... we’ve got 

Wold them dripping 
{ from every 

‘Me orifice, seeping 
from every pore. 

The only place to get 
your hands on them is 
in the pages of this 
highly respected 
publication. Don’t say 
you weren’t told.



   
OH, BROTHER! 
Dear GM 
Salaam and peace be with you honourable games 
lovers. | am here to tell you the tale of my own 

misfortune that all began when | bought a Nintendo 
64. | started playing it and thought it was great. Then 
in walked my little brother and insisted that he be 
allowed a go. And another... and another, until by 

the time he’d finished, I’d become bored of the whole 
game. | just couldn’t find the will to play anymore. The 
spark had gone out of my copy of Diddy Kon 
Racing. So let this be a warning to all those older 
brothers out there... keep your younger relations off 
your Nintendo. 

By the way, is there a Donkey Kong game coming 
out for the Nintendo and when might we catch a 

glimpse of it? 
A very frustrated older brother 

Share and share alike is what we say here at the 
happy commune that is GamesMaster Towers. Spread 
every drop of happiness that you possibly can. 
Imagine that you are a sunflower seared out 
spoonfuls of joy and... Oi, Les get yer mitts off that 
you thieving, low down, good fer nuting srk oo I'm 
sorry, where was |? Anyway, for news on Donkey 
Kong Racing see pages 12 and 13 in this issue's 
Network Pages. And remember that while your little 

i brat of a little brother is occupied with your cory of 
is 

  
    

    

   
NA V nn AR IETTED 

U AN YOU D U AN\ BE | n 
DearGM 
What the bloomin’ hell are Imagitec playing at? 
Surface to air yoghurt maker? Topless junior 
angler? Or is it going to be (and this is where my 
money is...) the age old ‘lets keep the punter 
waiting’ game. ail as 

| am of course refering to the one and only (the 
I've not seen the damn thing...) ‘Freelancer 2120’. 
The goldarned hottest thing to appear on the 
Jaguar since its mythical ‘Marina Sirtis bears all’ 
license which Atari were rumoured to have. You 
MUST remember the oh-so-sexy looking preview 
shown back in issue 16 April 1994. Hell, | 
bought a Jaguar just for the 
chance to play it. Well 
I'll be darned if | don’t 
stitch my own trousers, 
when up pops issue 40, 
March 1996 of 
GamesMaster. Lo and : 
indeed behold, Atari’s gone %, 

—
 

   

  

   
       0125 

being)te-vamped fo take fullledva       
t 96. You tinkers at GM state t 

have more news of this game as it | 
release date. So here we are in the 
1998 and what news of Freelance 
a peep out of it, have you? sé 

No don’t tell me... it’s now planned for Sega’s 
new 128-Bit Dural. If this is the case then can | 
igs out that the extreme violence | picture in my 
ead is only a small warning of things to come! 

<iff 
moved by the 
own blacken 
too long near that Ajax bottle... ah, that — 
lemony freshness). te 

So folks at GM, what news from the | 
_(East , West or South for that ma 
Ross Sillifant 

~ PS. What do you think to 

badgers then? 

      

   

    
      

  

    

  

      

  

    
   

    jing to think that this game is being 
jowers of evil and guided by Satan’s 
hand (then again maybe I've spent 

     
     
          

   
   

  

        
       

  

      
      

  

4       

       

  

   

    

Diddy Kong pith you can be rifling through hi 
possesions (cue evil chuckle). 

PG = PERPETUAL CHANGE! 
Dear GamesMaster 
The reason I’m writing to you has to do with the PC. 
As | own one of these funky gadgets | decided to hit 
the town on a bit of a games spending spree and buy 

some of those top and reall 
rather cool games on fer 

| mean, why shouldn't | 
add to my already 

stunning collection of 
titles (which includes 
the first two Monkey 

Island games, both 
of which run on 
Windows 3.1)? 
Anyway, | got 
to where | 
was going 
and then two 

to hell in a shopping basket 
(bloody Kwik Save at that) then 
up pops Imagitec who proudly 
announce that the Jaguar CD game is 
no more. But no need for those comedy 
breasts just yet as here’s the bonus... it’s 

  

   
   

   

                

           

eye... Men in Black and The Curse of Monkey Island. 
So | first checked out MiB but, reading the small print, 
dang if it didn’t require Windows ’95. Never mind, 
the third chapter of Monkey Island wouldn’t let me 
down... it was sure to run on Windows 3.1. But, in 
the words of Homer S, “DOH!” — Windows 95 
again. | need help and soon... and before you say it, 
| can’t see my motherboard being updated in the near 
future. So wl games for Windows 3.1 finally fade 
away like they did for the AMIGA, Commodore and 
Sega System, leaving me to complete classics like Sam 
and Max and Day of the Tentacle time after time? 
Andrew Dowling, Scotland 

principle of impermanence, change and flux. Yes, 
Windows 3.1 is on its way out, yes, you'll need to 
upgrade to Windows ’95 and one day that'll also 
become obsolete. So for now keep enjoying Sam and 
Max and start saving your pennies for that upgrade. 
And do remember that PC hardware prices are 
always dropping. 

Dear GM 
First, great magazine. Second, Tom Holwell in issue 
63 can shove his ‘verbal battles’ where the sun don’t 
shine! It’s fun to have people fighting over which is the 
best console. Anyway, for arguments sake the 
PlayStation is by far the best. It’s the only console that 

   
Aah, Andrew... this is a truely enlightening moment 

way.to illustrate the Buddhist 

 



i ALL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS TO.....1- 

has Tekken 2. How good can games get? But on to 
more serious things... keep up the good work the 
reviews are sooocoo funny. 
Robert Whittle, Haycock 

Yes, we like a good verbal tustle here at GM as well. 
I’s great to hear what all of you think about new 
games, consoles and well... ont at all. So keep it 

Dear GamesMaster 
|.am writing to inform you that | have a virtual 
pet which has reached 99 years-old, the oldest 
a virtual pet can go. | have enclosed a photo of 

  

As you probably know, we're always looking to improve 
GamesMaster even more and as it's your magazine, we 
want to know what you think of its development. So, 
please name your three favourite bits of this issue in 
order of preference — they can be specific pages or 
sections in general. Whatever — just be honest... 

1 

3 

And let us know which bit you didn’t like this 
month (and why)... 

Also, tell us which three areas of GamesMaster 
you’d improve (and how)... 

up, folks. Get opinionated and mouthy and tell us I 
exactly what you think. ULVERSTON & SOUTH 

2 

Dear GM 
“| In January 1997 you said 3 

that Capcom planned to 
make a Resident Evil film with 
a German company but, that 
it was a rumour. In fact, | 

found a poster for the film 
while surfing the Net. It says 
that Jason Patric from Speed 
2 has ae a in the role of 

Fj Chris Redfield and Demi 
onl eee ey ee Pat Moore has been cast in the 

oti! Valentine? role of Jill Valentine. Please 
print this letter as it’s vital for Resident Evil fans. 
Richard Harrid, Coventry 

  

Well isn’t Demi Moore a busy woman? What with her 
potential role in the Tomb Raider film and now the 
Resident Evil film. Who knows, she'll probably be 
playing the part of Princess Daisy next in Mario Kart 
the movie. We're all looking forward to the Res Evil 
film no matter who actually ends up playing the part 
of Jill or Chris. We'll keep you Gece 

   

     

   

  

    

  

   

          

   

    

   

  

    

   
        
    

Dear GM 
I've recently started buying GamesMaster and | 
think it’s brill. | wanted to ask you if there was a 
GM fan club? If there is could you please send 
me details about it? Oh, and is the TV series 
coming back to our screens soon, or is it out 
already? | noticed in issue 64 that James Smith 
wanted to be a contestant. | think that the 
show is brill as well! Tell me more. 
lan Hill, Birmingham 

Well, we hope that by now you're aware 
that GM the TV show has been and gone. 
And we've all had time to mourn its 
passing. But a GM fan club? No, I’m 
afraid there isn’t. Les has his own 
personal fan club though. For a small fee 
you can secure a copy of his 
autobiography, A Coffin for my Bed, 
which is not available in any book shop. 
induded in the foe is Les Elis look-a tke 
kit (including wig, tight denim trousers and 
cowboy boots) and a Les action figure (these 

FRIENDS ELECTRIC: An electronic pet being looked after by a Grange boy 
has almost reached its 100th birthday. Dean Muir, ten, of Allithwaite Road, 
has been caring for his Tamagotchi pet for 97 days and he thinks it could 
be a record. Dean said: “I've actually had it for longer than that, but it kept 
dying at first. | kept forgetting to take it with me when we wont out, but then 
tremembered it and it’s stayed alive since then, They do need a lot of look~ 
ing after and my sistor has helped me a bit. I think it could be a record 
and I'll keep it going as long as | can." 

  

me taken by my local newspaper when it 
reached 97. It lasted another two days and 
then died on the morning of its 99th birthday. 
A spirit appeared on the screen and its age no 
longer showed up. 

| bought the pet in June of last year and it 
died at the end of November. Awaiting 
your reply... 
Dean Muir, Cumbria 

Await no longer Dean, our reply is    Congratulations, you have successfully 
reared one of those bleepy, pretend 
chicken things and we salute you! After 

being featured in your local paper 
and GamesMaster magazine 
we've decided that you have a 
great future in public relations. 
Anyone who can whip up this 
enthusiasm over a virtua 

there's a new guy in town. 

Dear GamesMaster 

here. So what, who cares? Er, hang on. 

What's happening with Tomb Raider 2 
and its practice mode? In the Garden 
Labyrinth there’s a switch which 
unlocks a secret door. This door is to 
the right of the Grandfather Clock in 

Please cut out or photocopy this completed form and 
send it to: Revolutionaries, Letters, GamesMaster 
Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. It'll help 
us to help you. 

Every issue we'll put the Revolutionaries replies in 
a dirty great bag - the first one plucked receives a 
hoofing pile of gaming gear! 

AND DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS 

  

_ 

ie 

C:) 
> 

me ESS la 

  

has a lot no weapons at this stage, is there no way of entry? 
of talent. So beware Max Clifford, Then there's the cat statue beyond the windows, does 

that serve a purpose? Secondly, the home sweet home 
level — once you've eliminated all of the henchmen, 
dogs and the hardnut with the double pistols, the 
game ends giving you no opportunity to explore the 
basements with your own guns. Even if you make it to 
the Labyrinth switch with just a hardnut to do in, the 
secret door doesn’t open. The switch is still lit up on 
return and does not reset itself, so you go back to the 
basement door only to find that it’s locked. What 
purpose does this room serve? Why is Lara carrying 

the Reception Hall. This in turn reveals a__ the dagger she took from the stomach of that dragon? 
small basement that is inaccessable. Having Karl Feilding, Lancashire 

LPS 13) GAMESMASTER 66 MARCH 1998 

are currently being held at Southampton docks 
by Health and Sattey officials).     

 



  

Keith, has this minor, insignificant 
problem spoiled your enjoyment of the 
game? Has it made you feel Our 
money was wasted? Do you Foal 
cheated? No? That's because it really 
doesn’t matter, mate. 

Dear GM 
| am not surprised that 
games companies are 
moaning about the scores 

you give them. Around 
Christmas your 
scores for some of 
the major games 
fell short of the 
required 
nmicg by a 
ong shot. Is this 
because you had too 
many games and gave them all biased 
reviews? I'm talking about the likes of 

EDITOR Marcus Hawkins 
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Blond-y Hell - t 
= * THEME HOSPITAL 
SS THE PSX’S GREATEST CURE-EM-UP 

* GRAN TOURISMO~ 
VIDEOGAME RACING ’S: FINEST HOUR? \' 

| G-Mail GamesMaster Magazine, Future Publishing, 30 

Crash Bandicoot 2, Curse of Monkey 
Island and Pandemonium 2, Diddy 
Kong Racing and even Tomb Raider 2. | 
know most of these games are sequels 
but that doesn’t mean that these sequels 

should score 3-10% less. As the wise 
and the good often say, “Don’t fix 
something that ain’t broke!” 

Neil Reader, Swanmore 

Well, this has to be one of the 
strangest letters we've had in 

a long time. Our responsibility is to you 
our readers. We aim to provide you 
with Saab onieriining reviews a 

mes that will help you to spend your 
Josh wisely and avoid not only the 

james destined for the bargain 
ket but also thoughtless 

remakes. Unlike other games mags 
we don’t dish out 90% scores 

without a very good 
reason. We are firm 
but we're also fair. 
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TELL ME, DAMN IT! 
Dear GM 
| know that you've given us a litle 
information on things like the Project X 
and 64DD. You said that Sony’s 
keeping PX close to its chest. Surely they 
must have given you an idea about its 
specifications or release date. That's 
enough abuse from me for now. | know 
you’ve been helpful trying to review a 
few DD games but you say that the 
earliest it would be out is the end of this 
ear. Could you give us all an idea of 
ow much they might cost. My friends 

think that £50 should be about right. 
Kenneth Collins, West Sussex 

DD games will be out in Japan by the 
end of this year and available on 
import not too long after. As for a price, 
you can be fairly sure that, as 
production costs for discs are much 
cheaper than for carts, you'll be seeing 

PRINTING Southern Print (Poole) Ltd 
UK AND OVERSEAS NEWSSTAND 
DISTRIBUTION Future Publishing LTD 
EDITORIAL/ ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES 

GamesMaster Future Publishing LTD, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA] 2BW. 
Tel: 01225 442244 
CUSTOMER SERVICES Future Publishing LTD 
FREEPOST BS4900, Somerton, Somerset 

TA11 6BR Tel; 01225 822510 
OVERSEAS LICENSES Please contact Chris 
Power at Editorial/Advertisement address. 
THANKS! For all the lovely confidential job 
offers to the GM crew but you couldn’t afford 
us, even we wanted to move, which we don’t. 

Wild horses couldn't drag us from this place. 
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mes with a much lower price tag. As 
r VM Labs’ Project X, well even our 

faithful news hounds are finding it 
difficult to track down much information 
there. But do take a look on page ten 
for more news on the Katana. 

GRARRRUMBLE 
Dear GM 
| recently bought a copy of Blast Corps 
for the N64. While driving the Backlash 
Truck around the screen destroying 
buildings and causing havoc a massive 
power surge ripped through the house 
and blew my TV screen right across the 
room. I’ve heard of rumble packs, but 

exploding TVs? What will Nintendo 
think of next? 
Robbie Pinkerton, N64 owner 

Is this a case for Mulder and Scully, or 
the men in white coats? Do try to 
out more Robbie, there’s a good chap! 

GAMESMASTER MAGAZINE © 1998 Future 

Publishing LTD. GamesMaster TV Show © 1998 
Hewland International.Nintendo®4™, SNES™ and 

Game Boy™ are trademarks of Nintendo. Saturn™, 

Mega Drive™ and Game Gear™ are trademarks of 
Sega. PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony. Jaguar™ 
is.a trademark of Atari. 3DO™ is a trademark of The 
3DO Company. 

GamesMaster Magazine recognises all 
copyrights contained in this issue. Wherever possible 

we have acknowledged the copyright. Please contact 
us if we have failed to credit your copyright. 

All contributions are submitted and accepted on 
the basis of a non-exclusive worldwide license to 

> 

publish or license others to do so unless otherwise 

agreed in advance and in writing. 
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Market leaders in mail order home computing, established 10 years, great web site and six amazing shops 
See us on the web at http://special.reserve.co.uk for masses of information and loads of prizes to win 

Officially Authorised for PlayStation 

N’S BEST CONSOLE DEALS? 
If you don’t fancy our full Membership offers you can take a Trial Membership for just 50p 

Officially Authorised for Nintendo 

in | ARE THESE BRITAI 

Nintendo 64 with 3D Controller 

99.99 less £10 off any other item* 
Official Nintendo 64 complete with 3D controller & RF lead. 

Nintendo 64 
England 
107.99 ss £10 

Nintendo 64 complete with 3D controller, RF lead & with a 
high quality, durable, laminated England Sticker Kit. 

Nintendo 64 with 
Fire Pack TWO Nintendo 3D controllers, 

138.99 es£10croy cr and RF Lead 

off any other item* 

“Deduct £10 off the price of any one item bought at the same 
time as a Nintendo 64 and PAY LATER if your total purchase is 

between £250 and £750, subject to status 

SCART LEAD - N64 to scart TV .. 
HI-FI AUDIO LEAD- stereo... 
ITV LEAD - SVHS TV or video ... 

256K MEMORY CARD (12 slots) .. 
1 MB MEMORY CARD (48 slots) os wees 
8 MB MEMORY CARD (384 slots) ... ... ... ... ... 

NINTENDO 64 DELUXE CARRY CASE 
PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES To extend four 
controller leads by an additional 1.5 metres each 9.99 
PACK OF FOUR EXTENDER CABLES ....... ...16.99 
OFFICIAL RUMBLE PACK 14.99 

Nintendo 64 Controllers 
TOP DRIVE STEERING 
WHEEL & PEDALS ......... ...54.99 

For PlayStation, Saturn or Nintendo 
64. Programmable buttons, 9 

button control. Includes rumble 
pack slot 
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CONTROLLERS ...25.99 
Available in many different 

colours: Black, Blue, Green, 
Grey, Red & Yellow 

  

  

SHARK PAD PRO ...... 22.99 
5 fire buttons, 4 way view 
control, analogue and digital 
directional control, auto-fire 
function, slow motion function 

        

SUPER PAD PLUS ...19.99 
5 fire buttons, view control, 

analogue joystick controller, auto- 
fire function, slow motion function 

  

   

TRIDENT PRO PAD ...19.99 
8 way directional thumb controller, 
3D analogue stick, 9 fire buttons, 
autofire, slow motion and LED 
display panel      

   

   

    

N64 STICKER KITS - CARBON ... ..9.99 
N64 STICKER KITS - ENGLAND S: top of page 9.99 

MARIO 64 OFFICIAL GUIDE _......... . -9.99 
N64 UNAUTHORISED SECRETS ......... .. 9.99 

    

   

  

PAY LATER 0% 
When you spend between £250 and £750 

20% deposit y a to pay for 6 months, subject to status. You can buy 

PlayStation Value Pack 
129, 9 less £10 off any other item* 
TWO PlayStation controllers, Memory Card and Scart Lead 

PlayStation Carbon 

137.99 less £10 

é PlayStation as Value Pack 
"e® and complete with a high 

quality, durable, laminated 

Carbon Sticker Kit 

PlayStation England 
137, 99 less £10 off any other item* 
PlayStation as Value Pack and complete with a high quality 
durable, laminated England Sticker Kit. 

“Deduct £10 off the price of any one item bought at the same 
time as a PlayStation and PAY LATER if your total purchase is 

between £250 and £750, subject to status 

  

   

  

MEMORY CARD (15 slots) ... ... .. a 29.99 
1 MB SONY MEMORY CARD (15 slots) 4.99 
4 MB MEMORY CARD (120 slots) ... . 8.99 
48 MB MEMORY CARD (720 slots) + 29,99 

DUST COVER FOR PLAYSTATION _......... ...9.99 
LINK CABLE - PlayStation to PlayStation . 8.99 
SCART LEAD PlayStation RGB... ... 9.99 
X-TENDER CABLE Extends controller lead .-.9,99 

  

PlayStation Controllers 

NUGEN CONTROLLERS ...9.99 
Available in many different colours. 

Phone for details 

PREDATOR LIGHT GUN 
FOR PLAYSTATION AND 
SATURN ...18.49 
3 speed autofire, autoload 

  

MAD KATZ STEERING 
WHEEL & PEDALS 

55.99 
True analogue 

progressional steering, 
accelerator and brake. 

8 digital action buttons = = y 

OFFICIAL SONY PLAYSTATION 
CONTROLLERS . i 
Available in grey, black and white 

OFFICIAL ANALOGUE 
CONTROLLER ...22.99 

Dual analogue control sticks, 
digital directional pad. 

REAL ARCADE LIGHT 
GUN & PEDALS ...... 36.99 
Programmable auto re-load 
and autofire, unique 
kickback feature, grenade 
button 

PLAYSTATION STICKER KITS - 

          

CARBON - See topofpage  . ..-9.99 
ENGLAND ‘ aise --9.99 

BOOK OF 2500 CHEATS . +2 399 
PLAYSTATION SECRETS . i -15.99 
SECRET CODES PLAYSTATION . at 99 

        

     

   

    

     

    
    

   

  

    

    

     

   

Nintendo 64 Games 
BLAST CORPS .... 

CLAYFIGHTER 63 1/. 

CRUISIN USA ....... 

DIDDY KONG RACING 

DOON ...... oe 

DUKE NUKEM 64, 

EXTREMEG .... 

FIFA98 ....... 

FIGHTERS DESTINY 

GOLDENEYE 
HEXEN ..... H 

INTL SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 

LAMBORGHINI 64 eo i 
LYLAT WARS + RUMBLE PACK 

MADDEN 64... @ eebee 

MARIO KART 64 

NBA HANGTIME 

NBA PRO 98 ...... 

NFL QUARTER BACK ‘CLUB 98 

NHL BREAKAWAY 98 ...... ... .. 

RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR_ ..... 
SAN FRANCISCO RUSH ... ... ... 
SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 
SNOWBOARD KIDS _ ... 
SUPER BOMBERMAN 64 
TOP GEAR RALLY 

TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTI 

WAVE RACE 64 

WAYNE GRETSKY ... oe 

WCW VS NWO: WORLD ‘OUR 

YOSHI'S STORY . 

PlayStation Games 
ACTUA GOLF 2... 00. oe. ee ee 1-82.99 
ACTUA SOCCER 2 . .-31.99 
ALIEN TRILOGY .... : 
BROKEN SWORD 2 
COLONY WARS 
COMMAND & CONQUER - 
REDALERT ...... nary 
CRASH BANDICOOT 2. 
CROC ..... . 
DIE HARD TRILOGY 
DISNEY’S HERCULES ... . 
DUKE NUKEM 
FIFA 98 ....... 
FIGHTING FORCE : 
FINAL FANTASY 7 ... 
FORMULA 1 97 
G-POLICE ...... 
GRAND THEFT AUTO . 
INTERNATIONAL 
TRACK AND FIELD ....... 
INTERNATIONAL 
SUPERSTAR SOCCER PRO 
MARVEL SUPER HEROES 
MICRO MACHINES 3 
MOTO RACER .... 
NUCLEAR STRIKE... ... 2. 00. 
ODDWORLDS: 
ABE'S ODDYSEE 
PANDEMONIUM 2 ... 
PREMIER MANAGER 98 
RESIDENT EVIL - 
DIRECTORS CUT 
STREETFIGHTER 
EX PLUS ALPHA ... . 
TEST DRIVE 4 
TIME CRISIS + LIGHT GUN 
TOCA TOURING CARS 
TOMB RAIDER 2 
V-RALLY_... 
WCW VS THE 
WORMS ... 00... cee cee cee eee 

   

            

   

  

    
This is just a small selection of 
our vast range of games and 
peripherals for all formats 

  

anything from our catalogue or shops this way, providing your total purchase is 
between £250 and £750". After the six months payment holiday you can choose 
whether to pay off the outstanding balance or to commence monthly payments at 
29.8% APR. Either way there's no interest at all for the first 6 months. 

SPECIAL RESERVE Bic CLus SHOPS 
Visit one of our great shops for massive selection at rock bottom prices 

of, 0 

351 Gloucester Road (A38), 
Bristol. 

1 '/. miles from the City Centre 
and just up from Kwik Save 

Tel: 0117 924 5000 

  

  

  

168 High Street, 
Egham, Surrey. 

Near Windsor and Staines 
Just 1 mile off junction 13 on the M25 

Tel: 01784 473444 

The Maltings, Station Road, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 

Not far from the M11, just around 
the corner from the train station 

Tel: 01279 600399 
  

We guarantee the lowest price in town - by a full £2 

   
   
    

  

Tel: 

Tel: 

Tel: 

sy specia 

  

43 Broomfield Road, 
Chelmsford, Essex. 

Just around the corner from 
the bus station 

01245 348777    

164 Derby Road, 
Stapleford, Nottingham. 

2 miles from junction 25 of the M1, 
near Kwik Fit and Pizza Hut 

0115 949 1000 

  

209/213 St Mary’s Lane, 
Upminster, Essex. 

2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. 

Opposite Somerfield Supermarket 

01708 225544 
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Award-winning Special Reserve P200 MMX PC for just £899.99 inc VAT 
We'll fit any PC item bought for just £10 including VAT. We can repair most PC’s. £24 for fault diagnosis and set up plus £10 per part for fitting 

Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available and prices may 
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Special 
Reserve 

Live@http:// 
special. reserve co.uk | Aut For £6.00 

SPECIAL RESERVE ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
It's easy to join, just phone 01279 600204 

         
     

    

     
Cheats (all formats) will be sent to you with your Family 

\ Membership Card and your Paris ‘98 entry form. 

2 3. AND choose any one of the FREE GIFTS below if 
you buy just one item at the same time as you join. All of our 

gifts are worth the membership fee or more and you can extend your 
membership for £5.50 to get more gifts if you want them. 

pets why over 400,000 people have joined 
Special Reserve 

The Biggest Games Club in the World 

   

  

    

      
     

     

  

  

   

‘FREE GIFTS 
Please tick your choice of gift when you join for a 

year (£6) at the same time as buying any one item. 
If joining by telephone please ask for your gift at the time. 

MEMORY CARD 
». OR FREE FRANCE 

the ; , ‘98 FOOTBALL 
FOR NINTENDO 64 tat) 
123 pages (12 slots). Full aa 

» Full size 82 panel 

load & save q 

FREE 256K 
  

    

   

    

OR FREE 1 MB 
PLAYSTATION 
MEMORY CARD 

15 slot. 1 MB loose   
     

      
      
        

  

       

          

        

       

  

     
   

   

  

Y stitched 

OR FREE 
PERSONAL 
STEREO, 
HEADPHONES 
8 fire buttons, turbo 
—fire function 

a4 rp PVC coated football. 

4] 

OR FREE GOODY BAG INCLUDES 

Size 5. Includes free 
adaptor to pump up 
the ball 

MINIBOY, GAMEBOY CALCULATOR 
AND VIRTUA PET. 
Incredibly, all three of these electronic wonders 
have been bundled as one great gift. The Miniboy 
offers 55 great games in one, the Gameboy 
calculator is great to take into school and the Virtua 
Pet provides you with a pet to look after and care of. 

memory card 

    

    

  

        
      

  

      

     
     

Extra Matt OrvER Discount 
Deduct £2 if your order totals more than £40 
This offer only applies if you use this 
complete form to place your order by post 
before the expiry date below. 

OFF ic 

  

    

  

     

     
   

    
      

30/4/98 

Special Reserve 01279 600204 
OR FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 726842 - We’LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM 

OPEN 9.30AM TO 8PM (MON-SaT) 10AM To 5PM (SUN & BANK HOLIDAYS) 

(BLOCK CAPITALS please) 
Name & Address 

     

    

    

  

  

  

  

1 
1 
1 
1 
a] 

Phone No !Postcode Machine 
1 GAMESMASTER 

1Existing members please enter membership number 

We only supply members but you can order as you join (from 50p). 
There is no obligation to buy anything and you can be any age. 

£6.00 Annual Membership includes 10 issues of the Club Magazine plus 
the Special Reserve Book of 2500 Cheats. AND choose a FREE GIFT 

l from above if you buy any item at the same time as you join. 
IPLease ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE IF APPLICABLE AND PLEASE REMEMBER TO TICK YOUR CHOICE OF GIFT ABOVE 

jANNUAL MemBersuiP £6 (UK), £9 (EC) or £12 (WorLD) 
jOR TRIAL MEMBERSHIP 50P (ONE MAGAZINE, ONE ORDER) 
1 

  

  

      

   

     

  

item 
  

1 
litem | 

| 
  

  

litem 

IDeduct £2 off posted orders totalling over £40 (offer above) -£2.00 

IALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT 
\Cheque/P.O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa 

HTT TT TTT TT TTT TTT TTT 
ICREDIT CARD SWITCH 
TEXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE (ISSUE NO. ) 
1 
1 Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. Overseas surcharge £2.00 per item 

Hardware items (mains or battery) are only supplied to the UK mainland 

Immediate cheque clearance 

Cheques payable to Special Reserve at 

PO Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 
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Please phone 01279 600204. Some items carry a £1 surcharge in our shops. SAVE = Saving off full recommended price. 
Sent to press 02/02/98. Errors & Ommisions Excluded. Inter-Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG 
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